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I. INTRODUCTION AND QUALIFICATIONS

PLEASE STATE YOUR NAME AND BUSINESS ADDRESS

My name is David G. Carpenter. My business address is 100 North Stanton Street,

El Paso, Texas 79960.

HOW ARE YOU EMPLOYED?

I am employed by El Paso Electric Company ("EPE" or the "Company") as Senior Vice

President and Chief Financial Officer.

PLEASE SUMMARIZE YOUR EDUCATIONAL AND BUSINESS

BACKGROUND.

I hold a Bachelor of Business Administration degree in Accounting from Texas Tech

University. I am a Certified Public Accountant in the State of Texas and a member of the

Texas Society of Certified Public Accountants and the American Institute of Certified

Public Accountants. During my career, I have attended numerous seminars and short

courses on accounting, management, and regulatory topics. I have completed the Electric

Utility Management Course at Baylor University and the Public Utility Executive

Program at the University of Michigan.

I have 33 years experience in the electric utility industry in accounting and

regulatory positions. I began my career as a staff accountant with Houston Lighting &

Power Company. From 1978 until August 2005 when I joined EPE, I held a number of

accounting and management positions with American Electric Power Company, Inc.

("AEplt
) (prior to June 2000 Central and South West Corporation) and its subsidiary
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companies, AEP Texas North Company (previously West Texas Utilities Company),

AEP Texas Central Company (previously Central Power and Light Company), Central

and South West Services, Inc. ("CSWStI) and American Electric Power Service

Corporation CAEPSC'). Immediately prior to joining EPE, I was Director of Texas

Regulatory Services for AEPSC with responsibility for all regulatory filings and related

activities for AEP's electric operating subsidiaries in Texas including AEP Texas North,

AEP Texas Central, and Southwestern Electric Power Company. I also held accounting

management positions with AEP as Controller of AEP Texas North, and Assistant

Controller and Director of Accounting at CSWS. From May 1993 to June 1995, I was

State Case Director of the El Paso Electric Company Transition Team at CSWS. Ijoined

EPE in August 2005 as Vice-President Corporate Planning and Controller and assumed

the position of Vice-President Regulatory Services and Controller in September 2008. I

was named Principal Financial Officer in May 2009, and in August 2009, accepted the

position of Senior Vice President and Chief Financial Officer.

PLEASE DESCRIBE YOUR PRINCIPAL AREAS OF RESPONSIBILITY.

I have executive responsibility for the accounting, treasury, financial planning,

regulatory, energy efficiency, and multiple administrative functions of EPE. My

responsibilities include the development and presentation of testimony before various

regulatory bodies with respect to the Company's financial planning, public and private

financing, securities transactions, accounting, tax, revenue requirements, ratemaking and

regulatory policies.
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HAVE YOU PREVIOUSLY PRESENTED TESTIMONY BEFORE ANY

REGULATORY AGENCY?

Yes, I have testified before the New Mexico Public Regulation Commission (,'NMPRC"

or "Commission"), the Public Utility Commission of Texas, the Oklahoma Corporation

Commission, the Louisiana Public Service Commission, and the Federal Energy

Regulatory Commission ("FERC'l As the Chief Financial Officer for EPE, I provided

policy, financial and accounting testimony in EPE's last rate case, Case No. 09-00171

proceeding. I also testified at the June 8, 2010 hearing to update the Commission on the

latest developments regarding EPE's renewable procurement efforts.

II. PURPOSE OF TESTIMONY

WHAT IS THE PURPOSE OF YOUR TESTIMONY?

The purpose of my testimony is to address and incorporate the Commission's June 24,

2010 Final Order whereby it approved EPE entering the New Mexico SunTower, LLC

("SunTower) Amended Purchase Power Agreement ("Amended Agreement"), which is

included as Exhibit DGC-l, in lieu of and as a substitution for the previously approved

procurement under the Purchase Power Agreement ("PPA") between EPE and SunTower,

approved in EPE's 2008 Procurement Plan, by Final Order issued December 23,2008 in

Case No. 08-00219. The newly approved procurement will be from a 20 MW solar

photovoltaic ("PV") facility to be constructed in southern New Mexico with a contractual

completion date of December 31, 2011 (except that force majeure provisions could

extend the date to December 31,2012). The original procurement was from a 92 MW

solar thermal generating facility that would have been built in southern New Mexico.
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1 With approval of the Amended Agreement, the Commission approved termination of the

2 original PPA. I also address why a Variance to NMPRC Rule 572 is required as a result

3 of the default by NRG Solar ("NRG") under the terminated PPA. The Commission

4 deferred approval of the required Variance in its Order on June 22, 2010, and reserved

5 until this case the remaining approvals for the specific alternative procurement of wind

6 Renewable Energy Certificates ("RECs") from Southwestern Public Service Company

7 C'SPS"). The agreement to purchase the SPS wind RECs is subject to Commission

8 approval, and is addressed by EPE Witness Acosta. EPE Witness Acosta explains that

9 the SPS purchase is the most cost-effective way for EPE to meet its total RPS

10 requirements in 2011, given the absence of the previously approved solar thermal

11 generating facility that was expected to come on line in July 2011 as required under the

12 PPA. The Commission has recognized the realities of NRG's failure to proceed with

13 timely construction of the original solar thermal facility, and as a reasonable alternative,

14 it approved procurement from a 20 MW PV facility under the terms of the Amended

15 Agreement. The original PPA was terminated, and without the solar thermal

16 procurement previously approved, EPE cannot meet the full solar diversity requirements

17 of Rule 572 in 2011 and it cannot, without procuring alternative RECs (the lowest cost of

18 which are wind RECs from SPS), meet the total RPS for 2011. Thus EPE needs approval

19 of a Variance to the full solar diversity requirements of Rule 572 for calendar year 2011,

20 and approval to procure the substitute wind RECs that will enable EPE to comply with

21 the full RPS for 2011. EPE will agree to "make up" in later years (2012-2014) any

22 shortfall it incurs in 2011 to the otherwise applicable solar diversity minimum. The SPS

23 RECs have been procured as the least costly alternative in order to meet the full

4
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requirements of the RPS for 2011, and approval of such procurement is requested and

required in this proceeding. EPE Witness Acosta will address the details of the specific

amounts and cost of the SPS wind RECs. Finally, I will address the proposed

procurement actions, discussed by EPE Witness Acosta in more detail, to complete EPE's

2010 Procurement Plan to meet renewable obligations in 2011 and 2012. I will be the

policy witness to address Company decisions and proposed procurement actions in the

context of compliance with the REA and Rule.

WHAT APPROVALS ARE YOU REQUESTING FROM THE COMMISSION?

EPE is requesting the Commission approve its 20I0 Procurement Plan that includes:

a) the Amended Agreement with SunTower for a 20 MW PV facility in southern

New Mexico (previously approved), b) approval to enter a 24 MW PPA from SunEdison,

which is composed of two facilities of 12 MW each, and c) approval to enter another

PPA with a developer located in or near the Village of Hatch, New Mexico ("Hatch") to

purchase 5 MW from a new PV facility. EPE's 2010 Plan provides 49 MW of new solar

energy to be added to EPE's renewable portfolio. EPE also seeks approval to procure the

SPS wind RECs to meet the total RPS in 2011. EPE also requests cost recovery for its

procurement actions.

ARE YOU ADDRESSING THE SPECIFICS OF ALL THESE PROCUREMENT

ACTIONS?

No. EPE Witness Acosta will address the specifics, including the 2009-2010 RFP

conducted in conjunction with this request.
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WHAT OTHER APPROVALS ARE YOU REQUESTING FROM THE

COMMISSION?

EPE is also requesting all approvals required for the Variance from full compliance with

the minimum solar diversity requirements of NMPRC Rule 572 for calendar year 2011.

EPE requests approval for the purchase of wind RECs from SPS that are required to meet

EPEls total RPS requirements in 2011. The details and cost of the Variance are covered

in the direct testimony of EPE Witness Acosta. Due to the default by NRG under the

original SunTower PPA, recognized by the Commission in approving the alternative

Amended Agreement, and the lack of alternative solar resources for 2011, EPE cannot

comply with the full requirements of Rule 572 for solar diversity in 2011. The

Commission's Rule 572 contemplates that a public utility may have difficulty meeting the

minimum diversity requirements due to circumstances beyond their control, and EPE is

permitted to obtain a variance from the requirement for a fully diversified portfolio in

2011.

EPE requests that the Commission approve the purchase of the alternative SPS

wind RECs, with the Variance to the minimum solar diversity requirements of the Rule

due to NRGs inability to provide the solar thermal facility in 2011, in order for EPE to

meet the total RPS requirements through other resource types in calendar year 2011.

EPE Witness Acosta testifies to the specific requirements for 2011 and the specific

procurements and costs.

WHAT WAS APPROVED IN EPE'S 2008 PROCUREMENT PLAN?

On December 23, 2008, the Commission entered a Final Order approving EPErs

6
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procurement of energy and RECs from a "solar thermal power generating facility" and

approved EPE's "entry into a PPA with New Mexico SunTower, LLC, for the energy and

RECs generated by the eSolar technology" as described in the Recommended Decision.

Final Order, Case No. 08-00219; See NMPRC Order Scheduling Hearing, Paragraphs 2,

3. The Commission provided for full recovery of the costs of the procurement through

EPE's Fuel and Purchased Power Cost Adjustment Clause ("FPPCAC").

PLEASE ADDRESS HOW THAT APPROVED PROCUREMENT CHANGED.

In February 2009, SunTower assigned the PPA to NRG. Pursuant to the provisions of the

PPA, EPE collected $1.84 million in security deposit from eSolar, which is currently

being held by EPE. In mid-2009, the pilot project was behind its original test schedule ..

EPE realized that NRG's failure to perform could jeopardize compliance with the RPS

requirements and diversity targets of Rule 572. As a result, EPE began a proactive

approach to consider additional solar energy initiatives through its September 2009 RFP.

EPE Witness Acosta details the results of the RFP. The RFP identified the SPS wind

RECs as the most cost-effective alternative, and also identified SunEdison's PV proposal

as the most cost-effective purchase ofPV solar energy for EPE beginning in 2012.

WERE LETTERS EXCHANGED BETWEEN EPE AND NRG ABOUT

PROGRESS OF THE SOLAR THERMAL FACILITY?

Yes. These letters were admitted into evidence at the June 8, 2010 hearing in re-opened

Case No. 08-00219. They are attached to my testimony as Exhibits DGC-2, DGC-3,

DGC-4 and DGC-5. The letters show NRG's proposal to substitute a PV facility for the

7
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solar thermal facility because of delays and NRG's inability to obtain loan guarantees

from DOE. Ultimately, EPE indicated that a change to PV technology would require

Commission approval, and the Commission, on its own motion, scheduled a hearing to

review the status of the solar thermal facility. In its Final Order in the re-opened Case

No. 08-00219 the Commission found that PV could not be substituted for the NRG solar

thermal facility without approval of the Commission.

WHAT OCCURRED AT THE JUNE 8 HEARING?

EPE presented witnesses to aid the Commission in its understanding of the status of the

solar thermal procurement and alternatives to it. EPE requested NRG provide a witness,

and Mr. Hemig from NRG testified. It was clear from that hearing that the solar thermal

project would not go forward. However, NRG was committed to finance and pursue

immediate construction of an alternative 20 MW PV facility. EPE executed an Amended

Agreement with NRG for the purchase of solar energy and RECs from the alternative

20 MW PV project and requested approval from the Commission. EPE also requested a

Variance from the 2011 minimum solar diversity requirements of Rule 572, and approval

to purchase the wind RECs from SPS to ensure total RPS compliance for 2011.

WHAT DID THE COMMISSION DO AFTER THE JUNE 8 HEARING?

The Commission ordered short briefs from the parties and scheduled the matter for its

June 24, 2010 Open Meeting. On June 24, after public discussion, the Commission

approved EPE's procurement under the Amended Agreement with NRG. Because the

specific amount of the SPS wind RECs was not readily available at the Open Meeting,
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the Commission deferred approval for the purchase of the wind RECs until EPEls 2010

Procurement Plan filing, which was due on or before July 1, 2010.

WHAT ARE THE BENEFITS TO EPE AND ITS CUSTOMERS OF THE

AMENDED PPA?

Permits for construction for the PV facility are in place, which should facilitate the

availability of the project. NRG stated at the June 8 hearing that the project was "shove1-

ready," meaning that construction could commence upon Commission approval.

Although the contract calls for commercial operation by December 31, 2011, EPE and

NRG expressed willingness to work together to try to meet an earlier commercial

operation date. There is also a benefit to having more diversity of suppliers, so that EPE

will now have several suppliers of solar energy instead of just one. The construction

project should bring the benefit of construction activity to southern New Mexico and

increase the tax base in the area.

III. CONCLUSION

PLEASE SUMMARIZE YOUR REQUESTS FOR EPE's 2010 PROCUREMENT

PLAN FILING.

EPE is asking the Commission to approve its 2010 Procurement Plan that includes:

1) reaffirm its approval of the previously approved procurement under the Amended

Agreement with SunTower for a 20 MW PV solar facility; 2) approval for procurement

through a PPA with SunEdison for a 24 MW PV solar facility (composed of two facilities

of 12 MW each); 3) approval for procurement under a PPA for 5 MW PV solar facility

9
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1 with a developer located in or near the Village of Hatch, New Mexico ("Hatch");

2 4) approval of a Variance from the minimum solar diversity standards for 2011; and,

3 5) approval for procurement of the wind RECs from SPS that will enable EPE to meet its

4 full RPS requirements in 2011 and 2012 EPE seeks approval of its cost recovery of the

5 associated procurement costs consistent with its 2010 Plan. EPE seeks any other

6 regulatory approvals deemed necessary to proceed with the procurement actions and

7 variance included in its 2010 Procurement Plan.

8

9 Q. DOES THIS CONCLUDE YOUR TESTIMONY?

10 A. Yes.

10
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FIRSTAMENDED AND RESTATED
SOLAR ENERGY PURCHASE POWER AGREEMENT

BETWEEN
NEW MEXICO SUNTOWER, LLC

AND
EL PASO ELECTRIC COMPANY

This First Amended and Restated Solar Energy Purchase Power Agreement (including all
exhibits attached hereto. this "Agreement") is made and dated as of this 4th day of June, 2010,
(tie "Execution Date") by and between New Mexico SunTower, LLC ('"Seller"), a Delaware
limited liability company with a principal place of business at 1817 Aston Avenue. Carlsbad, CA
92008. and El Paso Electric Company ("EPE"), a Texas corporation with headquarters in £1
Paso, Texas (EPE and Seller each being sometimes referred to in this Agreement as a "Party" or,
collectively, as the '~Parties").

WHEREAS, Seller desires to develop, design, construct, own or lease and operate a solar
electric generating facility with a Designed Maximum Output of approximately 20 MW AC (the
'Tacili1y:' as more fully described and defined below); and

WHEREAS, Seller intends to locate the Facility at the Site (as defined below) and to
inerconnect the Facility with the local distribution facilities ofEPE as provided for in a separate
In terconnection Agreement; and

WHEREAS, Seller desires to sell and deliver to EPE at the Point of Delivery (as defined
below) the Solar Energy (as defined below) produced by the Facility, and EPE desires to buy the
sane from Seller; and

WHEREAS. SeIler desires to provide EPE with the Solar Energy, which will be
documented by solar Renewable Energy Certificates, and it is the intention of the Parties that all
so.ar Renewable Energy Certificates documenting and associated with the Solar Energy provided
shall be transferred to and owned by EPE at no additional cost; and

WHEREAS, the Parties have previously entered into that certain Solar Energy Purchase
Power Agreement dated October 17,2008, by and between the Parties (the "Original PPA"). the
NMPRC has previously approved the procurement by EPE of solar energy and RECs pursuant to
the Original PPA. and the Parties desire to amend and restate the Original PPA as hereinafter set
forth;

NOW THEREFORE, in consideration of the mutual covenants herein contained, the
sufficiency and adequacy of which are hereby acknowledged, the Parties agree to the following;

ARTICLE 1 M RULES OF CONSTRUCTION,
INTERPRETATION, AND DEFINITIONS

1.1 Rules of Construction. Capitalized terms defined in this Article 1 shall have the
meanings set forth herein whenever the tenus appear in this Agreement, whether in the singular
or the plural or in the present or past tense. Words not otherwise defined herein that have well
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known and generally accepted technical or trade meanings are used herein in accordance with
such recognized meanings. In addition, the following rules of construction shall apply:

(A) References to "Articles," "Sections," or "Exhibits" shall be to articles, sections, or
exhibits of this Agreement.

(B) The Exhibits attached hereto are incorporated in and are intended to be a part of
this Agreement; provided, that, in the event of a conflict between the terms of any Exhibit and
the terms of this Agreement, the terms of this Agreement shall control.

(C) This Agreement was negotiated and prepared by both Parties with the advice and
participation of counsel. The Parties have agreed to the wording of this Agreement, and none of
the provisions hereof shall be construed against one Party on the ground that such Party is the
author of this Agreement or any part hereof.

(D) The Parties shall act in a commercially reasonable manner and in accordance with
the principles of good faith and fair dealing in the performance of this Agreement Unless and
except as expressly provided otherwise in this Agreement, where this Agreement requires the
ccnsent, approval, or similar action by a Party, such consent or approval shall not be
ur reasonably withheld, conditioned or delayed. Unless and except as expressly provided
otnerwise in this Agreement. wherever this Agreement gives a Party a right to determine,
require, specify or take similar action with respect to a matter, such determination, requirement,
specification or similar action shall be conunercially reasonable. References herein to any
Applicable Law, including the New Mexico Renewable Energy Act, §§ 62~16wl etseq. (the
"REA"), and NMPRC Rule 572, Title 17.9.572 NMAC ("Rule 572"), shall, except as otherwise
specified, mean such Applicable Law as amended and in effect from time to time, including any
successor to or replacement of such Applicable Law.

(E) Use of the words "include" or "including" or similar words shall be interpreted as
"include without limitation" or "including, without limitation."

(F) Useof the words "tax" or "taxes" shall be interpreted to include taxes, fees,
surcharges, and the like.

1.2 Intemretation with Interconnection Agreement. Each Party represents that it
conducts its operations in a manner intended to comply with FERC Order No. 717, "Standards of
Ccnduct for Transmission Providers," requiring the separation of its transmission and merchant
functions, Moreover, the Parties acknowledge that EPE's transmission function offers
transmission service on its system in a manner intended to comply with PERC policies and
fe, uirements relating to the provision of open-access transmission service. The Parties
recognize that Seller will enter into a separate Interconnection Agreement with EPE and that
such Interconnection Agreement will not provide for FERC-jurisdictional interconnection
service.

1.3 Interpretation of Arrangements for Electric Supply to the Facility. The Parties
recognize that this Agreement does not provide for the supply of any retail electric service by
EPS to Seller or to the Facility, and Seller must enter into separate arrangements for the supply
of retail electric services to the Facility.

-2-
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(A) The Parties acknowledge and agree that the arrangements for the supply of
electric services to the Facility shall be separate and free-standing arrangements and that the
terms of this Agreement are not binding upon the supplier of such electric services.

(B) Notwithstanding any other provision in this Agreement, nothing in the
arrangements for the supply of retail electric services to the Facility shall alter or modify Seller's
or EPE's rights. duties and obligations under this Agreement. This Agreement shall not be
construed to create any rights between Seller and the supplier of such retail electric services.

(C) Seller expressly recognizes that, for purposes of this Agreement, the supplier of
retail electric services to the Facility shall be deemed to be a separate entity and a separate
contracting party whether or not the arrangement for the supply of retail electric services to the
Facility is entered into with EPE or an Affiliate of EPE, if any.

1.4 Definitions. Unless defined elsewhere herein, capitalized terms used in this
Agreement will have the following scope and meaning:

1.4.1 "Abandonment" means (i) the relinquishment of all possession and
control of the Facility by Seller, other than a transfer or sale permitted under this Agreement, or
(ii Iif prior to the Commercial Operation Date, the cessation of the design, construction, testing
ani inspection of the Facility for ninety (90) consecutive Days by Seller. or Seller's contractors.
unless such relinquishment or cessation is (x) pursuant to Section 4.4(i), 4.4(ii) or 4.4(iii), (y) at
EI'E's express request, or (z) caused by or attributable to a Force Majeure Event.

1.4.2 "Account" has the meaning set forth in Section 11.1(C)(2) of this
Agreement.

1.4.3 "Additional Consents" means the approvals, consents, authorizations or
other requirements not listed in the definition of Governmental Approvals in this Agreement that
art: required from any Government Authority with respect to the Facility,

1.4.4 "Additional Maintenance Outages" has the meaning assigned to it in
Section 13.6 hereof.

1.4.5 "Affiliate" of any named person or entity means any other person or
en.ity that controls, is under the control of, or is under common control with, the named entity.
The term "control" (including the terms "controls," "under the control of" and "under common
control with") means the possession, directly or indirectly, of the power to direct or cause the
direction of the management of the policies of a person or entity, whether through ownership
interest, by contract or otherwise.

Agreement,
1.4.6 "Agreement Approval" has the meaning set forth in Section 6.1 of this

1.4.7 "Agreement Approval Date" means the date on which, after full
execution of this Agreement, all of the conditions precedent set forth in Section 6.1 shall have
been fulfilled (or waived in accordance with Section 6.1).

-3-
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104.8 "Applicable Law" means aU applicable laws, statutes, treaties, codes,
ordinances, regulations, certificates, orders, licenses and permits of any Governmental Authority,
ncw in effect or hereafter enacted, amendments to any of the foregoing. interpretations of any of
the foregoing by a Governmental Authority having jurisdiction, and all applicable judicial,
administrative, arbitration and regulatory decrees, judgments, injunctions, writs, orders, awards
or like actions (including those relating to human health, safety, the natural environment, or
otherwise).

104.9 "As-Available SoJar Energy" means Solar Energy that Seller is obligated
to deliver and sell and that EPE is obligated to purchase and receive whenever such energy is
capable of being generated by the Facility.

1.4.10 "Back-Up Metering" means redundant Electric Metering Devices
installed by either Party pursuant to Section 5.2(B) of this Agreement.

104.11 "Business Day" means any calendar day that is not a Saturday. a Sunday,
or a NERC recognized holiday.

1.4.12 "CAMD" has the meaning set forth in Section lO.5(B) of this
Agreement,

1.4.13 "Close of the Business Day" means 5:00 PM prevailing time in El Paso,
Texas, on a Business Day.

1.4.14 "Commercial Operation" means the period beginning on the Commercial
Operation Date and continuing through the Term of this Agreement.

1.4.15 "Commercial Operation Date" means the date designated by Seller to
begin delivering Solar Energy to EPE pursuant to the terms of this Agreement, which shall take
effect no sooner than thirty (30) Days after Seller provides notification to EPE, pursuant to
Section 4.9 of this Agreement, that all of the Conditions specified in Section 4.9 have occurred
or otherwise been satisfied.

1.4.16 "Commercial Operation Milestone" means the Construction Milestone
for the Commercial Operation Date as specified in Exhibit A to this Agreement.

1.4.17 "Commercial Operation Year" means any twelve (12) consecutive month
period during the Term of this Agreement, commencing with the first day of the Month
following the Commercial Operation Date or any of its anniversaries.

104.18 "Commissioning" means, with respect to the Facility, the
corunencement of the period during which the Facility has begun Commissioning Testing and
enc ing when the Facility has been approved for the production of Solar Energy and authorized to
commence delivery of Solar Energy.

1.4.19 "Commissioning Tests" or "Commissioning Testing" has the meaning
assigned to it in Section 4.6 of this Agreement.

-4-
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1.4.20 "Committed Solar Energy" has the meaning set forth in Section 7.2 of
th is Agreement.

1.4.21 "Compliance Obligations" has the meaning ascribed to it in Section
4.9(E) of this Agreement.

1.4.22 "Conditions" has the meaning set forth in Section 4.9 of this Agreement.

1.4.23 "Confidential Information" has the meaning set forth in Section 19.17(D)
ofthis Agreement

1.4.24 "Construction Event(s) of Default" has the meaning set forth in Section
1~..1of this Agreement.

1.4.25 "Construction Milestone(s)" means the date(s) set forth in Exhibit A to
th.s Agreement by which Seller agrees to achieve the corresponding result(s) specified for such
date(s), including, but not limited to, the Commercial Operation Milestone.

Agreement.
1.4.26 "Curtailed Energy" has the meaning set forth in Section 8.3(A)(2) of this

1.4.27 "Day" means a calendar day.

1.4.28 "Delivery Excuse" means an event solely due to actions or omissions by
EIfE that prevents or delays delivery of Solar Energy hereunder.

1.4.29 "Designed Mrudmum Output" means the maximum output of Solar
Er.ergy for which the Facility is designed and which is approximately 20 MW AC.

1.4.30 "Disclosing Party" has the meaning set forth in Section 19.17(A) of this
Agreement,

Agreement,
1.4.31 "Dispute" has the meaning assigned to it in Section 12.8 of this

Agreement,
1.4.32 "Dispute Notice" has the meaning assigned to it in Section 12.8 of this

1.4.33 "Electric Metering Device(sr means metering equipment, and data
processing equipment used to measure, record, or transmit data relating to the Solar Energy
ou'put from the Facility and that are specified in the Interconnection Agreement. Electric
Metering Devices include the metering current transformers ("eTs") and the metering voltage
traasformers ("VTsU).

1.4.34 "Emergency Condition" means a condition or situation that presents an
imminent physical threat of danger to life, health or property. or could reasonably be expected, in
the opinion of the Interconnection Provider, to cause a significant disruption to the

-5-
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Interconnection Provider's system or otherwise be required in accordance with the requirements
of the NMPRC or any system condition not consistent with Good Utility Practices.

1.4.35 "Environmental Attributes" has the meaning assigned to it in Section
I ).5(B) of this Agreement.

1.4.36 "Environmental Contamination" means the introduction or presence of
Hazardous Materials at such levels. quantities or location, or of such form or character. as to
constitute a violation offederal, state or local laws or regulations, and present a material risk
under federal, state or local laws and regulations that the Site will not be available or usable for
tl:e purposes contemplated by this Agreement.

1.4.37 "EPC Contract" means the Construction Contract entered into between
Seller and the Contractor in relation to construction of the Facility.

1.4.38 "EPC Contractor" means the Contractor as identified to EPE once
selected by Seller.

1.4.39 uEPE Event(s) of Default" has the meaning set forth in Section 12.4 of
this Agreement

1.4.40 "EPE's Interconnection Facilities" means the facilities owned and
operated by EPE as identified in the Interconnection Agreement. Arrangements for the
in stallation and operation of EPE' s Interconnection Facilities shall be governed by the
In :erconnection Agreement.

1.4.41 «EPE System Operations Center" or "EPE SOC ••means EPE's
organization responsible for dispatch of generating units, including the Facility.

Agreement.
1.4.42 "Event of Default" has the meaning set forth in Section 12.5 of this

Agreement,
1.4.43 "Execution Date" has the meaning set forth in the first paragraph of this

1.4.44 "Expected Solar Energy" means the number of kilowatt hours (kWh) of
Solar Energy that Seller expects the Facility to generate for delivery to the Point of Delivery and
sale to EPE during each Conunercial Operation Year. The ExpectedSolar Energy for the first
Commercial Operation Year shall be the value calculated in accordance with the below formula:

Expected Solar Energy. in kWh = A x B x C

Where:

A = the Designed Maximum Output of the Facility in kWAC

B = 25% capacity factor

-6-
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C = 8,760 hours per year.

For each Conunercial Operation Year subsequent to the first Commercial Operation Year, the
Expected Solar Energy level shall be the value specified for such Commercial Operation Year in
Exhibit F.

1.4.45 "FacilityH means Seller's electric generating facility and Seller's
Interconnection Facilities, as identified and described in Article 3 and Exhibit B to this
Agreement, including, but not limited to, all of the following, the purpose of which is to produce
Solar Energy from sunlight and deliver such Solar Energy to the Point of Delivery: the Site,
Seller's equipment, buildings, all of Seller's generation facilities. including generators, step up
transformers, output breakers, Seller's facilities necessary to connect to the Point of
Ir.terconnection, protective and associated equipment, improvements, and other tangible assets or
contract rights reasonably necessary for the construction, operation. and maintenance of the
electric generating facility that produces the Solar Energy subject to this Agreement. The
lccation of the Facility is as described in Exhibit B. A scaled map that identifies the Site, the
location of the Facility at the Site, the location of the Point of Interconnection and the location of
the important ancillary facilities and Interconnection Facilities, is included in Exhibit B to this
Agreement.

1.4.46 "Facility Debt" means the obligations of Seller to any lender pursuant to
the Financing Documents, including without limitation, principal of, premium and interest on
indebtedness, fees, expenses or penalties, amounts due upon acceleration, payment or
re structuring, swap or interest rate hedging breakage costs and any claims or interest due with
respect to any of the foregoing.

1.4.47 "Facility Lender" means, collectively. any lender(s) providing any
Facility Debt and any successor(s) or assigns thereto.

1.4.48 "FERC' means the Federal Energy Regulatory Conunission or any
successor agency.

1.4.49 "Financing Documents" means the loan and credit agreements, notes,
bonds, indentures, security agreements, lease financing agreements, mortgages, deeds of trust.
interest rate exchanges, swap agreements and other documents relating to the development,
bridge, construction or permanent debt or equity financing for the Facility, including any credit
en aancement, credit support, working capital financing, or refinancing documents, and any and
all amendments, modifications, or supplements to the foregoing that may be entered into from
tin ie to time at the discretion of Seller subject to any required approvals, whether in this
Agreement, or otherwise, in connection with development, construction, ownership, leasing,
operation or maintenance of the Facility.

1.4.50 "Force Majeure Evenf has the meaning set forth in Article 14 of this
Agreement.

1.4.51 "Forced Outage" means a reduction of, or cessation in the delivery of. or
inability to deliver, Solar Energy that is not the result of (i) a Scheduled Maintenance Outage, (ii)
a Foree Majeure Event, (iii) a Delivery Excuse. or (iv) an Emergency Condition .

• 7 ~
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1.4.52 "Good Utility Practice(s)" means any of the practices. methods and acts
engaged in or approved by a significant portion of the electric industry during the relevant time
period, or any of the practices, methods and acts which, in the exercise of reasonable judgment in
li.~ht of the facts known at the time the decision was made, could have been expected to
accomplish the desired result at a reasonable cost consistent with good business practices,
reliability. safety and expedition. Good Utility Practice is not intended to be limited to the
optimum practice, method, or act to the exclusion of all others. but rather to be practices.
methods, or acts generally accepted in the region. With respect to the Facility, Good Utility
Practicers) includes, without limitation, reasonable steps to ensure that: (i) equipment, materials,
resources, and supplies, including spare parts inventories, are available to meet the Facility's
needs; (ii) sufficient operating personnel are available at all times and are adequately
experienced and trained and licensed as necessary to operate the Facility properly, efficiently,
ar.d in coordination with EPE and are capable of responding to reasonably foreseeable
energency conditions whether caused by events on or off the Site; (iii) preventive, routine, and
non-routine maintenance and repairs are performed on a basis that ensures reliable, long-term
ar.d safe operation, and are performed by knowledgeable, trained, and experienced personnel
utilizing proper equipment and tools; (iv) appropriate monitoring and testing are performed to
ensure equipment is functioning as designed; (v) equipment is not operated in a reckless manner.
in violation of manufacturer's guidelines or in a manner unsafe to workers, the general public, or
tbe interconnected system or contrary to environmental laws. penn its or regulations or without
regard to defined limitations such as flood conditions, safety inspection requirements, operating
voltage, current, volt-ampere reactive loading, frequency, rotational speed, polarity,
syachronization, and control system limits; (vi) equipment and components meet or exceed the
sundard of durability that is generally used for electric generation operations in the region and
will function properly over the full range of ambient temperature and weather conditions
reasonably expected to occur at the Site and under both normal and emergency conditions; and
(vii) equipment, components, and processes are appropriately permitted with any local, state, or
federal Governmental Authority and are operated and maintained in accordance with applicable
pe:mit and regulatory requirements.

1.4.53 "Governmental Awroval" means any authorization, consent, permission,
approval, license, ruling, permit, exemption, variance, order, judgment, instruction, condition,
direction, directive, decree, declaration of or regulation by any Governmental Authority relating
to ';he construction, development, ownership, occupation, start-up, testing, operation or
maintenance of the Facility or to the execution, delivery or performance of this Agreement,
including the amendments to the Original PPA effected by this Agreement, or the procurement
pursuant to this Agreement of Solar Energy and solar Renewable Energy Certificates for
inclusion in EPE's renewable energy portfolio pursuant to the REA and Rule 572 and recovery
ofhe related costs, and shall also mean, where and as applicable and the context so dictates, any
and all authorization, consent, permission, approval, license, ruling. permit, exemption, variance,
ore er, judgment, instruction, condition, direction, directive, decree. declaration of or regulation
wit h regard to any Compliance Obligations.

1.4.54 "Governmental Authority" means any federal, state, local or other
governmental regulatory or administrative agency, court, commission, department, board, or
othe-r governmental subdivision, legislature, rulemaking board, tribunal, or other governmental
aut tority, including the NMPRC, having jurisdiction over a Party or the Parties. their respective
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facilities, or the respective services they provide, and. exercising or entitled to exercise any
administrative, executive. police, or taxing authority or power.

1.4.55 "Guaranty" shall have the meaning set forth in Section 11.1(C)(3) of this
Agreement.

1.4.56 "Hazardous Materials" means any substance, material, gas, or particulate
matter that is regulated by any Governmental Authority as an environmental pollutant or
dangerous to public health, public welfare, or the natural environment including, without
lirritation, protection of non-human forms of life, land. water, groundwater, and air, including,
without limitation, any material or substance that is: (i) defined as "toxic," "polluting,"
"hazardous waste,' "hazardous material," "hazardous substance," "extremely hazardous waste,"
"sc lid waste" or "restricted hazardous waste" under any provision oflocal, state, or federal law;
(ii) petroleum, including any fraction, derivative or additive; (iii) asbestos; (iv) polychlorinated
biphenyls; (v) radioactive material; (vi) designated as a "hazardous substance" pursuant to the
Clean Water Act, 33 U.S.C. §1251 et seq. (33 U.S.C. §1251); (vii) defined as a "hazardous
waste" pursuant to the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act, 42 U.S.C. §6901 et seq. (42
U.~;.C.§6901); (viii) defined as a "hazardous substance" pursuant to the Comprehensive
Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act. 42 U.S.C. §9601 et seq. (42 U.S.C.
§9<;Ol); (ix) defined as a "chemical substance" under the Toxic Substances Control Act, 15
u.~;,c.§2601 et seq. (15 U.S.C. §2601); or (x) defined as a pesticide under the Federal
Insecticide, Fungicide, and Rodenticide Act, 7 U.S.C. §136 et seq. (7 U.S.C. §136).

Agreement.
1.4.57 "Indemnified Party" has the meaning set forth in Section 17.1 of this

Agreement.
1.4.58 "Indenmifying Party" has the meaning set forth in Section 17,1 of this

1.4.59 "Interconnection Agreement" means a separate agreement to be
negotiated between Seller and EPE. as such agreement may be entered into on or after the
Execution Date and thereafter amended from time to time, providing for interconnection of the
Fac ility to the local distribution facilities of EPE at the location specified in such agreement.
The Parties shall use their respective commercially reasonable efforts 10 negotiate a mutually
acceptable form and terms of, and then to finalize, execute and deliver, the Interconnection
Agreement, on or before September 1.2010.

1.4.60 "Interconnection Facilities" has the same meaning as that same term is
defined in the Interconnection Agreement.

Agreement,
1.4.61 "Interest Rate" has the meaning assigned to it in Section 5.3(C) of this

1.4.62 "Interests"has the meaning set forth in Section 18.2 of this Agreement.

1.4.63 "Interim Period" means a period of less than three hundred sixty-five
Days during which time EPE, upon Seller's Construction Event of Default, Operational Event of
Default or Abandonment of Construction or Operation of the Facility, shall have the right but not
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tle obligation to possess, assume control of, and operate the Facility in accordance with Seller's
rights, obligations and interest under this Agreement.

1.4.64 "Issuer" has the meaning set forth in Section 11. I (C) of this Agreement.

1.4.65 "kW" means kilowatt.

1.4.66 "kWh" means kilowatt hour.

1.4.67 "Letter of Credit" shall have the meaning set forth in Section 11.1(C)(1)
of this Agreement.

1.4.68 "Month" means a calendar month.

1.4.69 "Mountain Prevailing Time" or UMPT' means the time in effect in the
Mountain Time Zone of the United States of America, whether Mountain Standard Time or
Mountain Daylight Saving Time.

104.70 "MW" means megawatt or one thousand kW.

104.71 "MWh" means megawatt hours.

1.4. 72 "NERC" means the North American Electric Reliability Council or any
successor organization.

1.4.73 uNMPRC" means the New Mexico Public Regulation Commission and
auf predecessor or successor organization.

1.4.74 "Non-Scheduled Maintenance Period" has the meaning set forth in
Section t3.5(A) of this Agreement.

Agreement,
1.4.75 "Original PPA" has the meaning set forth in the recitals to this

104.76 "Original PPA Shortfall Amount1' has the meaning set forth in Section
10.4 of this Agreement.

1.4.77 "Operating Committee" means one representative each from EPE and
Seller pursuant to Section 13.2(A) of this Agreement.

1.4.78 "Qperating Procedures" means those procedures developed pursuant to
Section 13.2(B) of this Agreement.

1.4.79 ~'Operation and Maintenance Agreement" means that certain operation
and maintenance agreement between Seller and the Operation and Maintenance Contractor with
respect to the Facility, if applicable.

1.4.80 "Operation and Maintenance Contractor" means an operation and
mal ntenance contractor as identified to EPE, if used by Seller.
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1.4.81 "Operational Events of Default" has the meaning set forth in Section
1:!.2 of this Agreement.

1.4.82 "Parent" has the meaning set forth in Section 18.2 of this Agreement.

1.4.83 "Party Representative" or "Parties' Representati ves" has the meaning set
forth in Section 12.8 of this Agreement.

1.4.84 "Permitted Transfer" has the meaning set forth in Section 18.3 of this
Agreement,

1.4.85 "Person" means any natural person, corporation, limited liability
ccmpany, general partnership, limited partnership, proprietorship, other business organization,
trust, union, association or Governmental Authority.

1.4.86 "Point of Delivery" means the point at which electricity generated by
Sf Her's Facility is delivered to EPE, adjusted for any applicable metering losses, and which point
shall be the same as the Point ofInterconnection.

1.4.87 "Point of IntercoMectiQn" has the same meaning as that same term is
defined in the Interconnection Agreement.

1.4,88 "Project Contracts" means this Agreement, the EPC Contract, the
Imerconnection Agreement, and the Operation and Maintenance Agreement.

1.4.89 "Projected Schedule" has the meaning assigned to it in Section 13.3(A)
of this Agreement.

1.4.90 "Rate Schedule No. 16 Rate" means the time-of-use energy rates in
EFE's twenty-sixth revised Rate No. 16t or its successor, as filed with the NMPRC that are in
effect at the relevant time.

Agreement,

1.4.91 "REA" has the meaning set forth in Section 1.1(D) of this Agreement.

1.4.92 "Receiving Party" has the meaning set forth in Section 19.17{A) of this

1.4.93 "Renewable Energy Certificate(s)" or "REC(s)" means a certificate(s)
that complies in all respects with the REA, Rule 572, and any applicable NMPRC final orders,
wh ich documents that the energy delivered under this Agreement (or for purposes of Section
10,4, that would have been delivered under the Original PPA) is Solar Energy as defined by the
REA and is provided with the associated energy from Seller at no additional cost to EPE, except
as set forth in Section 10.1 of this Agreement. RECs are the documentation required by the
Nl\fPRC to document that the associated energy is, in fact, Solar Energy. Compliance with
EP E' s Renewable Portfolio Standard under the REA and Rule 572 is documented by solar RECs.

1.4.94 "Replacement Energy Costs" means those damages suffered by EPE as a
direct result of Seller's failure to perform its obligations under this Agreement, including (i) all

- 11 -
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ir .eremental costs suffered by EPE to replace the Solar Energy or the RECs that Seller fails to
deliver to EPE under this Agreement with alternatives that meet the requirements of the REA
and Rule 572, (ii) any replacement solar capacity necessary to make up for any shortfall in the
capacity to be provided under this Agreement (to comply with the NMPRC's Renewable
Portfolio Standard) which shortfall was caused by Seller or the Facility, (iii) costs and penalties
imposed by the NMPRC; or by any other Governmental Authority, paid or required to be paid by
EPE as a result of Seller's failure to perform under this Agreement, and (iv) EPE's expenses
including reasonable attorneys' fees suffered as a result of Seller's failure to perform under this
Agreement.

Agreement.
1.4.95 "E..eplacement RECs" has the meaning set forth in Section lOA of this

Agreement.
1.4.96 "Representative" has the meaning set forth in Section 19.17(B) of this

1.4.97 "Required Commercial Operation Date" is July 31,2011, except as
ot aerwise provided in this Agreement.

1.4.98 "Restoration" and "Restoration Schedule" have the meanings set forth in
Section 14.3(E)(2) of this Agreement.

Agreement,
1.4.99 "Restoration Report" has the meaning set forth in Section 14.3(E) of this

1.4.100 "Revised Commercial Operation Milestone" means a date specified by
Seller pursuant to Section 12.1(F) of this Agreement.

1.4.101 "RPS"has the meaning set forth in Section 10.4 of this Agreement.

1.4.102 "Rule 572" has the meaning set forth in Section 1.1(D) of this

1.4.103 "Scheduled Maintenance Outage" means a time period during which the
Facility is shut down or its output reduced to undergo scheduled maintenance in accordance with
thi s Agreement, or as otherwise agreed by Seller and EPE.

Agreement,
1.4.104 "Security Fund" has the meaning set forth in Section 11.1 of this

1.4.105 "Seller's Interconnection Facilities" means the facilities owned and
operated by the Seller as identified in the Interconnection Agreement. Arrangements for the
installation and operation of the Seller's Interconnection Facilities shall be governed by the
Interconnection Agreement.

1.4.1 06 "Site" means real estate on which the Facility will be constructed and
loc ated, including any interests, easements, water rights, and access rights reasonably necessary

- 12-
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for the construction, operation and maintenance of the Facility. The Site is more specifically
described in Exhibit B to this Agreement.

104.107 "Solar Energy" means the net electrical energy generated in MWh using
solar generation technologies and delivered to EPE at nominal voltage to the Point of Delivery as
measured by Electric Metering Devices installed pursuant to Section 5.2 of this Agreement.
S olar Energy should be of a power quality of 60 cycle, three-phase alternating current that is
compliant with the Interconnection Agreement.

1.4.108 "Solar Energy Payment Rate" means the rate paid for Solar Energy by
EPE to Seller as specified in Exhibit F to this Agreement.

1.4.109 "Standstill Agreement" means that certain Standstill Agreement dated as
oi' June 1; 2010, by and between the Parties.

1.4.1lO "Tax Credits" means investment tax credits under Section 48 of the
Ir.temal Revenue Code as in effect on the Execution Date or any successor or other provision
providing for a federal tax credit determined by reference to renewable electric energy produced
from Solar Energy resources, or any federal. state or local investment tax credit or federal, state
OJ local production tax credit determined by reference to renewable electric energy produced
from Solar Energy resources in effect in the State of New Mexico.

1.4.111 "Term" means the period oftime during which this Agreement shall
re main in fun force and effect, and which is further defined in Article 2 of this Agreement.

1.4.112 "Test Date" means the date on which SeHer shall commence
Commissioning of the Facility and shall be the date falling no later than forty-five (45) Days
prior to the Commercial Operation Date or such other date as Seller and EPE may agree in
writing.

1.4.113 "Test Energy" means that Solar Energy produced by the Facility in order
to perform testing of the Facility prior to Commercial Operation.

1.4.114 "Variance" means an order by the NMPRC granting EPE an exemption
to the minimum diversity requirements of Rule 572 as to minimum quantities of solar energy
required for the Year 2011.

1.4.115 "WECC" means the Western Electricity Coordinating Council, a NERC
regional electric reliability council. or any successor organization.

1.4.116 "Year" means a calendar year consisting of 365 Days.

1.4.117 "Year 2012 Shortfall Amount" has the meaning set forth in Section lOA
of this Agreement.

- 13-
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ARTJCLE 2 M TERM

2.1 Term. This Agreement shall be in full force and effect from the date shown in the
first paragraph hereof and shall remain in effect until the last Day of the twentieth (20th)
Commercial Operation Year, subject to any early termination or extension provisions set forth
herein.

ARTICLE 3 - FACILITY DESCRIPTION

3.1 SummaI:}!Description. Seller shall construct, own or lease, operate, and maintain
the Facility, which shall consist of devices for generating electricity and associated equipment
having a Designed Maximum Output of approximately 20 MW AC which shall qualify as Solar
Energy and which shall be located in New Mexico on the Site. Exhibit B to this Agreement
provides a detailed description of the Facility, including identification of the major equipment
and components that comprise the Facility. The Expected Solar Energy generated from the
Facility during the first Commercial Operation Year shall be 43,800 MWh and for each
S1.1 bsequent Commercial Operation Year the Expected Solar Energy shall be the amount specified
for such Commercial Operation Year in Exhibit F.

(A) Sale/Leaseback. Subject to and conditioned upon the prior written consent of
El>E. which consent shall not be unreasonably withheld, Seller may sell the Facility to a third
party and lease-back and operate the Facility in accordance with the terms of this Agreement,
provided that, (i) a copy of the applicable section of any such sale/leaseback agreement is
provided to EPE at least thirty (30) Days prior to its execution, and (ii) any such sale and lease-
back of the Facility by Seller shall fully preserve EPE's right to assume the position of the Seller
if EPE would have the right to purchase or lease the Facility as provided in Sections 12.12(A) or
14.3 of this Agreement.

3.2 General Design and Operation of the Facility. Seller shall construct and operate
the Facility according to Good Utility Practice(s) and the Interconnection Agreement. During
Commercial Operation. Seller shall maintain the Facility according to Good Utility Practice(s)
an:l the Interconnection Agreement, and in accordance with manufacturers' recommendations.
In addition to the requirements of the Interconnection Agreement, the Facility shall at all times:

(A) have the required panel space and 125VDC battery supplied voltage to
accommodate metering, generator telemetering equipment and communications equipment; and

(B) use communication circuits from the Facility to EPE's SOC for the purpose of
tel emetering, supervisory control/data acquisition, and voice communications as required by
EFE.

3.3 Environmental Compliance. Seller must obtain and pay for all applicable
environmental permits from any Governmental Authority needed for construction. operation,
rnaintenance, and decommissioning of the Facility. copies of which will be provided by Seller to
EPE within ten (10) Business Days of the issuance of such permits. Seller shall promptly notify
EPE of any and all violations and any and all investigations, actions. claims, suits, notices of
vic lation, fines. penalties. orders, revocations. and other proceedings related to violations or
alleged violations of environmental laws, including, but not limited to, permits issued thereunder.
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which are asserted against Seller or any of Seller's personnel in connection with the Facility or
their activities on, along, adjacent to or near the Site by any Governmental Authority. Seller will
keep EPE informed on a regular basis of the progress made and resolution of such events.

ARTICLE 4 - PRE-COMMERCIAL OPERATION

4.1 Construction of the Facility.

(A) Seller shall use commercially reasonable efforts to obtain any land rights
necessary for the Facility.

(B) Other than the rights and obligations ofEPE specified in this Agreement and any
documents ancillary hereto, neither this Agreement nor any such ancillary document shall be
interpreted to create in favor ofEPE, and EPE specifically disclaims, any present right, title or
interest in any part of the Facility.

(C) In the event Seller should determine that the expected Commercial Operation
Date is not feasible or is impossible to achieve, Seller shall promptly notify EPE and shall advise
EPE of the new expected Commercial Operation Date; provided, however, such new expected
Commercial Operation Date shall not be later than the Required Commercial Operation Date.

4.2 Monitoring and Inspection. EPE shall have the right to monitor the construction,
start-up and testing of the Facility, and SeUer shall comply with all reasonable requests ofEPE
with respect to the monitoring of these events. Seller shall cooperate in such physical
inspections of the Facility as may be reasonably requested by EPE during and after completion
of construction. EPE's technical review and inspection of the Facility shall neither be construed
as endorsing the design thereof nor as any warranty of safety. durability) or reliability of the
Facility. Persons visiting the Facility on behalf ofEPE shall comply with Seller's applicable
sa.ety and health rules and requirements.

4.3 Construction Milestones. In order to achieve the Commercial Operation Date by
the Commercial Operation Milestone. Seller agrees to meet the Construction Milestones set forth
in Exhibit A to this Agreement.

4.4 Extension of Construction Milestones. After the Agreement Approval Date and
suhject to Section 6.1 and Section 14.3(E)(5) herein, Seller may extend any Construction
Milestone as a result of the occurrence of one or more Force Majeure Events; provided, however,
that such extension for reasons of Force Majeure Events may not delay achievement of ally
Construction Milestone beyond December 31) 2012. Delays that are due to (i) failure of the
Agreement Approval Date to occur on or before September 1,2010, (ii) failure of the Parties to
execute an Interconnection Agreement on or before September 1, 2010, so long as such failure is
solely due to any failure by EPE to complete, in a commercially reasonable manner and
tirr .eframe to facilitate such execution on or before such date, the relevant facility studies
necessary for the execution of an Interconnection Agreement, excluding any such failure by EPE
cai.sed by a failure by Seller to provide to EPE, in a commercially reasonable manner and
timeframe to facilitate the timely completion of such facility studies, the relevant information
relating to the Facility necessary for EPE to complete such facility studies, or (iii) failure ofEPE
for any reason to complete the construction of EPE' s Interconnection Facilities in accordance
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VI ith an executed Interconnection Agreement, to the extent any such delay as described in clauses
(i) - (iii) above causes a delay in the achievement of any Construction Milestone, shall extend
such Construction Milestone day-for-day and, subject to Section 6.1. the December 31. 2012.
li nitation on extensions shall not apply. Changes in a Construction Milestone for any other
re ason are not allowed.

4.5 Progress Reports. Commencing upon the Agreement Approval Date, Seller shall
submit to EPE. on the first Business Day of each calendar quarter until construction of the
Facility begins, progress reports in a form reasonably satisfactory to EPE. Once construction of
the Facility begins, Seller shall submit such Progress Reports to EPE on the first Business Day of
each Month. These progress reports shall notify EPE of the current status of each Construction
lv.:ilestone and an updated completion schedule for the Facility. Such Monthly reports shall
provide a schedule showing items completed and to be completed and a best estimate time-frame
within which Seller expects the EPC Contractor to complete such non-completed works. Seller
stall, from time to time, upon reasonable advance request from EPE, meet with EPE to discuss
the progress of the construction of the Facility. None of the foregoing shall be deemed to be in
lieu of, or in substitution for. the general record and reporting obligations of Seller in accordance
w.th Article 13 of this Agreement.

4.6 Commissioning Tests.

(A) Seller shall give EPE at least three (3) Months prior notice of the approximate
Test Date and of the proposed tests scheduled relating to the Commissioning of the Facility
("Commissioning Tests"). Representatives ofEPE shall have the right to be present at all such
testing. Seller shall promptly notify EPE of any changes' to the Test Date or the date of any
Commissioning Tests relating to the Facility in order that EPE may arrange for its respective
representatives to attend.

(B) The results of Commissioning Tests shall determine the Facility's Designed
Maximum Output in MW.

(C) Nothing herein shall prevent or limit Seller or EPE, upon their mutual written
ag:eement to same, subject to any required Governmental Approval, from establishing a new
Ccmmitted Solar Energy at any level that they mutually agree is appropriate and desirable under
this Agreement.

CD) Solar Energy produced during any Commissioning Tests shall be delivered by
Se.ler for EPE at the Point of Delivery, and EPE shall purchase such Solar Energy at the rate
described in Section 8.1 (A).

(E) EPE shall have the right to require that Seller, not more than once in any twelve
(l~.) Month period beginning with the Commercial Operation Date, re-demonstrate the Designed
Maximum Output in MW of the Facility within sixty (60) Days of the demand;pr()vided,
however, that such demand shall be coordinated among EPE and SeHer so that the sixty (60) Day
per iod for re-demonstration avoids, if practical, previously notified periods of Scheduled
Maintenance Outages and Additional Maintenance Outages pursuant to this Article 4.
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4.7 Site Report. Prior to the Execution Date, Seller conducted, at its sole expense, a
Plase I environmental investigation of the Site and provided EPE with a copy of the report
summarizing such investigation, together with any data or information generated pursuant to
su eh investigation. To the extent that there is any material change to the Phase I environmental
report, Seller shall provide to EPE with such revised report as soon as practicable after Seller's
receipt of such report.

4.8 Facility Contracts. Upon reasonable notice and request by EPE, Seller shall
provide EPE with copies of (or, in the case of agreements and contracts subject to non-disclosure
covenants or similar provisions, summaries of): (i) contracts for the manufacture, delivery and
installation of the photovoltaic arrays, inverters and step-up transformer; (ii) engineering,
procurement and construction, or other general contractor agreements; and (iii) applicable
operating agreements. Upon request, Seller shall also provide EPE with reasonable evidence that
it .ias or will have the capability to finance construction of the Facility. Seller shall provide
sufficient infonnation for EPE to be reasonably assured that Seller has contracted with
fir.ancially responsible vendors as part of the Facility construction process.

4.9 Conditions to Commercial Operation. Seller shall (i) notify EPE when the
Facility has achieved all of the conditions set forth in this Section 4.9 ("Conditions'~), (ii) provide
evidence reasonably acceptable to EPE ofthe satisfaction or occurrence of such Conditions, and
(ii :) designate in such notice the Commercial Operation Date for the Facility to occur no sooner
than thirty (30) Days from the date that Seller provides such notification to EPE ("Notification
Date"), EPE must accept or challenge Seller's declaration that all Conditions have been satisfied
or occurred within thirty (30) Days of the Notification Date, and any Condition that EPE does
not challenge within thirty (30) Days of the Notification Date will be deemed satisfied. The
Parties shall attempt to resolve any dispute that may arise regarding the satisfaction or
occurrence of any Condition(s) through direct discussion or mediation, as set forth below in
Sections 12.8 and 12.9 of this Agreement. Seller shall promptly notify EPE of the satisfaction or
DC eurrence of any of the Conditions and provide the evidence required pursuant to clause (ii) of
this Section 4.9 with respect to each such Condition prior to or concurrently with Seller's
delivery of the related Notice to EPE, in order that the review and approval of the satisfaction or
occurrence of the Conditions and Seller's evidence thereof may occur on an ongoing and
incremental basis, pending resolution of any dispute, as such Conditions are satisfied or occur.
All costs and expenses necessary to meet the Conditions shall be borne solely by SeUer. The
Conditions are:

CA) Seller has satisfied all the requirements of the Interconnection Agreement and the
Fa::ility has commenced interconnected operations with EPE's local distribution facilities;

(B) Seller has made all arrangements and executed all agreements required to deliver
the Solar Energy from the Facility to the Point of Delivery in accordance with the provisions of
thi s Agreement;

(C) Seller has provided EPE with copies of certificates of insurance evidencing that
the coverage required by Article 16 of this Agreement has been obtained and submitted to EPE;
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(0) Seller has submitted to EPE a certificate of an officer of Seller specifically
familiar with the Facility stating, after due inquiry, that all permits, consents, licenses. approvals,
and authorizations required to be obtained by Seller from any Governmental Authority to operate
the Facility in compliance with applicable law and this Agreement have been obtained and are in
full force and effect, and to the knowledge of that officer, Seller is in compliance with the terms
and conditions of this Agreement in all material respects;

(E) As applicable, Seller has made all necessary governmental filings and
applications for RECs and other accreditation or registration with the Western Renewable
Energy Generation Information System (WREGIS). Additionally, Seller shall be in compliance
with all applicable and required existing national and regional reliability standards. including
standards set by WECC, NERC, FERC, and the NMPRC, or any successor agencies setting
reliability standards for the operation of solar generation facilities in the location of the facility.
Prior to Commercial Operation Date, Seller shall register and provide documentation to EPE
showing that it has registered with the appropriate Regional Reliability Organization ("RRO~') as
a generator owner and has registered the generator operator to the extent required by NERC and
the RRO. Except for FERC regulations, all of the foregoing requirements shall constitute the
"Compliance Obligations" under this Agreement;

(F) An officer of Seller specifically familiar with the Facility has certified that the
Designed Maximum Output of the entire Facility complies with the description of the Facility
provided in Exhibit B to this Agreement on the date of certification; and

(0) The Facility has demonstrated the reliability of its communications systems and
communications with the EPE SOC.

None of the foregoing Conditions shall be deemed to be in lieu of, or in substitution for,
the:obligations of Seller in accordance with Section 13.13 of this Agreement.

4.10 Test Energy. Seller shall coordinate the production and delivery of Test Energy
wi th EPE. EPE shall cooperate with Seller to facilitate Seller's testing of the Facility necessary
to satisfy the Conditions set forth in Section 4.9 above.

ARTICLE S - DELIVERY AND METERING

5.1 Delivery Arrangements.

(A) Each Party shall be responsible for negotiating, entering into, and performing the
Interconnection Agreement with the other Party and any other necessary entities for the design.
installation and operation of, in the case of Seller, Seller's Interconnection Facilities and, in the
case ofEPE. EPE's Interconnection Facilities.

(B) Seller shall be responsible for all interconnection, electric losses, and costs
required to deliver the Solar Energy and Test Energy from the Facility to EPE up to the Point of
De..ivery.
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(C) EPE shall be responsible for all electric losses and any delivery service
arrangements and costs required to receive the Solar Energy at the Point of Delivery and to
deliver such energy to points beyond the Point of Delivery.

5.2 Metering.

(A) All Electric Metering Devices used to measure the Solar Energy made available to
EPE by Seller under this Agreement and to monitor and coordinate operation of the Facility shall
be owned. installed. and maintained in accordance with the Interconnection Agreement at no cost
tc EPE under this Agreement. Such Electric Metering Devices shall be capable of measuring the
energy output of the Facility on an hourly basis for all hours in a Month. Seller, at its own
expense, shall inspect and test such Electric Metering Devices upon installation and at least
annually thereafter. Upon request from EPEt Seller also shall perform additional inspections or
tests of such Electric Metering Devices. Seller shall provide EPE with reasonable advance
notice of, and permit a representative ofEPE to witness and verify, all such inspections and tests,
provided, however, that any such representative ofEPE shall not unreasonably interfere with or
disrupt Seller's operation of the Facility and shall comply with all applicable safety standards as
in effect and established by Seller from time to time. The actual expense of any EPE requested
acditional inspections or tests shall be borne by EPE, unless, upon such inspection or test, such
Electric Metering Devices are found to register inaccurately by more than the allowable limits
established in this Article 5, in which event the expense of the requested additional inspection or
test shall be borne by Seller. Ifrequested in writing. Seller shall provide copies of any inspection
or test reports to EPE.

(B) Either EPE or Seller may elect to install and maintain, at its own expense, Back-
uf' Metering devices in addition to the Electric Metering Devices. which installation and
maintenance shall be performed in a manner acceptable to EPE. The installing Party, at its own
expense, shall inspect and test Back-Up Metering upon installation and at least annually
thereafter, The installing Party shall provide the other Party with reasonable advance notice of.
and permit a representative of such other Party to witness and verify, such inspections and tests,
provided, however, that such other Party shall not unreasonably interfere with or disrupt the
ac.ivities of the installing Party and shall comply with all applicable safety standards. Upon
request, the installing Party shall perform additional inspections or tests of Back-Up Metering
an:l shall permit a qualified representative of the other Party to inspect or witness the testing of
Back-Up Metering; provided, however, that such other Party shall not unreasonably interfere
with or disrupt the activities of the installing Party and shall comply with all applicable safety
standards as in effect and established by the installing Party from time to time. The actual
ex pense of any such requested additional inspection or testing shall be home by the Party
requesting the test. unless, upon such inspection or testing, Back-Up Metering is found to
register inaccurately by more than the allowable limits established in this Article 5, in which
event the expense of the requested additional inspection or testing shall be borne by the installing
Pa ty. If requested in writing, the installing Party shall provide copies of any inspection or
testing reports to the requesting Party.

(C) If Electric Metering Devices or Back-Up Metering are not installed at the Point of
Delivery, meters or meter readings shall be adjusted to reflect losses from the Electric Metering
Devices or Back-Up Metering to the Point of Delivery.
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(D) If any Electric Metering Device. or Back-Up Metering, is found to be defective or
inaccurate, it shall be adjusted, repaired, replaced WId recalibrated, as necessary. as near as
practicable to a condition of zero error by the Party owning such defective or inaccurate device
and at that Party's expense.

5.3 Adjustment for Inaccurate Meters. If any Electric Metering Device, or Back-Up
Metering, fails to register. or if the measurement made by an Electric Metering Device, or Back-
Lp Metering, is found upon testing to be inaccurate by more than one percent (1.0%), an
adjustment shall be made correcting all measurements by the inaccurate or defective Electric
Metering Device. or Back-Up Metering, for both the amount of the inaccuracy and the period of
the inaccuracy, in the following manner:

(A) In the event that the Electric Metering Device is found to be defective or
iraccurate, the Parties shall use Back-up Metering, if installed, to determine the amount of such
it accuracy, provided, however, that Back-Up Metering has been tested and maintained in
accordance with the provisions of this Article 5. In the event that either Party did not install
Back-Up metering. or Back-Up Metering is also found to be inaccurate by more than one percent
(1.0%), the Parties shall estimate the amount of the necessary adjustment on the basis of
deliveries of Solar Energy from the Facility and to the Point of Delivery during periods of similar
operating conditions when the Electric Metering Device was registering accurately. The
adjustment shall be made for the period during which inaccurate measurements were made.

(B) In the event that the Parties cannot agree on the actual period during which the
inaccurate measurements were made, the period during which the measurements are to be
acjusted shall be the shorter of (i) the last one-half of the period from the last previous test of the
Electric Metering Device to the test that found the Electric Metering Device to be defective or
inaccurate, or (ii) the one hundred eighty (I80) Days immediately preceding the test that found
the Electric Metering Device to be defective or inaccurate.

(C) To the extent that the adjustment period covers a period of deliveries for which
payment has already been made by EPE, EPE shall use the corrected measurements as
determined in accordance with this Article 5 to re-compute the amount due for the period of the
inaccuracy and shall subtract the previous payments by EPE for this period from such
recomputed amount. If the difference is a positive number. the difference shall be paid by EPE
to Seller; if the difference is a negative number, that difference shall be paid by Seller to EPE. In
either case, the owing Party. at its discretion, may offset such payments due the other Party
against undisputed amounts owed by the other Party as specified in Section 9.3(A) of this
Agreement, The owing Party shall provide the other Party with notice and supporting
do cumentation of the amount due. Except for offsets to payments, which may be offset
immediately, payment of such difference by the owing Party shall be made not later than thirty
(30) Days after the owing Party receives notice and supporting documentation of the amount
due. Interest shall be computed for any payments or offsets to payments made pursuant to this
Section 5.3(C) at a rate equal to one-twelfth (1/12) of the prime rate published in the Wall Street
Journal on the invoice due date (the "Interest Rate").
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ARTICLE 6 -CONDITIONS PRECEDENT

6.1 Conditions Precedent. This Agreement shall become effective as of the Execution
Date, subject to the fulfillment (or waiver by EPE, in its sole discretion) of each of the conditions
precedent set forth below in paragraphs CAl. (D) and (C) of this Section 6.1. and the fulfillment
(or waiver by Seller, in its sale discretion) of the condition precedent set forth below in
paragraph (D) of this Section 6.1, in each case on or before the date specified for the fulfillment
(cr waiver) of such condition precedent:

(A) Within ten (10) Business Days after the fulfillment (or waiver by EPE, in its sole
di scretion) of the condition precedent set forth below in paragraph (B) of this Section 6.1. the
Board of Directors ofEPE shall have approved the execution and delivery of this Agreement by
E?E, and the performance by EPE of its obligations under this Agreement (the "EPE Board
A p'proval").

(B) On or before December 31, 2010, (1) an NMPRC final order approving (a) the
PJocurement by EPE of renewable energy and associated RECs pursuant to this Agreement, for
use in meeting the renewable portfolio standard of the REA, and (b) the recovery by EPE of the
cost of such procurement, shall have been granted, (2) any change in such final order by the
NMPRC from the final NMPRC order requested by EPE is acceptable to EPE in its sole
discretion, and (3) all periods for appeal of the order have expired under NMPRC requirements
(the ·'Agreement Approval").

(C) On or before September 1, 2010, the Parties shall have completed negotiation of a
mutually acceptable fonn and terms of the Interconnection Agreement, and finalized, executed
ard delivered, the Interconnection Agreement, except to the extent that the failure of such
ne gotiation to be completed and the Interconnection Agreement to be finalized, executed and
de;livered on or before such date resulted from any failure by EPE to use its commercially
re asonable efforts to negotiate a mutually acceptable fonn and terms of, and then to finalize,
execute and deliver, the Interconnection Agreement on or before such date.

(D) On or before September 1, 2010, the Parties shall have completed negotiation of a
m nually acceptable form and terms of the Interconnection Agreement, and finalized, executed
and delivered, the Interconnection Agreement, except to the extent that the failure of such
negotiation to be completed and the Interconnection Agreement to be finalized, executed and
delivered on or before such date resulted from any failure by Seller to use its commercially
reasonable efforts to negotiate a mutually acceptable form and terms of, and then to finalize.
execute and deliver, the Interconnection Agreement on or before such date.

ARTICLE 7 - SALE AND PURCHASE OF SOLAR
ENERGY

7.1 Sale and Purchase. Beginning on the Commercial Operation Date, Seller shall
generate from the Facility, deliver to the Point of Delivery, and sell to EPE, at the applicable
pr:ces set forth in Article 8 of this Agreement, all Solar Energy generated by the Facility. Except
as otherwise expressly provided for herein, this Agreement shall not be construed to constitute a
"ts.ke-or-pay" contract, and EPE shall have no obligation to pay for any energy that has not
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actually been generated by the Facility, measured by the Electric Metering Device(s), and
de livered to EPE at the Point of Delivery. As provided in Article 10 of this Agreement,
Renewable Energy Certificates associated with the Solar Energy generated by the Facility shall
be transferred to and owned by EPE at no additional cost.

7.2 Committed Solar Energy. Committed Solar Energy is set forth in Exhibit F to this
Agreement and is the number of megawatt hours (MWh) of Solar Energy committed to be
delivered by Seller to EPE in each Commercial Operation Year. The Committed Solar Energy
level is seventy percent (70%) of the Expected Solar Energy level, and takes into account all
fa ctors, including any expected Facility unavailability due to scheduled and forced outages as
well as degradation of equipment at the Facility.

7.3 Title and Risk of Loss. As between the Parties, Seller shall be deemed to be in
control of the Solar Energy output from the Facility up to and until delivery and receipt at the
P<lint of Delivery, and EPE shall be deemed to be in control of such energy at and beyond
delivery and receipt at the Point of Delivery. Title and risk ofloss related to the Solar Energy
sh all transfer from Seller to EPE at the Point of Delivery.

7.4 Temporary Disconnection of the Facility. No payments shall be due Seller for
curtailments of delivery of Solar Energy resulting from a temporary disconnection of the Facility
b} the Interconnection Provider pursuant to the Interconnection Agreement.

ARTICLE 8 - ENERGY PAYMENT
CALCULATIONS

8.1 Energy Payments. Energy payments to Seller shall be calculated as follows for
each Month:

(A) Prior to Commercial Operation. EPE shall pay Seller the Rate Schedule No. 16
Rate times the Test Energy delivered to EPE during the Month. If the Rate Schedule No. 16
Rate no longer exists, EPE shall pay for such Test Energy at its then-current avoided cost.

(B) During Commercial Operation. Provided that the cumulative deliveries in the
Commercial Operation Year do not exceed one hundred fifteen percent (115%) of the Expected
Solar Energy, EPE shall pay Seller the product of (i) the Solar Energy delivered to EPE by Seller
in the Month and (ii) the Solar Energy Payment Rate specified for each Commercial Operation
Year, For all Solar Energy delivered by Seller to EPE in a Commercial Operation Year that is in
excess of one hundred fifteen percent (115%) of the Expected Solar Energy, EPE shall pay Seller
fo: such excess energy at a rate equal to seventy-five percent (75%) ofthe Solar Energy Payment
Rhte.

8.2 Non-Solar Energx.

(A) Except as provided by Section 8.3 of this Agreement, EPE shall not be obligated
to make any payment, regardless of reason or Force Majeure Event, affecting either Party, for
energy that (i) does not qualify as Solar Energy; (ii) is not measured by the Electric Metering
Deviceis) installed pursuant to Section 5.2 of this Agreement, as such measurement may be
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adjusted pursuant to Section 5.3 of this Agreement; or (iii) is not delivered to EPE at the Point of
Delivery.

(B) For energy that does not qualify as Solar Energy, EPE shall have the option, at its
sole discretion, to purchase such non-Solar Energy from Seller and shall pay Seller EPE's then-
cirrent avoided cost. IfEPE declines to purchase such non-Solar Energy, then Seller may sell
such non-Solar Energy to a third party.

8.3 Curtailed Energy Payment Rate.

(A) If delivery of Solar Energy is curtailed by EPE, then:

(1) Seller may sell the Solar Energy from the Facility to a third party;

(2) If Seller does not sell the Solar Energy to a third party. the Parties shall
determine the quantity of Solar Energy that would have been generated by the
Facility and delivered to the Point of Delivery had its generation not been so
curtailed ("Curtailed Energy"), and EPE shall pay to Seller for such Curtailed
Energy all amounts that Seller would have received from EPE under this
Agreement had generation not been so curtailed;

(3) The rate to be paid by EPE to Seller for Curtailed Energy is (i) the Rate
Schedule No. 16 Rate for up to 50 hours total of Curtailed Energy annually and
(ii) the full Solar Energy Payment Rates for curtailments that exceed a total of 50
hours annually. However, any Solar Energy sold by Seller to a third party
pursuant to (1) above shall not count toward the calculation of the rate payment as
set forth in this subsection (3) annual curtailment hour total.

(B) Notwithstanding anything in this Section 8.3 to the contrary, no payment shall be
due to Seller from EPE under paragraph (A) above for curtailments of delivery of Solar Energy
res ulting from:

(I) an Emergency Condition, or Force Majeure Event,

(2) any action taken by EPE under the Interconnection Agreement; or

(3) any notification from EPE's SOC requiring Seller to curtail deliveries of
Solar Energy if Seller has failed to obtain or maintain in full force and effect any
Governmental Approval which has the effect of preventing delivery of Solar
Energy pursuant to this Agreement.

8.4 Payment Sugport Requirement. Neither Party shall initiate any action before any
Go venunentaI Authority to deny recovery of payments under this Agreement. Each Party shall
use commercially reasonable efforts to defend all tenns and conditions of this Agreement
corsistent with Applicable Law.

8.5 Survival on Termination. The provisions ofthis Article 8 shall survive the
rep adiation, termination or expiration of this Agreement for so long as may be necessary to give
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e.fect to any outstanding payment obligations of the Parties due and payable prior to any such
repudiation, termination or expiration.

ARTICLE 9 - BILLING AND PAYMENT

9.1 Seller's Invoices. The monthly billing period shall be the Month. No later than
five (5) Business Days after the end of each Month, Seller shall provide to EPE, by electronic
means or first-class mail, an invoice showing the invoice date, the invoice due date and all billing
parameters, rates, and any other data reasonably pertinent to the invoice, including information
required by Section 10.2 of this Agreement, for the amount owed by EPE to Seller for Solar
Energy provided by Seller and purchased by EPE pursuant to Section 8.1 of this Agreement
during the previous Month billing period.

9.2 EPE's Invoices. No later than five (5) Business Days after the end of a Month in
which Seller owes payments to EPE under this Agreement, EPE shall provide the Seller, by
el ectronic means or first-class mail. an invoice showing the invoice date, the invoice due date
ard all billing parameters, rates. and any other data reasonably pertinent to the invoice for any
amount owed by Seller to EPE under this Agreement.

9.3 Payments. Unless otherwise specified herein, payments owed under this
Agreement shall be due and payable by check or by electronic funds transfer, as designated by
the invoicing Party, on or before the twentieth (20th) Business Day following the date of the
billing invoice provided that such invoice was rendered within the five-Business-Day period set
forth in Sections 9.1 and 9.2 of this Agreement and, ifnot so rendered, such payment shall be
dre on the 20th Business Day of the following month. Remittances received by mail will be
considered to have been paid when due if the postmark indicates the payment was mailed on or
before the fifteenth (15th) Business Day following receipt of the invoice.

(A) EPE may offset any amounts that it owes Seller against any undisputed amounts
that Seller owes EPE, including damages, interest payments, and other payments. Seller may
include in its invoices and offset any amounts that it owes EPE against any undisputed amounts
that EPE owes Seller for the purchase of Solar Energy under this Agreement, including damages,
in!erest payments, and other payments. Any such offsets by either Party shall be clearly
represented in the invoices described in Sections 9.1 or 9.2 of this Agreement.

(B) Undisputed and non-offset portions of amounts invoiced under Sections 9.1 or 9.2
of this Agreement not paid on or before the invoice due date shall be subj eet to the late payment
interest charges calculated as set forth in this Section 9.3(B). The late payment interest charge
rate per month shall be at the Interest Rate. The late payment interest charge shall equal this rate
times the unpaid balance of undisputed and non-offset portions of amounts invoiced. The late
payment interest charge shall be added and itemized in the next billing invoice of either EPE or
Seller, whichever is appropriate.

9.4 Billing Disputes. Either Party may dispute invoiced amounts but shall pay to the
other Party at least the undisputed portion ofinvoiced amounts on or before the invoice due date
pending resolution of the dispute. FuJI payment ofan invoice shall not waive a Party's right to
later dispute the invoice provided that notice of a disputed invoice is presented by the disputing
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Party to the other Party within twelve (12) months of an invoice due date, accompanied by an
explanation of the specifics of the dispute as well as a request for a refund or an additional
payment, whichever is appropriate. When a billing dispute is resolved, EPE or Seller, as
appropriate, shall invoice the other Party the amount agreed to by the Parties (or finally
determined pursuant to Section 12.8 or Section 12.9) no later than fifteen (15) Business Days
after the end of the Month in which the dispute is resolved. The amount owed shall include any
late payment interest charges calculated from the original invoice due date in accordance with
the provisions of Section 9.3(B) above. Either Seller or EPE may elect to offset amounts owed
to the other Party pursuant to Section 9.3(A) above.

9.5 Statement Errors. If, within two (2) years of a Statement Date. either Party
becomes aware of any error in any statement, such Party shall, immediately upon discovery of
the error, notify in writing the other Party of such error and the other Party shall rectify such
error (whether such error was in the form of an underpayment or overpayment) within thirty (30)
D ays of such notification. Provided that the other Party is satisfied (in its sale and reasonable
discretion) that the aforementioned notification requirements have been complied with in good
faith by the Party who has made the error, interest shall be payable in respect of any amount that
WlS erroneously overpaid or underpaid at the Interest Rate.

9.6 Set-Off and Payment Adjustments. Except as otherwise expressly provided for in
th is Agreement, all payments between the Parties under this Agreement shall be made free of any
restriction or condition and without deduction or withholding on account of any other amount.
woether by way of set-off or otherwise. Payments to be made under this Agreement shall, for a
period of not longer than two (2) years, remain subject to adjustment based on billing
acjustments due to error or omission by either Party. provided that such adjustments have been
agreed to between the Parties or resolved in accordance with the provisions of Section 12.8 or
Section 12.9 hereof.

9.7 Survival on Termination. The provisions of this Article 9 shall survive the
reoudiation, termination or expiration of this Agreement for so long as may be necessary to give
effect to any outstanding payment obligations of the Parties that became due and payable prior to
any such repudiation, termination or expiration.

ARTICLE 10 - RENEWABLE ENERGY
CERTIFICATES AND LIMITED SALE OF

ENVIRONMENTAL ATTRIBUTES

10.1 Compliance with REA. Seller must comply with the REA and Rule 572 and
provide associated solar RECs. in the format to be provided by EPE and in compliance with
NMPRC requirements. Seller shall provide the solar RECs associated with the Solar Energy
sold and delivered to EPE under this Agreement at no additional cost. All RECs required to be
delivered by Seller to EPE. or Renewable Energy Costs or other damages payable by Seller to
EPE with respect to replacement RECs. shall be for solar RECs, except to the extent that EPE
has confirmed in writing to Seller that the NMRPC has granted a variance or exemption (which
may be the Variance) to EPE that permits such RECs not to be solar RECs.
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10.2 Monthly RECs. Seller shall provide solar RECs monthly using the format in
Exhibit G to this Agreement and shall include the appropriate number of solar RECs associated
'" ith the Solar Energy purchased during the month in each monthly invoice.

10.3 Seller's Failure to Provide Solar RECs. Except for Force Majeure Event(s) and
any curtailments pursuant to Sections 7.4 or 8.3 of this Agreement. if Seller's failure to provide
tt.e Committed Solar Energy causes EPE to need additional RECs to meet its obligations under
Rule 572, Seller shall first use commercially reasonable efforts to obtain replacement RECs and
deliver them to EPE for the quantity ofRECs EPE notifies Seller that it requires up to the
quantity ofRECs associated with the Conunitted Solar Energy. EPE must notify Seller that it
requires such replacement RECs within ninety (90) Days of Seller's failure to provide the RECs
associated with the Committed Solar Energy. Seller must deliver appropriate replacement RECs
within thirty (30) Days ofEPE's notice to Seller of the required quantity ofRECs. EPE will
reimburse Seller for the actual cost of the replacement RECs. However, should the total of the
actual cost of the replacement RECs that Seller purchases and the replacement energy that EPE
actually purchased to replace the Solar Energy not provided by Seller. assuming that such
replacement energy is an As Available energy product excluding RECs, exceed the price of
energy sold to EPE under this Agreement per Exhibit F, such incremental costs may be deducted
from the monies owed to Seller for the replacement RECs. Notwithstanding the actual cost of
replacement RECs and the cost of replacement energy that EPE actually purchased, Seller's
minimum liability to EPE shall be $1OIMWh and maximum liability to EPE shall be $601MWh
for each REe not delivered, such maximum liability to escalate at $1.50IMWh per year after the
first ten (10) years of this Agreement.

(A) If such appropriate replacement RECs are not obtained and delivered by Seller to
EPE, EPE may, at its discretion but no later than ninety (90) Days after Seller's failure to provide
the RECs associated with the Conunitted Solar Energy, attempt to obtain replacement RECs up
to the quantity of RECs associated with the Committed Solar Energy. EPE will be responsible
for the costs for these replacement RECs. However, should the total of the actual cost of the
replacement RECs that EPE purchases and the replacement energy that EPE actually purchased
to replace the Solar Energy not provided by Seller exceed the price of energy sold to EPE under
th.s Agreement per Exhibit F, such incremental costs will be paid by Seller to EPE. EPE's
fa: lure to obtain replacement RECs associated with the Committed Solar Energy does not relieve
Se ller of the obligation to obtain replacement RECs in an amount equal to the Committed Solar
Energy. Notwithstanding the actual cost of replacement RECs and the cost of replacement
energy that EPE actually purchased, Seller's minimum liability to EPE shall be $10IMWh and
maximum liability to EPE shall be $601MWh for each REC not delivered, such maximum
liability to escalate at $1.501M:Wh per year after the first ten (l0) years of this Agreement.

CB) If sufficient replacement RECs are unavailable, Seller shall pay EPE the cost of
any NMPRC fines incurred by EPE as a result ofEPE's failure to meet its obligations under Rule
572 caused by Seller's failure to provide the Committed Solar Energy and associated RECs.
EI'E shall allocate any applicable fines to Seller and other sellers of Solar Energy with whom
EI'E has a contract and which failed to meet their obligations for delivery ofRECs to EPE on a
prorata basis based upon contract commitments and shortfalls.
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(C) Except as otherwise provided in the next sentence, Seller shall not be responsible
for paying EPE for its purchase of replacement RECs that are due to: (i) delays in the
Commercial Operation Milestone caused by events described in Section 4.4(i). (ii) and (iii) of
this Agreement, or (ii) a Force Majeure Event as described in Article 14 of this Agreement.
Seller shall, irrespective of any such delays in the Commercial Operation Milestone or Force
Majeure Event. be responsible for those obligations set forth in Section 10.4. except as otherwise
provided in Section 10.4(B).

lOA Seller's Failure to Provide Solar RECs for 2011 or 2012.

(A) From and after the Agreement Approval Date, EPE shall be entitled to receive
from SeUer EPE's actual damages related to those incremental costs incurred by EPE to meet its
Renewable Portfolio Standard ("~") requirements under the REA and Rule S72 for the Year
21) 11 to the extent incurred by EPE to meet such requirements as a result of Seller not delivering
te EPE the RECs that Seller would, absent the supersession of the Original PPA by this
Agreement and assuming no excuse for delay in performance or non-performance by Seller of its
obligations under the Original PPA) have been obligated to deliver to EPE under the Original
P:~A onor before December 31, 2011 (the HOriginal PPA Shortfall Amount"). The Original
P:?A Shortfall Amount shall include: (a) the costs of renewable energy certificates of whatever
variety acceptable to the NMPRC as replacements for REC(s) ('~Replacement RECs"). (b) all
incremental costs suffered by EPE to replace with Replacement RECs the RECs that Seller
would, absent the supersession of the Original PPA by this Agreement and assuming no excuse
fer delay in performance or non-performance by Seller of its obligations under the Original PPA.
have been obligated to deliver to EPE under the Original PPA on or before December 31. 20 II,
Cc) the costs incurred by EPE for any replacement solar capacity necessary to make up for the
capacity that Seller would, absent the supersession of the Original PPA by this Agreement and
assuming no excuse for delay in performance or non-performance by Seller ofits obligations
under the Original PPA) have been obligated to provide under the Original PPA on or before
D ecember 31, 2011 (to comply with the RPS for 2011 ») (d) incremental costs and penalties
imposed by the NMPRC. or by any other Governmental Authority, paid or required to be paid by
EPE as a result of Seller's failure to deliver to EPE the RECs that that Seller would. absent the
supersession of the Original PPA by this Agreement and assuming no excuse for delay in
performance or non-performance by Seller of its obligations under the Original PPA, have been
obligated to deliver to EPE under the Original PPA on or before December 31. 2011. and (e)
EPE's expenses including reasonable attorneys' fees suffered as a result of Seller's failure to
de liver to EPE the RECs that that Seller would, absent the supersession of the Original PPA by
ths Agreement and assuming no excuse for delay in performance or non-performance by Seller
of its obligations under the Original PPA. have been obJigated to deliver to EPE under the
Original PPA on or before December 31. 2011. including any such attorneys' fees incurred for
the enforcement of this Agreement.

(B) Tothe extent that Seller has not achieved Commercial Operation of the Facility
on or before December 31, 2011 and such failure is not as a result of any extension to the
Commercial Operation Milestone Date pursuant to Section 4.4(ii) or (iii), EPE shall be entitled to
receive from Seller EPE's actual damages related to those incremental costs incurred by EPE to
meet its RPS requirements under the REA and Rule 572 for the Year 2012 to the extent incurred
by EPE to meet such requirements as a result of Seller not delivering to EPE the RECs that Seller
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would have delivered had Seller achieved Commercial Operation of the Facility by December
3l, 2011 (the "Year 2012 Shortfall Amount"). The Year 2012 Shortfall Amount shall only
accrue until the date that the Facility actually achieves Commercial Operation, and shall include:
(a) the costs of Replacement RECs. (b) all incremental costs suffered by EPE to replace with
Replacement RECs the RECs that Seller would, assuming that the Commercial Operation Date
occurred on or before December 31. 2011, except to the extent of any extension of any
Construction Milestone pursuant to Section 4.4(ii) or (Hi). have been obligated to deliver to EPE
under this Agreement on or before December 31,2012, (c) the costs incurred by EPE for any
replacement solar capacity necessary to make up for the capacity that Seller would, assuming
that the Commercial Operation Date occurred on before December 31. 2011, except to the extent
of any extension of any Construction Milestone pursuant to Section 4.4(ii) or (iii). have been
obligated to provide under this Agreement on or before December 31, 2012 (to comply with the
R:>S for 2012), (d) incremental costs and penalties imposed by the NMPRC, or by any other
oovemmental Authority, paid or required to be paid by EPE as a result of Seller's failure to
de liver to EPE the RECs that that Seller would, assuming that the Commercial Operation Date
oc curred on before December 31, 2011. except to the extent of any extension of any
Construction Milestone pursuant to Section 4.4(ii) or (iii), have been obligated to deliver to EPE
UI.der this Agreement on or before December 31, 2012, and (e) EPE's expenses including
reasonable attorneys' fees suffered as a result of Seller's failure to deliver to EPE the RECs that
tint Seller would, assuming that the Commercial Operation Date occurred on before December
31, 2011, except to the extent of any extension of any Construction Milestone pursuant to
Section 4.4(ii) or (iii), have been obligated to deliver to EPE under this Agreement on or before
December 31,2012, including any such attorneys' fees incurred for the enforcement of this
Agreement. For the sake of clarity, to the extent that Seller achieves Commercial Operation of
thl~Facility during the Year 2012, the Year 2012 Shortfall Amount shall be calculated based
upon the deficit between the amount of RECs actually delivered by Seller from and after the
Commercial Operation Date and the amount ofRECs that Seller would have delivered had Seller
ac aieved Commercial Operation of the Facility by December 31, 2011.

(C) Seller's aggregate liability under this Section 10.4 for the Original PPA Shortfall
Amount and the Year 2012 Shortfall Amount shall not exceed an amount equal to one million
eight hundred forty thousand dollars ($1,840,000). EPE shall be entitled to draw on all or any
po rtion of the Security Fund for payment of either or both of the Original PPA Shortfall Amount
and the Year 2012 Shortfall Amount.

10.5 Limited Sale ofEnvironrnental Attributes.

(A) Effective from the Commercial Operation Date, EPE shall purchase all of the
Solar Energy associated with the Solar Energy delivered by Seller. EPE shall also acquire, and
retain ownership of, and the right to market and sell all of the Environmental Attributes (defined
below) associated with the generation of Solar Energy associated with the Committed Solar
Energy delivered by Seller; provided, however, that nothing in this Section 10.5 shall have any
effect upon the monetary amounts for payments for energy, as the same may otherwise be
provided for herein.

(B) "Environmental Attributes" means all attributes, excluding Tax Credits. of an
environmental or other nature that are created or otherwise arise from the Facility's generation of
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e.ectricity from solar energy in contrast with the generation of electricity using nuclear or fossil
fuels or other traditional resources. Forms of such attributes include any and all enviromnental
air quality credits, green credits, carbon credits. emissions reduction credits. certificates. tags.
ofsets, allowances. or similar products or rights, howsoever entitled, (i) resulting from the
avoidance ofthe emission of any gas, chemical, or other substance, including mercury, nitrogen
0;<ide, sulfur dioxide, carbon dioxide, carbon monoxide, particulate matter or similar pollutants
or contaminants of air, water, or soil gas, chemical. or other substance, and (ii) attributable to the
generation, purchase, sale or use of solar energy associated with the Committed Solar Energy
delivered by Seller from or by the Facility, or otherwise attributable to the Facility during the
Term, Environmental Attributes include those currently existing or arising during the Tenn
Wider local, state. regional, federal, or international legislation or regulation relevant to the
avoidance of any emission described in this Section 10.5 under any governmental, regulatory or
voluntary program, including the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change and
related Kyoto Protocol or other programs. laws or regulations involving or administered by the
C !ean Air Markets Division of the Environmental Protection Agency or successor administrator
(collectively with any local, state, regional, or federal entity given jurisdiction over a program
involving transferability of Environmental Attributes. the "CAMD"). Seller and EPE shall
execute all documents and instruments necessary to effect retention of the Environmental
A:tributes by EPE or its respective designees. Should the CAMD notify EPE that it will not
authorize the retention by EPE of any Environmental Attributes as contemplated by this
Agreement, Seller shall cooperate with the CAMD and take aU reasonable action to enable EPE
to retain the Environmental Attributes as herein described. Seller shall not submit to the CAMD.
ur .der § 1605(b) of the Energy Policy Act of 1992 or any other applicable program, any reports
de scribing any of the Environmental Attributes as belonging to anyone other than EPE or its
re spective designees. Seller and EPE will promptly give to one another copies of any documents
they submit to the CAMD.

(C) Ownership by EPE of Environmental Attributes shall be for the entire Term of
th: s Agreement, including any Environmental Attributes that are reserved or "banked"
throughout the Term of this Agreement but not used, sold, assigned or otherwise transferred
during the Term of this Agreement. EPE may, to the extent permitted by Applicable Law and
thi s Agreement, assign its rights, title and interest in and to any Environmental Attributes
associated with the Facility to one or more third parties under any transaction permitted by
Applicable Law.

(D) Tax Credits in effect on the date of this Agreement or any successor or other
provision providing for a federal. state or local tax credit determined by reference to renewable
electric energy produced from Solar Energy resources shall be owned by Seller.

(E) Environmental Attributes in the form of solar RECs associated with Solar Energy
pu rchased pursuant to this Agreement shall be owned by EPE, who shall have the right to use
such solar RECs to satisfy (i) any applicable legal requirements, including a renewable portfolio
standard, or (ii) the purchase requirements of its retail customers.

10.6 Administrative Compliance Cost Obligations.
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(A) Up to an annual amount of $25,000, Seller shall be solely responsible for the cost
of administrative compliance with all Compliance Obligations, as well as all costs of complying
with Rule 572 and any NMPRC Rule(s) governing the registration and accounting for RECs that
may be enacted or amended after the Execution Date.

(B) For any annual amount in excess of $25,000 for purposes described in (A) above,
EPE and Seller shall each pay half of such amount provided. however, that Seller shall provide,
within 30 days of the end of the year, an accounting of all such administrative compliance costs
incurred for the year.

(C) Administrative compliance cost obligations referenced in this Section 10.6 shall
not include costs associated with Seller's obligations pursuant to Sections 3.3 and 4.7 of this
A greement or any fines or penalties assessed against Seller.

ARTICLE 11 - SECURITY FOR PERFORMANCE

11.1 Security Fund.

(A) Prior to the Execution Date, Seller established, funded and maintained a security
ft:nd in the amount of one million eight hundred forty thousand ($1,840,000.00), pursuant to the
pi ovisions of the Original PPA and the Standstill Agreement. Upon the Agreement Approval
Date, automatically and without further action by the Parties or any third party or any
interruption, such security fund shall be deemed to be the security fund required to be maintained
b~'Seller pursuant to the provisions of this Article 11 ("Security Fundn) and, from and after the
Agreement Approval Date, Seller shall continue to fund and maintain the Security Fund pursuant
to the provisions of this Article 11. The Security Fund shall be available to (i) pay any amount
due EPE pursuant to this Agreement, whether arising before, on, or after the Commercial
Ooeration Date or termination of this Agreement, (ii) provide EPE security that Seller will
ccnstruct the Facility to meet the Construction Milestones, and (iii) provide security to EPE to
cover damages, including Replacement Energy Costs, should the Facility fail to achieve the
Commercial Operation Date or otherwise not operate in accordance with this Agreement or in
the event damages are otherwise payable by Seller to EPE under Section 10.4 or any other
provision of this Agreement. Seller shall maintain the Security Fund pursuant to the provisions
of this Article 11 at a level of one million eight hundred forty thousand dollars. Seller shall
maintain the Security Fund at such required level throughout the later of the remainder of the
Term or the discharge in full of the obligations and liabilities of Seller under Section 10.4. Seller
shall replenish the Security Fund to such required level within ten (10) Business Days after any
draw on the Security Fund by EPE.

(B) In addition to any other remedy available to it under this Agreement or at law,
EFE may, to the extent Seller fails to perform or abide by the tenus of this Agreement, or by
order of a Governmental Authority of competent jurisdiction, before, on, or after termination of
this Agreement, draw from the Security Fund such amounts as are necessary to recover amounts
owing to EPE pursuant to this Agreement. Such amounts include any damages due to EPE and
an:, amounts for which EPE is entitled to indemnification under this Agreement. EPE must
provide notice to Seller ten (10) Business Days prior to drawing such amounts from the Security
Fmd. If Seller fails to deliver payment of such amounts by check or electronic funds transfer to
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l.PE within ten (10) Business Days of such notification, EPE may, in its sole discretion, draw all
or any part of such amounts due to it from any form of security to the extent available pursuant
to this Section 11.1. and from all such forms, and in any sequence EPE may select. Any failure
to draw upon the Security Fund or other security for any damages or other amounts due to EPE
siall not prejudice EPE's rights to recover such damages or amounts in any other manner.

(C) Seller shall continue to maintain the Security Fund, at Seller's sole expense. in the
anount of one million eight hundred forty thousand dollars ($1,840,000), the Security Fund shall
be originated by or deposited in a financial institution or company acceptable to EPE and
meeting the requirements specified in Section 11.1 (C)(1) below ("Issuer"), and the Security Fund
shall continue to be maintained by Seller in the fonn described in Section 11.1(C)(2) or, from
and after the discharge in full of the obligations and liabilities of Seller under Section 10.4(A), at
Seller's election and at EPE's reasonable discretion, in the fonn described in Section 11.1(C)(l)
0: 11.1(C)(3) below:

(1) An irrevocable standby letter of credit in a form and substance acceptable
to EPE, from an Issuer with an unsecured bond rating (not enhanced by third-
party support) equivalent to A- or better as determined by both Standard & Poor's
and Moody's, or, if either one or both are not available, equivalent ratings from
alternate rating sources acceptable to EPE ("Letter of Credit"). In addition, if
such unsecured bond rating of the Issuer is exactly equivalent to A-, the Issuer
must not be on credit watch or similar classification, or have a negative outlook
by a rating agency. Such Letter of Credit must be consistent with this Agreement
and shall include a provision for at least thirty (30) Days advance notice to EPE of
any expiration or earlier termination of the Letter of Credit, so as to allow EPE
sufficient time to exercise its rights under the Letter of Credit should Seller fail to
extend or replace the same. The form of the Letter of Credit must meet EPE's
requirements to ensure that claims or draw-downs can be made unilaterally by
EPE in accordance with the terms ·of this Agreement. Such security must be
issued for a minimum term of three hundred and sixty (360) Days. Seller shall
cause the renewal or extension of the security for additional consecutive tenns of
three hundred and sixty (360) Days or more (or, if shorter, the remainder of the
Term) no later than thirty (30) Days prior to each expiration date of the Letter of
Credit. If the Letter of Credit is not renewed or extended as required herein, EPE
shall have the right to draw immediately upon the Letter of Credit and to place the
amounts so drawn, at Seller's cost and with Seller's funds. in an interest bearing
escrow account in accordance with Section 11.1 (C)(2) below. The Letter of
Credit shall be governed by the Uniform Customs and Practice for Documentary
Credits (2007 Revision). International Chamber of Commerce Brochure No. 500
(the "ucpn), except to the extent that the terms hereof are inconsistent with the
provisions of the UCP. in which case the terms of the Letter of Credit shall
govern.

(2) United States currency deposited with an Issuer, in which EPE holds a
first and exclusive security interest perfected by control, either: (i) in an account
under which EPE is designated as beneficiary with sole authority to draft from the
account or otherwise access the security; or (ii) in an account held by Issuer as
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escrow agent with instructions to pay claims made by EPE pursuant to this
Agreement, such instructions to be in a form satisfactory to EPE (each an
"Account'). Security provided in this form shall include a requirement for
immediate notice to EPE from Issuer and Seller in the event that the sums held as
security in the account do not at any time meet the required level for the Security
Fund as set forth in this Section 11.1. Funds held in the account may be deposited
in a money-market fund, short-term treasury obligations, investment-grade
commercial paper and other liquid investment-grade investments with maturities
of three months or less, with all investment income thereon to be taxable to, and
to accrue for the benefit of, Seller. After the Commercial Operation Date is
achieved, annual account sweeps for recovery of interest earned by the Security
Fund shall be allowed by Seller. At such times as the balance in the escrow
account exceeds the amount of Seller's obligation to provide security under this
Agreement, EPE shall remit to Seller on demand any excess in the escrow account
above Seller's obligations.

(3) A guaranty in a form and substance acceptable to EPE. from an Issuer
with a senior unsecured credit rating (not enhanced by third-party support)
equivalent to BBB+ or better as determined by both Standard & Poor's and
Moody's, or if either one or both are not available, equivalent ratings from
alternate rating sources acceptable to EPE ("Guarann:"). In addition, if such
senior unsecured credit rating of the Issuer is exactly equivalent to BBB+, the
Issuer must not be on credit watch or similar classification, or have a negative
outlook by a rating agency. EPE may reevaluate from time to time the value of
any Guaranty posted by Seller for possible downgrade or for other negative
circumstances. If the credit rating of the Issuer is downgraded or EPE otherwise
has conunercially reasonable grounds to believe that there has been a material
adverse change in the creditworthiness of the Issuer, then Seller shall be required
to convert the Guaranty provided by such Issuer (i) to a Letter of Credit meeting
the criteria set forth in Section 11.1(C)( I) above, or, (ii) at Seller's election and at
EPE's reasonable discretion. to an Account or a Guaranty meeting the criteria set
forth in Sections 1l.1(C)(2) above and 11.1(C)(3), herein, respectively, no later
than thirty (30) Days after receiving notice from EPE that such conversion is
required pursuant to this Section 11.1 (e)(3).

(D) Promptly following the end of the Tenn and the completion of all of Seller's
obligations under this Agreement, EPE shall release the balance of the Security Fund (including
any accumulated interest, if applicable) to Seller.

(E) If, after the Agreement Approval Date, there is an early termination of this
Agreement that is not due to default by Seller and no amounts remain outstanding and unpaid by
Seller under the Agreement, EPE shall release the balance of the Security Fund (including any
ac cumulated interest, if applicable) to Seller.

(F) Seller shall reimburse EPE for the incremental direct expenses (including the
reasonable fees and expenses of counsel) incurred by EPE in connection with the preparation,
negotiation, execution or release of any security instruments, and other related documents, used
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b;r SeHer to establish and maintain the Security Food pursuant to Seller's obligations under this
Section 11.1.

ARTICLE 12 ~DEFAULT AND REMEDIES

12.1 Construction Events of Default. Subjec1 to the notice and cure provision set forth
below, any Construction Event of Default shall give EPE the unconditional right, in its sole
discretion, to: (i) either terminate the Agreement or complete construction of the Facility at the
expense of and for the account of Seller and operate the. Facility during the Interim Period or
beyond pursuant to Section 12.12 below, (ii) draw upon or otherwise negotiate and liquidate the
Security Fund. and (iii) in the event EPE elects not to terminate this Agreement under Section
1:!.1(i) above, negotiate changes to this Agreement. EPE shall provide notice to Seller thirty (30)
Days prior to taking any of the actions set forth in Section 12.1(i) above. specifying the
C anstruction Event(s) of Default triggering such action(s), and shall not take such action(s) if
Seller has remedied or is making significant progress towards remedying the specified
Construction Event(s) of Default within the thirty (30) Day period following EPE's notification;
provided, however. such notice period shall be fifteen (15) Days with respect to Sections 12.1(B)
and (C) herein. The following shall constitute Construction Events of Default:

(A) Seller becomes insolvent. becomes a debtor in any bankruptcy or receivership
proceedings, or dissolves as a legal business entity;

(B) Any representation or warranty made by Seller is false or misleading in any
material respect, and Seller fails to comply or make significant progress towards compliance
with such representation or warranty within thirty (30) Days after a demand by EPE to do so;

(C) Seller fails to comply with any other material terms and conditions of the
A greement within sixty (60) Days after a demand by EPE to do so;

(D) Seller fails to meet any Construction Milestone, unless such failure is due to the
action(s) or inaction(s) of EPE or is otherwise excused under this Agreement;

(E) Seller fails to diligently pursue construction after the Construction
Commencement Date;

(F) The Facility fails. for reasons other than Force Majeure, to meet the Commercial
Ooeration Milestone, unless Seller (i) notifies EPE ninety (90) Days prior to the Commercial
Ooeration Milestone of a Revised Commercial Operation Milestone that is no later than
December 31~2012, as may be extended pursuant to Sections 4.4(i)-(iii) of this Agreement, and
(U) pursuant to Section 10.3 of this Agreement, agrees to obtain and deliver replacement solar
RECs to EPE for the quantity of solar RECs that EPE notifies Seller EPE requires, up to the
qJ.:antity of solar RECs associated with the Committed Solar Energy for the period between the
Commercial Operation Milestone and the Revised Commercial Operation Milestone. in order for
EPE to meet its obligations under Rule 572 as a result ofEPE's acceptance of the Revised
Commercial Operation Milestone;

(G) The Facility fails to meet the Revised Commercial Operation Milestone; or
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(H) The Facility is transferred by Seller without the requisite consent of EPE, as
provided in Section 18.6 of this Agreement.

12.2 Operational Events of Default. Subject to the notice and cure provisions set forth
below, any Operational Event of Default shall give EPE the unconditional right, in its sole
discretion, to: (i) either terminate this Agreement or operate the Facility during the Interim
Period pursuant to Section 12.12 below, (ii) draw upon or otherwise negotiate and liquidate the
Security Food. and (iii) in the event EPE elects not to terminate this Agreement under Section
l:~.l(i) above, negotiate changes to this Agreement. EPE shall provide notice to Seller thirty (30)
Days prior to taking any of the actions set forth in Section 12.1(i) above, specifying the
Operational Event(s) of Default triggering such action(s), and shall not take such action(s) if
Seller has remedied or is making significant progress towards remedying the specified
Operational Event(s) of Default within the thirty (30) Day period following EPE's notification;
provided, however, such notice period shall be fifteen (15) Days with respect to Sections 12.2(B)
ard (C) herein. The following shall constitute Operational Events of Default:

(A) Seller becomes insolvent, becomes a debtor in any bankruptcy or receivership
proceedings, or dissolves as a legal business entity;

(B) Any representation or warranty made by Seller is false or misleading in any
m aterial respect, and Seller fails to comply or make significant progress towards compliance
w.th such representation or warranty within thirty (30) Days after a demand by EPE to do so;

(C) Seller fails to comply with any other material tenus and conditions of the
Agreement within sixty (60) Days after a demand by EPE to do so;

(D) The Facility fails to generate at least fifty percent (50%) of Expected Solar
Energy to be delivered to EPE under this Agreement for any eighteen (18) consecutive-month
period, unless such failure is due to a Force Majeure Event(s). If such failure is due to a Force
Majeure Event(s), EPE may terminate this Agreement as provided herein, but the failure does not
constitute a default. Prior to such termination, however, EPE agrees to use good faith efforts to
renegotiate this Agreement with Seller. IfEPE does not terminate this Agreement as provided
herein, Seller, pursuant to Section 10.3 and Section lOA of this Agreement. shall still be
obligated to provide solar RECs associated with Solar Energy not produced; or

(E) The Facility is transferred by Seller without the requisite consent of EPE, as
provided in Section 18.6 of this Agreement.

12.3 Seller's Abandonment of Construction or Operation of the Facility. Subject to the
notice and cure provision set forth below, any event(s) of Abandomnent described in Section
1.11.1 of this Agreement shall give EPE the unconditional right, in its sole discretion. to: (i)
either terminate this Agreement or complete construction of the Facility at the expense of and for
the account of Seller and operate the Facility during the Interim Period or beyond pursuant to
Section 12.12 below, (ii) draw upon or otherwise negotiate and liquidate the Security Fund, and
(iii) in the event EPE elects not to terminate this Agreement under Section 12.1{i) above,
negotiate changes to the Agreement. EPE shall provide notice to Seller thirty (30) Days prior to
taking any of the actions set forth in Section 12.1(i), (ii) or (iv) above, specifying the event(s) of
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Abandonment triggering such action(s), and shall not take such action(s) if Seller has remedied
01' is making significant progress towards remedying the specified event(s) of Abandonment
within the thirty (30) Day period following EPE's notification.

12.4 EPE Events of Default. Subject to the notice and cure provision set forth below,
any EPE Event of Default shall give Seller the unconditional right, in its sale discretion, to
terminate this Agreement. Seller shall provide notice to EPE thirty (30) Days prior to
terminating this Agreement specifying the Event(s) of Default triggering such termination. and
stall not terminate if EPE has remedied or is making significant progress towards remedying the
specified Event(s) of Default within the specified cure period, and ifno such cure period is
provided, within the thirty (30) Day period following Seller's notification; provided, however,
sich notice period shall be fifteen (15) Days with respect to Sections 12.4 (B) and (C) herein.
The following shall constitute EPE Events of Default:

(A) EPE becomes insolvent, becomes a debtor in any bankruptcy or receivership
proceedings, or dissolves as a legal business entity;

(B) Any representation or warranty made by EPE is false or misleading in any
material respect, and EPE fails to comply or make significant progress towards compliance with
such representation or warranty within thirty (30) Days after a demand by Seller to do so; or

(C) EPE fails to comply with any other material terms and conditions of the
Agreement within sixty (60) Days after a demand by Seller to do so.

12.5 Actual Damages. For all events of default described in Sections 12.1,12.2. 12.3
and 12.4 above (each an "Event of Default"), the non-defaulting Party shall be entitled to receive
from the defaulting Party all actual damages incurred by the non-defaulting Party in connection
with such Event of Default. If Seller is the defaulting Party, the damages recoverable by EPE on
account of a Construction Event of DefauIt or an Operational Event of Default shall include
Replacement Energy Costs, provided that damages associated with a Construction Event of
Default shall not exceed the amount of the Security Fund provided by Seller. IfEPE is the
defaulting Party, Seller shall use commercially reasonable efforts to sell the Expected Solar
Er.ergy, and EPE shall pay Seller the differential between the contract price under this
Agreement and sales price, which Seller shall estimate using commercially reasonable efforts if
Seller is unable to enter into a sales transaction of the same term as the remaining term of this
A~rreemem,

12.6 No Incidental. Consequential. or Indirect Damages. Except for Seller's
ob ligations to make EPE whole for solar RECs as described in Article 10 and Section 12.1(F) of
thi s Agreement and the potential penalties assessed to Seller pursuant to Section 19.3 of this
Af:reement, the express remedies and measures of damages provided in this Agreement satisty
the: essential purposes hereof. If no remedy or measure of damages is expressly herein provided,
th« obligor's liability shall be limited to direct, actual damages only. Neither Party shall be liable
to the other Party for consequential, incidental, punitive, exemplary or indirect damages, lost
profits or other business interruption damages by statute, in tort or contract (except in each case
to :he extent expressly provided herein); provided that, if either Party is held liable to a third
party for such damages. and the Party held liable for such damages is entitled to indemnification
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under this Agreement from the other Party. the indemnifying Party shall be liable for, and
ooligated to reimburse the indemnified Party for, such damages. all in accordance with the
indemnification provisions of Article 17 of this Agreement.

12.7 Duty to Mitigate. Each Party agrees that it has a duty to mitigate damages and
agrees that it will use commercially reasonable efforts to minimize any damages that may incur
as a result of the other Party's performance or non-performance of the Agreement.

12.8 Dispute Resolution.

(A) In the event of any dispute arising under this Agreement e'Dispute"). within ten
(10) Days following the delivered date of a written request by either Party (a "Dispute Notice").
(i) each Party shall appoint a representative (individually, a "Party Representative" and
collectively "Parties' Representatives"), and (ii) the Parties' Representatives shall meet,
negotiate and attempt in good faith to resolve the Dispute quickly, informally and inexpensively.

(B) In the event the Parties' Representatives cannot resolve the Dispute within thirty
(30) Days after commencement of negotiations, within ten (10) Days of the conclusion of such
negotiations at the written request of either Party. each Party Representative shall (i)
independently prepare a written summary of the Dispute describing the issues and claims, (ii)
exchange its summary with the summary of the Dispute prepared by the other Party
Representative, and (iii) submit a copy of both summaries to a senior officer of the Party
Representative's with authority to irrevocably bind the Party to a resolution of the Dispute.

(C) Within ten (10) Business Days after receipt of the Dispute summaries, the senior
officers for both Parties shall negotiate in good faith to resolve the Dispute.

(I;» In such meetings and exchanges, a Party shall have the right to designate as
ccnfidential any information that such Party offers. No confidential information exchanged in
such meetings for the purpose of resolving a Dispute may be used by a Party in any proceeding
against the other Party.

12.9 Mediation. Disputes not resolved under Section 12.8 above shall. upon mutual
consent, be submitted to mediation pursuant to the Mediation Rules of the American Arbitration
Association, The Parties shall select the mediator within fifteen (15) Days of the request for
mediation. Mediation shall be conducted in New Mexico, at a location to be determined by the
Parties, notwithstanding anything to the contrary WIder the Mediation Rules of the American
Al bitration Association.

12.10 Other Dispute Processes. If neither the negotiations under Section 12.8 above nor
mediation successfully resolves the dispute, the Parties agree that an action may be filed in the
appropriate state or federal court located in New Mexico.

12.11 Cost of Dispute Resolution. The cost of any mediation proceeding shall be shared
eq rally by the Parties. The prevailing Party in any dispute that goes beyond mediation arising
au: of or relating to this Agreement or its breach shall be entitled to recover from the other Party
reasonable attorneys' fees, costs and expenses incurred by the prevailing Party in connection
wih such dispute.
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12.12 Operation by EPE Following a Construction Event of Default. an Operational
& vent of Default. or Seller's Abandonment of Construction or Operation of the Facility.

(A) Upon a Construction Event of Default, or an Operational Event of Default, as the
case may be, EPE shall have the right, but not the obligation, to possess, assume control of. and
operate the Facility (in accordance with Seller's rights, obligations. and interest under this
Agreement) during the Interim Period provided for herein. If a Construction Event of Default
lasts more than three hundred sixty-five (365) Days, then within sixty (60) Days EPE shall have
the right but not the obligation to elect to: (i) terminate this Agreement; (ii) continue to construct
tile Facility beyond the Interim Period for an additional period of up to sixty (60) Days; or (iii)
purchase the Facility at fair market value. Ifan Operational Event of Default lasts more than 365
days, then EPE shall have the right to terminate the Agreement. Upon Seller's Abandorunent of
construction or operation of the Facility, as the case may be, EPE shall have the right, but not the
ooligation, to possess, assume control of, and operate the Facility (in accordance with Seller's
rights, obligations, and interest under this Agreement), for (i) the Interim Period, or (ii) beyond
tl:e Interim Period on a permanent basis. Following the Interim Period, if EPE elects to take over
on a permanent basis, EPE shall, at its sole option, within sixty (60) Days, either buy or lease the
Facility from Seller at fair market value, as determined in a commercially reasonable manner.
S'lbject to the provisions of Section 3.1 (A) of this Agreement, Seller shall not grant any person.
other than the Facility Lender. a right to possess, assume control of, and operate the Facility that
is equal to or superior to EPP s right under this Section 12.12.

(B) EPE shall give Seller and the Facility Lender thirty (30) Days notice in advance of
the contemplated exercise of EPE's rights under this Section 12.12. Upon such notice. Seller
sl all collect and have available at a convenient, central location at the Facility all documents,
contracts, books, manuals, reports, and records required to construct, operate, and maintain the
Facility in accordance with Good Utility Practice. Upon such notice, EPE, its employees.
contractors, or designated third parties shall have the unrestricted right to enter the Site and the
Facility for the purpose of constructing and operating the Facility.

(C) In the event EPE exercises its option to assume possession, control and operation
01 the Facility under this Section 12.12, EPE shall do so on its own behalf and shall be solely
responsible for any and all consequences of its actions and inactions, including consequences
resulting from EPE's negligence and misconduct. During the Interim Period, EPE agrees to keep
Seller informed regarding construction andlor operation of the Facility. Seller shall not be bound
b) any contractual obligations created by EPE with third parties during any period that EPE has
assumed possession, control or operation of the Facility,

(D) EPE shall be entitled to draw upon the Security Fund to cover any expenses
incurred by EPE in exercising its rights under this Section 12.12, provided such draw shall not
occur prior to Seller having been given a conunercially reasonable opportunity to review and
dispute such expenses, which shall not exceed twenty (20) Days.

(E) During any period that EPE is in possession of and constructing, controlling or
op erating the Facility pursuant to this Section 12.12, EPE shall perform and comply with all of
the obligations of Seller under this Agreement and shall use the proceeds from the sale of
electricity generated by the Facility to (i) first. reimburse EPE for any and aU expenses
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reasonably incurred by EPE in taking possession of and operating the Facility. and (ii) second,
remit any remaining proceeds to Seller.

(F) Unless EPE elects to take over the Facility on a permanent basis and buys the
Facility from Seller at fair market value as provided in Section 12. 12(A) above, during any
period that EPE assumes possession, control or operation of the Facility, Seller shall retain legal
t tie to and ownership of the Facility.

(1) In the event that EPE is in possession, control or is operating the Facility
for the Interim Period, Seller may resume possession, control and operation of the
Facility (in accordance with the provisions of this Agreement) when Seller
demonstrates, to EPE's reasonable satisfaction. that Seller will cure the
Construction Event of Default. or Operational Event of Default, as the case may
be, that originally gave rise to EPE's right to possess, control or operate the
Facility.

(2) In the event that EPE is in possession, control or is operating the Facility
for the Interim Period, the Facility Lender, or any nominee or transferee thereof)
may foreclose and assume possession, control and operation of the Facility, and
EPE shall relinquish its right to possess, control and operate the Facility when the
Facility Lender or any nominee or transferee thereof, requests such
relinquishment.

(0) EPE's exercise of its rights under this Agreement to assume possession, control
and operation of the Facility shall not be deemed an assumption by EPE of any liability
attributable to Seller. If at any time after exercising its rights to take possession of, control and
operate the Facility EPE elects to return such possession, control and operation to Seller, EPE
shall provide Seller with at least fifteen (15) Days advance notice of the date EPE intends to
return such possession, control and operation, and, upon receipt of such notice, Seller shall take
all measures necessary to resume possession, control and operation of the Facility on such date.

(H) In the event EPE assumes possession, control and operation of the Facility under
this Section 12.12, EPE shall do so in conformance with Good Utility Practice.

12.13 Specific Performance. In addition to the other remedies specified in this Article
1::, in the event that any Construction Event of Default or Operational Event of Default is not
erred within the applicable cure period set forth above, EPE may elect to treat this Agreement as
be ing in full force and effect, and EPE shall have the right to specific performance. If the breach
by Seller arises from a failure by a third party operating the Facility pursuant to an operating
agreement entered into with Seller, and Seller fails or refuses to enforce its rights under the
orerating agreement that would result in the cure, or partial cure, of the Construction Event of
Default or Operational Event of Default, as the case may be, then EPE's right to specific
performance shall include the right to obtain a court order compelling Seller to enforce its rights
under the operating agreement.

12.14 Remedies Cumulative. The exercise, or the beginning of the exercise, by a Party
of anyone or more or the rights or remedies provided for herein shall not preclude the
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s:multaneous or later exercise by such Party of any or all other rights or remedies provided for
herein,

12.15 Payment of Amounts Due to EPE. Without limiting any other provisions of this
Article 12 and at any time before or within two (2) years after termination of this Agreement,
EPE may send Seller an invoice for such damages or other amounts as are due to EPE at such
time from Seller under this Agreement, and such invoice shall be payable in the manner, and in
accordance with the applicable provisions, set forth in Article 9, including the provision for late
payment charges. EPE may withdraw funds from the Security Fund as needed to provide
payment for such invoice if the invoice is not paid by Seller on or before the twentieth (20th)
Business Day following the invoice due date.

ARTICLE 13 - FACILITY OPERATION AND
CONTRACT ADMINISTRATION

13.1 Facility Operation. Seller shall staff. control, and operate the Facility at all times
it a manner that:

(A) is consistent with Good Utility Practicers), subject only to Emergency Conditions.
Force Majeure Events and Delivery Excuses;

(B) complies with all applicable national and regional reliability standards, including
standards set by WECC, NERC, the FERC. and the NMPRC~ or any successor agencies setting
reliability standards for the operation of generation facilities interconnected in the WECC; and

(C) complies with the Operating Procedures developed jointly with EPE.

13.2 Operating Committee and Operating Procedures.

(A) EPE and Seller shall each appoint one representative and one alternate
representative to act in matters relating to the Parties' performance obligations under this
Agreement and to develop operating arrangements for the generation. delivery and receipt of
Solar Energy. Such representatives shall constitute the "Operating Committee." The Parties shan
m.tify each other in writing of such appointments and any changes thereto. The Parties'
representatives designated above shall have authority to act for their respective principals in all
technical matters relating to performance of this Agreement and to attempt to resolve disputes or
pctential disputes. The Operating Committee shall have no authority to modify the terms or
conditions of this Agreement.

(B) Prior to the Commercial Operation Date. the Operating Committee shall develop
mutually agreeable written operating procedures ("Operating Procedures") that shall include, but
net be limited to: (i) a key personnel list for applicable EPE and Seller operating centers; (ii) the
method of day-to-day communications; (iii) metering, telemetering, telecommunications, data
acquisition, and Facility status reporting procedures; (iv) procedures for the development and
communication of weekly and daily forecasts of the hourly net generation from the Facility; (v)
maintenance scheduling and reporting procedures; (vi) procedures as defined in Sections 13.3,
13.4, 13.5, 13.6,13.7, 13.8, 13.9, 13.10, 13.11, 13.12. and 13.13 of this Agreement; and (v) such
other matters as may be mutually agreed upon by the Parties. Ifany such procedures are not
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developed, Seller will operate the Facility using other procedures that comply with Section 13.1
cf this Agreement until agreed procedures are developed.

13.3 Scheduling.

(A) Seller shall schedule energy deliveries to the Delivery Point based upon a
committed delivery of As-Available Solar Energy. except for Forced Outages. Scheduled
Maintenance Outages, Additional Maintenance Outages, Force Majeure Events and Emergency
Conditions. At least thirty (30) Days prior to the anticipated Commercial Operation Date, Seller
s:iall provide EPE with a good faith estimate of the quantity of Solar Energy associated with the
Expected Solar Energy that it expects to generate for the remainder of that Year and; thereafter,
by August 1 of each succeeding Year, Seller shall provide EPE with a good faith estimate of the
quantity of Solar Energy associated with the Expected Solar Energy that Seller expects to
generate in each such Year (the "Projected Schedule").

(B) Seller shall provide or cause the Operation and Maintenance Contractor to
provide to EPE its good faith. non-binding estimates of the daily quantity of Solar Energy
associated with the Expected Solar Energy to be delivered by Seller to the Point of Delivery for
each week (starting on Sunday through Saturday) by 4:00 p.m. MPT on the date falling at least
thee (3) Days prior to the beginning of that week.

(C) Pursuant to scheduling instructions ofEPE or any superseding policies or
procedures of EPE's SOC or otherwise, by 8:00 a.m. MPT on each Day, Seller shall submit to
EPE a good faith estimate of the hourly quantities of Solar Energy associated with the Expected
Solar Energy to be delivered for EPE at the Point of Delivery for the next three (3) subsequent
Days.

(D) [f, at any time following submission of a good faith estimate to EPE on the Day
preceding the next subsequent Day, Seller becomes aware of any change to any of the values
contained in the good faith estimate or predicts that such values will be subject to change before
the end of the next subsequent Day. then Seller shall promptly notify EPE no later than sixty (60)
minutes before the next scheduling hour of such change or predicted change.

13.4 Forced Outages. Seller shall notify EPE by telephone or e-mail (with
ccnfirmation to follow by written notice in each case) immediately upon discovering that the
Facility is unable to deliver all or part of any scheduled quantity of Solar Energy associated with
the Expected Solar Energy due to a Forced Outage and. as soon as reasonably practicable
following such discovery, shall notify EPE in writing of its best estimate of the expected duration
of such Forced Outage. Such estimate by Seller shall be based on the best information available
to it. Should Seller expect any further changes in the duration of any such Forced Outage, it
shall promptly notifY EPE of the same.

13.5 Scheduled Maintenance.

(A) Three (3) Months prior to the Commercial Operation Date and, thereafter, by
August 1 of each Year. Seller shall deliver to EPE the Projected Schedule for the Facility for the
subsequent four (4) Year period, including Scheduled Maintenance Outages. Seller shall take
manufacturers' recommendations and Good Utility Practices into account when establishing the
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proposed schedule for Scheduled Maintenance Outages, which schedule shall correspond with
the Projected Schedule. Unless otherwise required by Good Utility Practice. Scheduled
~Iaintenance Outages and Additional Maintenance Outages may not be scheduled during the
Months of June. July, August, or September unless agreed to in writing by EPE at its sole
discretion (the "Non-Scheduled Maintenance Period").

(B) Within thirty (30) Days of receiving the Projected Schedule for Scheduled
Maintenance Outages from Seller, EPE may propose amendments thereto. Seller shall not
unreasonably withhold its consent to such proposed amendments, provided that. it shall not be
uareasonable for Seller to withhold its consent to any such proposed amendments that would be
contrary to Good Utility Practices, and EPE shall pay the incremental costs of implementing
such proposed amendments.

(C) In the event that Seller should reject any proposed amendments ofEPE as set
forth in Section 13.5(B) above. Seller shall promptly notify EPE of its reasons for such rejection,
"hereupon Seller and EPE shall in good faith negotiate a reasonable schedule of Scheduled
Maintenance Outages. Ifsuch agreement is not reached within ten (10) Days of receipt by EPE
of Seller's rejection notice. Seller shall submit a final schedule of Scheduled Maintenance
Outages based on Good Utility Practices and the availability of the Operation and Maintenance
Contractor which final schedule shall, to the extent reasonably possible, take into aCCOWlt the
proposed amendments of EPE.

(D) Seller shall be entitled to change any Scheduled Maintenance Outages for the then
crrrent Year if such cbanges are required to comply with Good Utility Practices or, in the
al :emative, if EPE consents to the change, provided that: (i) any changes in annual scheduled
maintenance of up to two (2) Days' duration shall require one (1) week's prior written notice to
EPE. (ii) any changes in annual scheduled maintenance of greater than two (2) Days but less than
three (3) weeks' duration shall require one (1) Months' prior written notice to EPE and (iii) any
changes shall not be scheduled during the Non-Scheduled Maintenance Period unless otherwise
required by Good Utility Practice. Seller shall not unreasonably refuse to change the schedule of
Scheduled Maintenance Outages if requested to do so by EPE upon not less than thirty (30) Days
prior notice, provided that: (y) any such change would not be contrary to Good Utility Practices,
and (z) the Operation and Maintenance Contractor is available.

(E) Any maintenance outages that do not correspond to the descriptions contained in
clauses (A)~(D) of this Section 13.5 shall be deemed to be Additional Maintenance Outages
under Section 13.6 below.

13.6 Additional Maintenance Outages. As the need arises for Seller to conduct further
maintenance on the Facility in addition to that conducted pursuant to Section 13.2, 13.5 and
elsewhere in this Agreement ("Additional Maintenance Outages"), Seller shall notify EPE of
such required maintenance, together with proposed dates for carrying out such additional
maintenance and the estimated duration of the work to be carried out. Unless deferral of such
maintenance would cause an Emergency Condition, without prejudice to the commitment of
Se.ler in respect of the availability of the Facility. Seller and EPE shall negotiate in good faith a
reasonable schedule during which such Additional Maintenance Outages shall take place. If
agreement is not reached within twenty (20) Days of receipt of such notice, Seller shall prepare a
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schedule of such Additional Maintenance Outages based on Good Utility Practices taking into
account the reasonable requests of EPE to the extent reasonably possible.

13.7 Access to and Inspection of Facility.

(A) Seller shall provide EPE and its authorized agents, employees and inspectors with
reasonable access to the Facility for the purposes set forth in this Article 13. EPE acknowledges
that such access does not provide EPE with the right to direct or modify the operation ofthe
Facility in any way and further acknowledges that any exercise by EPE of its rights under this
Section 13.7 shall be at its own risk and expense.

(B) No inspections of the Facility, whether by EPE or otherwise, shall relieve Seller
of its obligation to maintain the Facility and operate the same in accordance with Good Utility
Practices. In no event shall any statement, representation, or lack thereof by EPE, either express
or implied, relieve Seller of its exclusive responsibility for the Facility. Any inspection by EPE
ofpropeny or equipment owned or controlled by Seller or any review by EPE or consent by EPE
to Seller plans, shall not be construed as an endorsement by EPE of the design, fitness or
operation of the Facility equipment or a warranty by EPE as to the safety, durability or reliability
of the Facility equipment.

13.8 Operating Parameters.

(A) Seller shall: (i) have the sole responsibility to, and shall at its sole expense,
operate and maintain the Facility in accordance with all requirements set forth in this Agreement,
and (ii) comply with reasonable requirements ofEPE regarding Day-to-Day or hour-by-hour
communications with EPE. Seller agrees to operate the Facility in such a manner that Solar
Energy delivered by Seller will meet all applicable requirements for voltage level, harmonics,
power factor, vars, ancillary services and other electrical specifications required by EPE in
accordance with the Interconnection Agreement.

(B) Seller shall operate the Facility in accordance with all system protection
equipment as required by the Interconnection Agreement.

13.9 Operating Records. Seller and EPE shall each keep and maintain complete and
accurate records and all other data required by each of them for the purposes of proper
administration of this Agreement, including such records as may be required by Governmental
A uthorities and WECC in the prescribed format of those entities. Such requirements shall be
specified in the Operating Procedures described in Section 13.2(B) of this Agreement. All
records of Seller and EPE pertaining to this Agreement or to the operation of the Facility, as
specified herein or otherwise shall be maintained for a period of two (2) years in either hard copy
(taper) or in electronic form by Seller at the Facility or by EPE. as applicable, in the Las Cruces.
New Mexico, metropolitan area in such format as may be required by Applicable Law or any
G ovemmental Authority.

13.10 Operating Log. Seller shall maintain an accurate and up-to-date operating log in
electronic format as defined in the Operating Procedures, with records of production for each
hour and changes in operating status.
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13.11 Availability Reporting. Seller shall comply with all current EPE. NERC, and
WECC generating unit outage reporting requirements as they may be revised from time to time
and as they apply to the Facility. Such outage reporting requirements shall be specified in the
Operating Procedures.

13.12 Examination and Retention of Records. Seller or EPE may examine, and each at
is own expense obtain copies, of the operating records and data kept by the other Party relating
to transactions under and administration of this Agreement, at any time during the period the
records are required to be maintained, upon prior request and during normal business hours. A
Farty's review of any such data shall in no way relieve the other Party of its responsibility for the
professional quality, technical accuracy and completeness of such data. Each Party shall retain
s ach operating records and data for the period of time required by applicable law.

13.13 Facility Development Records and Data Submissions. Seller shall submit or
cause to be submitted to EPE the following documents on or before the dates specified below:

(l) In addition to the progress reports required under Section 4.5 of this
Agreement, commencing on the Agreement Approval Date and ending on the
Commercial Operation Date, (i) a summary of such other reports as are submitted
to Seller by its engineer, and (ii) written notification, when and as Seller becomes
aware, of any new condition or event that may have a material adverse effect on
the timely completion of the Facility.

(2) Seller shall maintain all records, invoices and other information relating to
the costs of construction ofthe Facility, Quarterly, beginning no later than ninety
(90) Days after the Agreement Approval Date and ending when all costs have
been determined or incurred, a statement from Seller showing the percentage of
the level of completion of the Facility.

(3) No later than thirty (30) Days prior to the Conunercial Operation Date, (i)
evidence demonstrating that Seller has obtained all Governmental Approvals then
required to be obtained for the ownership. operation and maintenance of. and the
supply of Solar Energy from, the Facility in accordance with this Agreement, and
(ii) a list identifying the remaining Governmental Approvals for which Selleris
responsible under the terms of this Agreement, which Governmental Approvals
are not yet required for the operation and maintenance of. and the supply of Solar
Energy from, the Facility, together with a plan reasonably acceptable to EPE for
obtaining such Governmental Approvals and an estimate of the time within which
such Governmental Approvals will be obtained by Seller.

(4) On or before the Commercial Operation Date, a certificate from its
engineer to the effect that, based upon the engineer's monitoring and review of
construction, the Facility has been constructed in all material respects in
compliance with the development plan for the Facility and all permanent
equipment installed as part of the Facility was new (or remanufactured) and
unused (as remanufactured, if applicable) when installed.
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(5) A certificate dated as of the Commercial Operation Date signed by the
representative of Seller. which certificate shall specify that no default or Event of
Default by Seller has occurred that would, with or without the giving of notice or
passage of time, or both, constitute an Event of Default by Seller.

(6) As soon as available, but not later than sixty (60) Days following the
Commercial Operation Date, two (2) copies of all results of Commissioning Tests
performed on the Facility. including Commissioning Testing of major equipment
included in the Facility and Seller's Interconnection Facilities.

(7) Upon request by EPE and at least thirty (30) Days following the
Commercial Operation Date, a list of all manufacturers' specifications and
manufacturers' operation manuals for all major items of equipment incorporated
into the Facility.

(8) Upon request by EPE, a list of all as-built drawings for the Facility,
including the civil and architectural works, and when provided to Seller, a list of
all other design and engineering data and Information necessary to enable the
Operation and Maintenance Contractor to operate and maintain the Facility during
any period when such operation and maintenance is required under the Operation
and Maintenance Agreement. However, should EPE exercise its rights under this
Agreement to operate and/or purchase the Facility, Seller shall immediately
provide copies of the aforementioned documents to EPE, and EPE shall utilize
such documents on a need-to-know basis for the sole purpose of operating the
Facility.

(9) The receipt of the above schedules, data. certificates and reports by EPE
shall not (i) be construed as an endorsement by EPE of the design of the Facility,
(ii) constitute a warranty by EPE as to the safety, durability or reliability of the
Facility, (iii) relieve Seller of any of its obligations or potential liabilities under
the Project Contracts, or (iv) except with respect to the obligations orEPE to
maintain the confidentiality of documents and information received by it, impose
any obligation or liability on EPE.

ARTICLE 14 - FORCE MAJEURE

14.1 Definition of a Force Majeure Event.

(A) The term "Force Mqieure Event" as used in this Agreement, means causes or
e-vents beyond the reasonable control of, and without the fault or negligence of the Party
claiming Force Majeure, including, without limitation: (i) acts of God; (ii) sudden actions of the
elements such as floods. earthquakes, hunicanes, or tornadoes; (iii) high winds of sufficient
strength or duration to materially damage a facility or significantly impair its operation for a
period of time longer than normally encountered by similar businesses under comparable
cucumstances; (iv) material changes in the Facility's Solar Energy potentially caused by
climactic change; (v) lightning, fire, ice storms, or sabotage; (vi) vandalism beyond that which
could reasonably be prevented by Seller; (vii) terrorism; (viii) war; (ix) riots; (x) explosion; (xi)
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blockades; (xii) insurrection; (xiii) strike; (xiv) slow down or labor disruptions (even if such
difficulties could be resolved by conceding to the demands of a labor group); (xv) actions or
inactions by any Governmental Authority taken after the date hereof (including the adoption or
C lange in any rule or regulation or environmental constraints lawfully imposed by such
Covernmental Authority). but only if such requirements, actions, or failures to act prevent or
delay performance; (xvi) inability, despite due diligence. to obtain any licenses, permits, or
aoprovals required by any Goverrunental Authority; (xvii) construction delays beyond Seller's
control, including but not limited to litigation by a third party to prevent Construction of the
Facility, that occur despite Seller's commercially reasonable efforts to achieve the Construction
Milestones set forth in Exhibit A to this Agreement, and (xviii) a national, regional, or local
pandemic as declared by the United States government.

(B) The term Force Majeure Event does not include: (a) any acts or omissions of any
third party, including, without limitation, any vendor, customer, or supplier of Seller, unless such
ads or omissions are themselves excused by reason of a Force Majeure Event; (b) any failure or
inability to make payments when due, (c) any full or partial curtailment in the electric output of
tr.e Facility that is caused by or arises from a mechanical or equipment breakdown or other
rr.ishap or events or conditions attributable to normal wear and tear or flaws (unless such mishap
is caused by one of the following: (i) acts of God, (ii) sudden actions of the elements, including,
brt not limited to, floods, hurricanes, or tornadoes. (iii) sabotage, (iv) terrorism, (v) war, (vi)
riots. and (vii) emergency orders issued by a Governmental Authority); or (d) changes in market
conditions that affect the cost ofEPE's or Seller's supplies, or that affect demand or price for any
o::EPE's or Seller's products.

14.2 Applicability of Force Majeure.

(A) Except as otherwise provided in this Agreement, neither Party shall be responsible
or liable for any delay or failure in its performance under this Agreement. nor shall any delay,
failure, or other occurrence or event become a Construction Event of Default, an Operational
Event of Default, or an EPE Event of Default, to the extent such delay, failure, occurrence or
event is substantially caused by a Force Majeure Event, provided that the notification obligations
and terms of Section 14.3(B) and 14.4(B) of this Agreement are complied with.

(B) Except as otherwise expressly provided for in this Agreement. the existence of a
Force Majeure Event shall not relieve the Parties of their obligations under this Agreement 10 the
extent that performance of such obligations is not precluded by a Force Majeure Event, provided,
a Force Majeure Event shall not excuse either Party from any failure or inability to make
p~jyrnents when due.

14.3 Effect ofSeller's Force Majeure.

(A) Adjustment. (l) If Seller should suffer a Force Majeure Event that reduces the
generating capability of the Facility below the Expected Solar Energy, Seller may. upon notice to
EJ)E, temporarily adjust the Expected Solar Energy for up to twenty-four (24) consecutive
Months; provided, however, that no more than one such temporary adjustment may be made by
Seller within any twenty-four (24) Month period in relation to that Force Majeure Event, unless
EPE otherwise consents to such additional temporary adjustment in writing, such consent not to
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be unreasonably withheld. Within three (3) Months after any such Force Majeure Event is cured,
Seller may, on one occasion, and without penalty, designate a new Expected Solar Energy level
to apply for the remainder of the Term; provided, however, that such new Expected Solar Energy
level shall be at least seventy percent (70%) and no more than one hundred percent (l00%) of
tle Expected Solar Energy at the time immediately prior to the Force Majeure Event. Any
temporary or final adjustment or re-designation of the Expected Solar Energy pursuant to this
subsection (A)(l) must be directly attributable to the Force Majeure Event and of a magnitude
commensurate with the scope and impact of the Force Majeure Event. Such adjustment shall be
effective upon the first Day immediately following receipt of such notice by EPE or such later
date as may be specified by Seller, and shall not exceed the amount necessary to accommodate
the Force Majeure Event. Any Dispute between Seller and EPE regarding the amount of such
temporary or final re-designation shall be settled in accordance with Section 12.8 of this
Agreement

(2) If the Facility should be rendered completely inoperative as a result of a
Force Majeure Event, Seller shall temporarily set the Committed Solar Energy at
o kWh until such time as the Facility can partially or fully operate at the
Committed Solar Energy level that existed prior to the Force Majeure Event.
Except for amounts payable and owing to Seller by EPE under this Agreement, if
the Committed Solar Energy is 0 kWh, EPE shall have no obligation to make any
payments under this Agreement.

(3) Subject to (1) and (2) above, upon the cessation of a Force Majeure Event
or upon its cure, the Expected Solar Energy shall be restored to the Expected
Solar Energy level that existed immediately prior to such Force Majeure Event.
Notwithstanding any other provisions of this Agreement. upon such cessation or
cure, EPE shall have the right to require a test to demonstrate the Facility's
compliance with the requirements of this Section.

(4) Subject to subsection (E), Seller agrees to be responsible for and pay the
costs necessary to reactivate the Facility and the interconnection with EPE's local
distribution facilities up to the Point of Delivery, if the same are rendered
inoperable due to actions of Seller, its employees. representatives or agents, or
Force Majeure Events affecting Seller, the Facility or the interconnection with
EPE's local distribution facilities pursuant to the Interconnection Agreement.

(B) Seller's Notification Obligations. In the event of any delay or nonperformance
resulting from a Force Majeure Event, Seller shall notify EPE in writing as soon as practicable
after becoming aware of such occurrence. Within fourteen (14) days of becoming aware of the
occurrence of a Force Majeure Event, Seller shall notify EPE in writing of the nature, cause, date
of commencement thereof and the anticipated duration, and shall indicate whether any deadlines
or date(s) imposed under this Agreement may be affected thereby. The suspension of
performance shall be of no greater scope and of no greater duration than the cure for the Force
Mnjeure Event requires. A Party claiming that a Force Majeure Event has occurred shall not be
entitled to any relief therefor unless conforming notice is provided within the time period
recuired, Seller shall notify EPE of the cessation of the Force Majeure Event or of the
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conclusion of Seller's cure for the Force Majeure Event, in either case within two (2) Business
Days thereof.

(C) Seller's Duty to Mitigate. Seller shall use commercially reasonable efforts to cure
the cause(s) preventing its performance of this Agreement; provided, however, that the
s ettlement of strikes, lockouts and other labor disputes shall be entirely within the discretion of
Seller, and Seller shall not be required to settle such strikes. lockouts or other labor disputes by
acceding to demands which Seller deems to be unreasonable.

CD) Delay Caused by Seller's Force Majeure Event. Upon the occurrence and during
the continuance of a Force Majeure Event and the effects thereof, to the extent that a Force
Majeure Event affects the ability ofEPE to accept Solar Energy from the Facility or to the extent
that a Foree Maj eure Event affects the ability of Seller to test for Committed Solar Energy
pursuant to Section 4.6 or to deliver Solar Energy from the Facility. then the hours during which
the Force Majeure Event occurs shall be excluded from the payment calculations as set forth in
Section 8.1 ofthis Agreement

(E) Seller's Force Majeure Restoration. (1) In the event that, as a result of one or
more Force Majeure Event(s) or its or their effects or by any combination thereof, the
construction or operation of the Facility or any part thereof is affected and is not restored or
remedied within thirty (30) Days following the date the Force Majeure Event(s) began. then
S eller shall prepare and deliver to EPE a Restoration Report pursuant to subsection (0) below
and provisions (3)-(5) of this subsection (E) shall apply.

(2) Subject to clauses (3) and (4) below, Seller shall proceed with the
remedying of the construction or operation of the Facility ("Restoration") in
accordance with a schedule contained in the relevant Restoration Report, as
defined in subsection (0) hereof (the "Restoration Schedule"). The .cost of such
Restoration shall be the sole responsibility of Seller; and no compensation shall be
payable by EPE to Seller with respect to any damage to the Facility as a result of
the Force Majeure Event.

(3) If EPE does not agree with the Restoration Schedule contained in the
Restoration Report. then EPE shall notify Seller within fifteen (15) Days of
receipt of the Restoration Report and shall, in such notice, propose an alternative
Restoration Schedule. If the Parties cannot agree upon·a revised Restoration
Schedule within the fifteen (15) Day period following the notice, then either Party
may submit the matter to mediation pursuant to Section 12.9 of this Agreement to
determine the proper Restoration Schedule. Notwithstanding the foregoing, Seller
shall, subject to satisfying any of the conditions or requirements of the entity
providing the financing for the Restoration (including any insurance company
paying a claim to Seller), have the option to proceed with the Restoration while
the issue of the Restoration Schedule is being resolved.

(4) If Restoration of the Facility is not teclmically feasible or the Restoration
cost estimate is greater than Five Million Dollars ($5,000,000), then Seller shall
have the right to terminate this Agreement, whereupon EPE shall have the right
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but not the obligation to purchase the Facility at fair market value. as determined
in a commercially reasonable manner. Seller shall not be entitled to any
compensation from EPE unless EPE elects that Seller shall sell the Facility to
EPE or its designee(s). If Seller.decides not to terminate this Agreement, Seller
may seek to renegotiate this Agreement only if the market price for Solar Energy
is more than 125 percent of the Solar Energy Payment Rate. EPE is not required
to renegotiate, and any agreement resulting from a renegotiation may be subject to
approval by the NMPRC.

(5) Where Seller is prevented from complying with its obligations under this
Agreement as a result of one or more Force Majeure Event(s) or its or their effects
or by any combination thereof for a continued period ofthree hundred sixty five
(365) Days, then Section 14.5 below shall apply.

(F) Seller's Restoration Consents. Notwithstanding anything herein to the contrary,
Seller shall not be required to proceed with any Restoration unless and until it shall have
received all necessary Additional Consents and any Governmental Approvals required therewith.
If Seller does not receive any such Additional Consents or any Governmental Approvals required
tl.erewith for any reason (other than an act, omission or default of Seller) within twelve (12)
Months after the date that it becomes obligated to proceed with such Restoration, then both
Seller and EPE shall have the right to terminate this Agreement. If Seller terminates this
Agreement pursuant to this subsection (F), EPE shall have the right but not the obligation to
purchase the Facility at fair market value, as determined in a commercially reasonable manner.

(G) Preparation of Seller's Restoration Report. When required by subsection (E),
Seller shall commence the preparation of an appraisal report (the "Restoration Report") within
thirty (30) Days after the date it was required to provide a notice under subsection (B) and shall
deliver a copy of such Restoration Report to EPE within sixty (60) Days after provision of such
notice was required. The Restoration Report shall be accompanied by reasonable supporting
data and certificates and reports of financial and technical advisers of Seller, as appropriate or as
reasonably requested by EPE, in support of the Force Majeure Event in question, and shall
include (i) a description of such Force Majeure Event and its impact on the Facility, (ii) an
estimate in good faith of the time required to restore the Facility (insofar as practicable) to its
cc ndition immediately prior to the occurrence of the Force Majeure Event and (iii) a proposed
Restoration Schedule.

(H) Discussion ofSeller's Restoration Report. Within fifteen (15) Days of the
delivery of a Restoration Report to EPE or such further time as the Parties may agree, the Parties
shall meet to discuss the Restoration Report and any action to be taken. Seller shall promptly
pr ovide to EPE such additional financial and related information pertaining to the Restoration
Report and the matters described therein as EPE may reasonably request in connection with its
review of the Restoration Report.

14.4 Effect orEPE's Force Majeure.

(A) Adjustment. (I) IfEPE should suffer a Force Majeure Event that affects its
ability to take Solar Energy from Seller under this Agreement, EPE may. upon notice to Seller,
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temporarily adjust the Expected Solar Energy for up to twenty-four (24) consecutive months;
provided, however, that no more than one such temporary adjustment may be made by EPE
within any twenty-four (24) month period in relation to that Force Majeure Event, unless Seller
ctherwise consents to such additional temporary adjustment in writing; such consent not to be
unreasonably withheld. Within three (3) Months after any such Force Majeure Event is cured,
I:PE may, on one occasion, and without penalty, designate a new Expected Solar Energy level to
apply for the remainder of the tenn;provided, however, that such new Expected Solar Energy
level shall be at least seventy percent (70%)and no more than one hundred percent (100%) of the
Expected Solar Energy at the time immediately prior to the Force Majeure Event. Any
temporary or fmal adjustment or re-designation of the Expected Solar Energy pursuant to this
subsection (A)(l) must be directly attributable to the Force Majeure Event and ofa magnitude
commensurate with the scope and impact of the Force Majeure Event. Such adjustment shall be
e ff'ective upon the first Day immediately following receipt of such notice by Seller or such later
date as may be specified by EPE. Any dispute between EPE and Seller regarding the amount of
such temporary or final re-designation shall be settled in accordance with Section 12.8 of this
Agreement.

(2) Subject to subsection (l) above. upon the cessation of a Force Majeure
Event or upon its cure, the Expected Solar Energy shall be restored to the
Expected Solar Energy level that existed immediately prior to such Force Majeure
Event.

(B) EPE's Notification Obligations. In the event of any delay or nonperformance
re sulting from a Force Majeure Event, EPE shall notify Seller in writing as soon as practicable
alter becoming aware of such occurrence. Within fourteen (14) days of becoming aware of the
occurrence of a Force Majeure Event, EPE shall notify Seller in writing of the nature, cause, date
or conunencement thereof and the anticipated duration, and shall indicate whether any deadlines
or date(s) imposed under this Agreement may be affected thereby. The suspension of
performance shall be of no greater scope and of no greater duration than the cure for the Force
Majeure Event requires. A Party claiming that a Force Majeure Event has occurred shall not be
er.titled to any relief therefor unless conforming notice is provided within the time period
required. EPE shall notify Seller of the cessation of the Force Majeure Event or of the
cc nclusion ofEPE's cure for the Force Majeure Event, in either case within two (2) Business
D lyS thereof.

(C) EPE's Duty to Mitigate. EPE shall use commercially reasonable efforts to cure
the cause(s) preventing its performance of this Agreement; provided, however, that the
settlement of strikes, lockouts and other labor disputes shall be entirely within the discretion of
EPE, and EPE shall not be required to settle such strikes, lockouts or other labor disputes by
ac ceding to demands which EPE deems to be unreasonable.

(D) Delay Caused by EPE's Force Majeure Event. Upon the occurrence and during
the continuance of a Force Majeure Event and the effects thereof, to the extent that a Force
M ~eure Event affects the ability of EPE to accept Solar Energy from the Facility, then the hours
during which the Force Majeure Event occurs shall be excluded from the payment calculations as
set forth in Section 8.1 of this Agreement.
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14.5 Limitations on Effect of Force Maieure. In no event will any delay or failure of
performance caused by a Force Majeure Event extend this Agreement beyond its stated Term. In
the event that any delay or failure of performance caused by a Force Majeure Event continues for
an uninterrupted period of three hundred sixty-five (365) Days from its occurrence or inception,
the Party not claiming a Force Majeure Event may, so long as the Force Majeure Event is
continuing beyond the three hundred sixty-five (365) Day period, terminate this Agreement upon
no less than sixty (60) Days written notice to the affected Party and without further obligation by
ether Party, except as to the obligations incurred prior to the effective date of such termination.
Once the right to terminate as provided in this Section 14.5 is triggered, the Party with the
termination right must exercise such right within sixty (60) Days of the date such right is
triggered, and the right to terminate this Agreement with respect the specific Force Majeure
Event shall be waived after the expiration of such sixty (60) Day period. The Party not claiming
a Force Majeure Event may. but shall not be obligated to, extend the three hundred sixty-five
(:.65) Day period, for such additional time as it; at its sole discretion, deems appropriate, such
additional time not to exceed two (2) years.

ARTICLE 15 - REPRESENTATIONSt

WARRANTIES AND COVENANTS

15.1 Seller's Representations. Warranties and Covenants. Seller hereby represents and
warrants as follows:

CA) Seller is a Delaware limited liability company duly organized, validly existing and
in good standing under the laws of the State of its creation. Seller is qualified to do business in
each other jurisdiction where the failure to so qualify would have a material adverse effect on the
business or fmancial condition of Seller, and Seller has all requisite power and authority to
cc nduct its business. to own its properties, and to execute, deliver, and perform its obligations
ur .der this Agreement.

(B) The execution. delivery, and performance of its obligations under this Agreement
b) Seller have been duly authorized by all necessary corporate action, and do not and will not:

(1) require any consent or approval by any governing body of Seller, other
than that which has been obtained and is in full force and effect (evidence of
which shall be delivered to EPE upon its request);

(2) violate any provision of law, rule, regulation, order, writ.judgment,
injunction, decree. determination, or award currently in effect having applicability
to Seller or violate any provision in any formation documents of Seller, the
violation of which could have a material adverse effect on the ability of Seller to
perform its obligations under this Agreement;

(3) result in a breach or constitute a default under Seller's formation
documents or bylaws, or under any agreement relating to the management or
affairs of Seller or any indenture or loan or credit agreement. or any other
agreement, lease, or instrument to which Seller is a party or by which Seller or its
properties or assets may be bound or affected, the breach or default of which
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could reasonably be expected to have a material adverse effect on the ability of
Seller to perform its obligations under this Agreement; or

(4) result in, or require the creation or imposition of any mortgage. deed of
trust, pledge, lien, security interest, or other charge or encumbrance of any nature
(other than as may be contemplated by this Agreement) upon or with respect to
any of the assets or properties Seller now owns or hereafter acquires, the creation
or imposition of which could reasonably be expected to have a material adverse
effect on the ability of Seller to perform its obligations under this Agreement.

(C) This Agreement is a valid and binding obligation of Seller, subject to the
fulfillment (or waiver) of the conditions precedent set forth in Section 6.1 ofthis Agreement.

(0) The execution and performance of this Agreement will not conflict with or
c onstitute a breach or default under any contract or agreement of any kind to which Seller is a
party or any judgment, order. statute, or regulation that is applicable to Seller or the Facility.

(E) To the knowledge of Seller, Seller has identified in Exhibit E to this Agreement
a.l permits, consents, approvals, licenses and authorizations which Seller anticipates will be
o otained by Seller in the ordinary course of business, and all permits) consents, approvals,
licenses, authorizations, or other action required by any Governmental Authority to authorize
Seller's execution, delivery and performance of this Agreement. Seller shall obtain all such
permits, consents, approvals, licenses, and authorizations or other action required by any
G ovemmental Authority prior to the Commercial Operation Date to the extent required for
Commercial Operation of the Facility. However, failure of Seller to identify a necessary permit,
consent, approval, license or authorization in Exhibit E to this Agreement does not relieve Seller
o.ithe obligation under this Agreement to obtain all such necessary Govenunental Approvals and
Seller shall notify EPE of any such necessary Governmental Approval not identified in Exhibit E
promptly after Seller acquires knowledge thereof.

(F) Seller shall comply with all applicable local, state, and federal laws, regulations,
WIdordinances, including but not limited to equal opportunity and affirmative action
requirements and all applicable federal, state, and local environmental laws and regulations
presently in effect or which may be enacted during the Term of this Agreement.

(G) As soon as it is known to Seller, Seller shall disclose to EPE the nature and extent
of any (i) Envirorunental Contamination on or relating to the Site (and Seller shall be solely
responsible and liable for any corresponding clean-up and remediation costs), (ii) violation of
ar.y laws or regulations; or (iii) litigation,liens, or encumbrances arising out of the construction
or operation of the Facility.

(H) Seller shall obtain sufficient water rights or water supply agreements necessary
for uninterrupted operation of the Facility.

15.2 EPE's Representations. Warranties and Covenants. EPE hereby represents and
warrants as follows:
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(A) EPE is a corporation duly organized, validly existing and in good standing under
he laws of the State of Texas and is qualified in each other jurisdiction where the failure to so
qualify would have a material adverse effect upon the business or financial condition ofEPE.
E:PE has all requisite power and authority to conduct its business, to own its properties, and to
execute, deliver. and perform its obligations under this Agreement.

(B) lethe Board of Directors ofEPE grants the EPE Board Approval, then, from and
after the time that the Board of Directors of EPE grants the EPE Board Approval, the execution,
delivery, and performance of its obligations under this Agreement by EPE will have been duly
authorized by all necessary corporate action, and will not:

(1) require any consent or approval ofEPE's Board of Directors, or
shareholders, other than that which has been obtained and is in full force and
effect (evidence of which shall be delivered to Seller upon its request);

(2) violate any provision of law, rule, regulation, order, writ.judgment,
injunction, decree, determination, or award currently in effect having applicability
to EPE or violate any provision in any corporate documents of EPE, the violation
of which could have a material adverse effect on the ability of EPE to perform its
obligations under this Agreement;

(3) result in a breach or constitute a default under EPE's corporate charter or
bylaws, or under any agreement relating to the management or affairs of EPE, or
any indenture or loan or credit agreement, or any other agreement, lease, or
instrument to which EPE is a party or by which EPE or its properties or assets
may be bound or affected. the breach or default of which could reasonably be
expected to have a material adverse effect on the ability of EPE to perform its
obligations under this Agreement; or

(4) result in, or require the creation or imposition of, any mortgage, deed of
trust, pledge, lien, security interest. or other charge or encumbrance of any nature
(other than as may be contemplated by this Agreement) upon or with respect to
any of the assets or properties of EPE now owned or hereafter acquired. the
creation or imposition of which could reasonably be expected to have a material
adverse effect on the ability of EPE to perform its obligations under this
Agreement.

(C) This Agreement is a valid and binding obligation of EPE, subject to the
fu.fiUment (or waiver) of the conditions precedent set forth in Section 6.1 of this Agreement.

(D) The execution and performance of this Agreement will not conflict with or
co astitute a breach or default under any contract or agreement of any kind to which EPE is a
party or any judgment, order. statute, or regulation that is applicable to EPE.

(E) To the knowledge orEPE, and except for the NMPRC approval(s) identified in
Section 6.1 of this Agreement. all approvals, authorizations, consents, or other action required by
an:,. Governmental Authority to authorize EPE's execution, delivery and performance of this
Ag reement, have been duly obtained and are in full force and effect.
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ARTICLE 16 - INSURANCE

16.1 Evidence of Insurance. Seller shall, on or before June 1 of each Conunercial
Operation Year and pursuant to the requirements of Section 4.9(C) of this Agreement, provide
I:PE with copies of certificates ofinsurance evidencing that insurance coverages for the Facility
are in compliance with the specifications for insurance coverage set forth in Exhibit D to this
i~greement. Such certificates shall (a) provide that EPE shall receive thirty (30) Days prior
written notice of non-renewal, cancellation of. or significant modification to any of the
corresponding policies (except that such notice shall be ten (10) Days for non-payment of
premiums) and (b) provide a waiver of any rights of subrogation against EPE, its Affiliates and
their officers; directors, agents, subcontractors, and employees. All policies shall be written with
insurers that EPE; in its reasonable discretion, deems acceptable (such acceptance will not be
unreasonably withheld). All policies shall be written on an occurrence basis, except as provided
in Section 16.2 below. All policies shall contain an endorsement that Seller's policy shall be
primary in an instances regardless of like coverage. if any, carried by EPE. Seller's liability
u nder this Agreement is not limited to the amount. of insurance coverage required herein.

16.2 Tenn and Modification of Insurance.

(A) All insurance required under this Agreement shall cover occurrences during the
Term and claims for events occurring during the term of this Agreement for a period of two (2)
years after the Tenn. In the event that any insurance as required herein is commercially
available only on a "claims-made" basis, such insurance shall provide for a retroactive date not
later than the date of this Agreement, and such insurance shall be maintained by Seller. with a
retroactive date not later than the retroactive date required above, for a minimum of five (5)
years after the Tenn. Any insurer shall carry at least a best rating of A-V or better and must
include EPE as an additional insured. A waiver of subrogation will also be required.

(B) EPEshall have the right, at times deemed appropriate to EPE during the Term, to
request Seller to modify the insurance minimum limits specified in Exhibit D to this Agreement
in order to maintain reasonable coverage amounts. Seller shall comply with such request if
cr mmercially reasonable.

(C) If any insurance required to be maintained by Seller under this Agreement ceases
to be reasonably available and conunercially feasible in the commercial insurance market, Seller
sh all provide written notice to EPE, accompanied by a certificate from an independent insurance
advisor of recognized national standing, certifying that such insurance is not reasonably available
an d commercially feasible in the commercial insurance market for electric generating plants of
similar type, geographic location and design. Upon receipt of such notice, Seller shall use
commercially reasonable efforts to obtain other insurance that would provide comparable
protection against the risk to be insured, and EPE shall not unreasonably withhold its consent to
modify or waive such requirement.

16.3 Endorsements to Fire and Al1~Perils and Machinery Breakdown Policies. Seller
shlll insure the Facility against all risks of physical loss or damage, including boiler and
machinery breakdown and shall also maintain business interruption/extra expense endorsements
as set forth in Exhibit D; and such coverage shall be reasonable and customary in the power
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generation industry for projects of the size and scope of the Facility and, further, shall cause its
insurers and brokers to provide standard thirty (30) Day non-cancellation provisions in such
policies naming EPE as additional named insured.

16.4 Insurance Reports. Seller shall provide EPE with copies of any technical
inderwriters' reports or other technical reports received by it from any insurer; provided,
!.Qwever, that EPE shall not disclose such reports to any other Person except as necessary in
connection with administration and enforcement of this Agreement or as may be required by any
Governmental Authority or other relevant authority having jurisdiction over EPE, and shall use
and internally distribute such reports only as necessary in connection with the administration and
enforcement of this Agreement.

ARTICLE 17 - INDEMNITY

17.1 Indemnification. EACH PARTY (THE "INDEMNIFYING PARTY") AGREES
10INDEMNIFY, DEFEND AND HOLD HARMLESS THE OTHER PARTY (THE
"!NDEMNIFIED PARTY") FROM AND AGAINST ALL THIRD PARTY CLAIMS,
[!EMANDS, LOSSES, LIABILITIES, PENALTIES. AND EXPENSES (INCLUDING
REASONABLE ATTORNEYS' FEES) TO THE EXTENT ARISING OUT OF, RESULTING
FROM, OR CAUSED BY: (A) CONSTRUCTION EVENTS OF DEFAULT, OPERATIONAL
EVENTS OF DEFAULT, OR EPE EVENTS OF DEFAULT, AS APPLICABLE, (B)
VlOLA nON OF ANY APPLICABLE ENVIRONMENTAL LAWS, OR (C) THE
1\EGLIGENT OR TORTIOUS ACTS, ERRORS, OR OMISSIONS OF THE INDEMNIFYING
P!\RTY, ITS AFFILIATES, ITS DIRECTORS, OFFICERS, EMPLOYEES, OR AGENTS IN
PERFORMING ITS OBLIGA TrONS UNDER THIS AGREEMENT OR ITS FAILURE TO
ABIDE BY THE PROVISIONS OF THIS AGREEMENT. NOTHING IN THIS ARTICLE 17
S::fALL ENLARGE OR RELIEVE SELLER OR EPE OF ANY LIABILITY TO THE OTHER
FOR ANY BREACH OF THIS AGREEMENT. NEITHER PARTY SHALL BE
INDEMNIFIED FOR ITS DAMAGES RESULTING FROM ITS SOLE NEGLIGENCE,
INTENTIONAL ACTS OR WILLFUL MISCONDUCT. THESE INDEMNITY PROVISIONS
SHALL NOT BE CONSTRUED TO RELIEVE ANY INSURER OF ITS OBLIGA nON TO
P.\. Y CLAIMS CONSISTENT WITH THE PROVISIONS OF A VALID INSURANCE
POLICY.

17.2 Indemnification for Fines and Penalties. Except as otherwise provided in Sections
W.3(B) and 19.3 of this Agreement, any fines or other penalties incurred by a Party (other than
fines or penalties due to the negligence or intentional acts or omissions of the other Party) for
non-compliance with any municipal, state or federal laws shall be the sale responsibility of the
DC n-complying Party.

17.3 Notice of Claim. Loss or Proceeding. Each Party shall promptly notify the other
Party in writing of any claim, loss, suit, or administrative or legal proceeding in respect of which
su ch notifying Party is or may be entitled to indemnification pursuant to Section 17.1 (an
"Indemnification Event"). Such notice shall be given as soon as reasonably practicable after the
relevant Party becomes aware of the Indemnification Event and that such Indemnification Event
may give rise to an indemnification, but in any event no later than seven (7) Days after the Party
seeking indemnification has notice or becomes aware of the Indemnification Event. The delay or
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failure of such Indemnified Party to provide the notice required pursuant to this Section 17.3 to
tne other Party shall not release the other Party from any indemnification obligation which it may
t ave to such Indemnified Party except (i) to the extent that such failure or delay materially and
adversely affects the Indemnifying Party's ability to defend such Indemnification Event or
increased the amount of the loss, and (ii) that the Indemnifying Party shall not be liable for any
costs or expenses of the Indenmified Party in the defense of the Indemnification Event during
such period of failure or delay.

17.4 Defense of Claims.

(A) Claim. Loss or Proceeding. Promptly after receipt by a Party of notice of an
Indemnification Event, the Indemnifying Party shall have the option to assume the defense of the
Indemnification Event. with counsel designated by such Indemnifying Party.provideti, however.
the Indemnified Party shall have the right to select and be represented by separate counsel if (i)
the Indemnified Party shall have reasonably concluded and specifically notified the
Indemnifying Party that there may be specific defenses available to it which are different from or
additional to those available to the Indemnifying Party, or that such Indemnification Event
involves or could have a material adverse effect upon the Indemnified Party beyond the scope of
tl.is Agreement, unless a liability insurer is willing to cover such effects; or (ii) the Indemnified
Party shall have reasonably concluded and specifically notified the Indemnifying Party that there
nay be a conflict of interest between the Indemnifying Party and the Indemnified Party in the
conduct of the defense of such Indemnification Event. If the Indemnified Party has the right to
select and be represented by separate counsel as provided herein, then counsel for the
Irdemnified Party shall have the right to direct the defense of the Indemnification Event on
behalf of the Indemnified Party and, to the extent possible, shall coordinate with counsel
representing the Indemnifying Party.

(B) Unless and until the Indemnifying Party assumes control of the defense of an
Indemnification Event in accordance with Section 17.2 above. the Indemnified Party shall have
the right, but not the obligation, to contest. defend and litigate. with counsel of its own selection,
ary such Indemnification Event, and the reasonable costs and expenses thereof shall be subject
to the indenmification obligations of the Indemnifying Party hereunder.

(C) Neither the Indemnifying Party nor the Indemnified Party shall be entitled to
settle or compromise any Indemnification Event without the prior consent of the other; provided,
he wever, that after agreeing in writing to indemnify the Indemnified Party, the Indemnifying
Party may settle or compromise any claim without the approval of such Indemnified Party.
Except where such consent is unreasonably withheld, if the Indemnified Party settles or
compromises an Indemnification Event without the prior consent of the Indemnifying Party, the
Indemnifying Party shall be excused from any indemnification obligation in respect of such
senlemem or compromise.

17.5 Subrogation. Upon payment of any indemnification pursuant to Section 17.1
above, the Indemnifying Party, without any further action, shall be subrogated to any and all
claims that the Indemnified Party may have relating thereto, and the Indemnified Party shall, at
the request and expense of the Indemnifying Party, cooperate with the Indemnifying Party and
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~.ive at the request and expense of the Indemnifying Party such further assurances as are
r.ecessary or advisable to enable the Indemnifying Party vigorously to pursue such claims.

ARTICLE 18 - ASSIGNMENT AND OTHER
TRANSFER RESTRICTIONS

18.1 No Assignment Without Consent. Except as permitted in this Article 18 of this
Agreement, neither Party shall assign this Agreement or any portion thereof, without the prior
written consent of the other Party, which consent shall not be unreasonably withheld or delayed,
provided, that: (i) at least thirty (30) Days' prior notice of any such assignment is be given to the
other Party; (ii) any assignee expressly assumes the assignor's obligations under this Agreement,
unless otherwise agreed to by the other Party, and no assignment, whether or not consented to,
saall relieve the assignor of its obligations under this Agreement in the event the assignee fails to
perform, unless the other Party agrees in writing in advance to waive the assignor's continuing
obligations pursuant to this Agreement; (iii) no such assignment impairs any security given by
Seller under this Agreement; and (iv) before the Agreement is assigned by Seller. the assignee
first obtains such approvals as may be required by alJ applicable Governmental Authorities.

(A) Consent to assignment shall not be required to assign this Agreement to an
Affiliate of EPE or Seller. if any.

(B) EPE's consent shall not be required for Seller to assign this Agreement for
collateral purposes to the Facility Lender. Seller shall notify EPE, pursuant to Section 19.4 of
this Agreement, of any such assignment to the Facility Lender no later than thirty (30) Days after
tl.e assigrunent.

18.2 Restriction on Transfers. Except as otherwise permitted by this Agreement, Seller
may not sell the Facility. and Seller's parent company (the "Parent") may not transfer all or any
portion ofits ownership interest in Seller (the "Interests"). In the event that the Parent should
pJedge or otherwise encumber any of its Interests as security for the payment of indebtedness
WIder the Financing Documents, any such pledge or hypothecation shall be made pursuant to a
pledge or hypothecation agreement that requires the pledgee or secured party to be bound by all
of the terms and conditions of this Article 18.

18.3 Pennitted Transfers. Subject to the conditions and restrictions set forth in Section
1U.Shereof and written notice to EPE within thirty (30) Days of a transfer, (A) Parent may at any
time transfer all or any portion of its Interests to (i) any Affiliate of Parent, or (ii) any Purchaser
ar.d (B) Seller may at any time transfer all or any portion of its ownership interest in the Facility
to (i) any Affiliate of Seller. or (ii) any Purchaser (any such Transfer being referred to in this
Agreement as a "Permitted Transfer"),

18.4 Collateral Assignment. EPE's consent shall not be required for Seller to assign
this Agreement for collateral purposes to a lender under the Financing Documents. Seller shall
ne tify EPE of any such assignment no later than thirty (30) Days after the assignment.

18.5 Change of Control. Any direct or indirect voluntary change of control of Seller,
shall require the prior written consent of EPE, which shall not be unreasonably withheld. No
consent ofEPE shall be required, however. to any change of control resulting from (i)
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transactions among Affiliates of Seller. or (ii) any exercise by the Facility Lender of its rights
and remedies under the Financing Documents.

18.6 Transfer without Consent is Null and Void. Any change of control or sale,
transfer, or assignment of any interest in the Facility or in this Agreement, including. without
limitation, any sale and lease-back of the Facility under Section 3.1 (A) of this Agreement, made
without fulfilling the requirements of this Agreement shall be null and void and shall constitute
aa Event of Default pursuant to Article 12.

18.7 Prohibited Transfers. Any purported transfer ofInterests or transfer of the
Facility that is not a Permitted Transfer shall be null and void and of no force or effect
whatsoever.

18.8 Reimbursement for EPE's Costs from Transfers or Assignments. Seller agrees
that, in the event Seller assigns or transfers an interest in the Facility or the Agreement, as such
transactions are described in Article 18, Seller shall be responsible for costs incurred by EPE.
including reimbursement of costs, expenses and reasonable attorneys' fees incurred to effectuate
tl.e consent to such proposed transaction.

ARTICLE 19 - MISCELLANEOUS

19.1 Waiver. Unless specifically provided otherwise in this Agreement, the failure of
ei ther Party to enforce or insist upon compliance with or strict performance of any of the terms
or conditions of this Agreement, or to take advantage of any of its rights under this Agreement,
shall not constitute a waiver or relinquishment of any such terms, conditions, or rights. but the
seme shall be and remain at all times in full force and effect.

19.2 Taxes.

(A) Seller shall be solely responsible for:

(1) any and all present or future taxes and other impositions of Governmental
Authorities relating to the construction, ownership or leasing. operation or
maintenance of the Facility, the Site, or any components or appurtenances thereof.
including, without limitation, taxes and impositions that vary based upon the
amount of power produced, the amount or nature of fuel consumed, and the nature
of wastes produced by the Facility;

(2) any and all present or future taxes and other impositions of Governmental
Authorities on or with respect to the energy generated by the Facility or the
transaction under this Agreement arising up to the Point of Delivery, including ad
valorem taxes; and

(3) all ad valorem taxes relating to the Facility except for ad valorem taxes on
or with respect to the energy generated by the Facility or the transaction under this
Agreement arising at or beyond the Point of Delivery.
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(B) Seller shall not be responsible for payment of gross receipts taxes on energy sales
t,)EPE.

(C) EPE shall be solely responsible for any and all present or future taxes and other
impositions of Governmental Authorities on or with respect to the energy generated by the
Facility or the transaction under this Agreement arising at or beyond the Point of Delivery,
including ad valorem taxes.

(D) In the event EPE is required by law or regulation to remit or pay such taxes or
other impositions ofGovemmental Authorities that are Seller's responsibility pursuant to Section
19.2(A) of this Agreement, Seller shall promptly reimburse EPE for such amounts. If Seller is
required by law or regulation to remit or pay such taxes or other impositions of Governmental
Authorities that are EPE's responsibility pursuant to Section 19.2(C) of this Agreement, EPE
shall promptly reimburse Seller for such amounts. Either Party may offset such amounts against
any undisputed amounts owed to it by the other Party, as provided in Section 9.3(A) of this
Agreement.

(E) The Parties shall cooperate to minimize tax exposure; however, neither Party shall
be obligated to incur any financial burden to reduce taxes for which the other Party is responsible
under this Agreement.

19.3 Monetary Penalties. If fees, fines, penalties, or costs are claimed or assessed
against EPE or Seller by any Governmental Authority that are in whole or in part contributed to
or due to noncompliance by the other Party with this Agreement, any requirements of law, any
permit or contractual obligation, the other Party shall promptly reimburse EPE or Seller for
related monetary penalties to the extent of such contribution or attribution.

19.4 Notices in Writing. Notices required by this Agreement shall be addressed to the
Party's representative named in Exhibit C to this Agreement at the addresses noted in Exhibit C.
A1Y notice, request, consent, or other communication required or authorized under this
Agreement to be given by one Party to the other Party shall be in writing. It shall either be hand
delivered or mailed, postage paid, to the representative of the other Party. If mailed, the notice,
request, consent or other communication shall be simultaneously sent by facsimile or other
electronic means. Any such notice, request, consent, or other communication shall be deemed to
have been received by the Close of the Business Day on which it was hand delivered or
transmitted electronically (unless hand delivered or transmitted after such close, in which case it
shall be deemed received at the close of the next Business Day). Real-time or routine
communications concerning Facility operations shall be exempt from this Section 19.4.

19.5 Exhibit Changes. Either Party may change its representative or the information
for its notice addresses in Exhibit C at any time without the approval of the other Party. Exhibit
A, Exhibit B. Exhibit E, Exhibit F, and Exhibit 0 may be changed at any time with the mutual
consent of both Parties. Exhibit D may be changed in accordance with Section 16.2 (B) of this
Agreement, A Party making a change that does not require the consent of the other Party shall
provide thirty (30) Days notice of the change to the other Party.
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19.6 Other Changes.

(A) The tenus and conditions and the rates for service specified in this Agreement
shall remain in effect for the term of the transaction described herein. Absent the Parties' written
agreement, this Agreement shan not be subject to change by application of either Party pursuant
t) Section 205 or 206 of the Federal Power Act.

(B) Absent the written agreement of all entities to a proposed change. the standard of
review for changes to this Agreement whether proposed by a Party. a non-party, or the FERC
acting sua sponte shall be the "public interest" standard of review set forth in United Gas Pipe
Line v. Mobile Gas Service Corp., 350 U.S. 332 (1956) and Federal Power Commission v. Sierra
Pacific Power Co., 350 U.S. 348 (1956) (known as the "Mobile-Sierra doctrine").

19.7 Disclaimer of Third Party Beneficiary Rights. In executing this Agreement. EPE
does not. nor should it be construed to, extend its credit or financial support for the benefit of any
third parties lending money to or having other transactions with Seller. Nothing in this
Agreement shall be construed to create any duty to, or standard of care with reference to, or any
liability to, any person not a Party to this Agreement.

19.8 Relationship of the Parties.

(A) This Agreement shall not be interpreted to create an association. joint venture, or
partnership between the Parties or to impose any partnership obligation or liability upon either
Party, Neither Party shall have any right, power, or authority to enter into any agreement or
undertaking for. or act on behalf of, or to act as an agent or representative of, the other Party.

(B) Seller shall be solely liable for the payment of all wages, taxes, and other costs
related to the employment of persons to perform such services, including all federal, state, and
lccal income, social security, payroll, and employment taxes and statutorily mandated workers'
compensation coverage. None of the persons employed by Seller shall be considered employees
of EPE for any purpose; nor shall Seller represent to any person that he or she is or shall become
all EPE employee.

19.9 Equal Employment Opportunity Compliance Certification. Seller acknowledges
that. as a government contractor, EPE is subject to various federal laws, executive orders, and
regulations regarding equal employment opportunity and affirmative action. All applicable equal
employment opportunity and affirmative action clauses shall be deemed to be incorporated
herein as required by federal laws) executive orders, and regulations, including, but not limited
to. 41 C.F.R. §60 1.4(a)( I~7) but shall not thereby apply to Seller.

19.10 Survival of Obligations. Cancellation. expiration, or earlier termination of this
Agreement shall not relieve the Parties of obligations that by their nature should survive such
ca ncellation, expiration, or termination, prior to the term of the applicable statute of limitations,
including without limitation warranties, remedies, or indemnities, which shall survive for the
period of the applicable statute(s) of limitation. Applicable provisions of this Agreement shall
continue in effect after termination, including early termination, to the extent necessary to
enforce or complete the duties, obligations or responsibilities of the Parties arising prior to
termination and, as applicable, to provide for final billings and adjustments related to the period
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prior to termination, payment of any money due and owing to either Party pursuant to this
Agreement, payment of principal and interest associated with the Security Fund, and the
indemnfflcations specified in this Agreement.

19.11 Severability. In the event any of the terms, covenants. or conditions of this
Agreement) its Exhibits, or the application of any such terms, covenants, or conditions, shall be
held invalid, illegal, or unenforceable by any court or administrative body having jurisdiction, all
ether terms, covenants, and conditions of the Agreement and their application not adversely
affected thereby shall remain in force and effect; provided, however, that EPE and Seller shall
negotiate in good faith to attempt to implement an equitable adjustment in the provisions of this
Agreement with a view toward effecting the purposes of this Agreement by replacing the
provision that is held invalid, illegal, or unenforceable with a valid provision the economic effect
ofwhich comes as close as possible to that of the provision that has been found to be invalid,
illegal or unenforceable.

19.12 Complete Agreement: Amendments. The tenus and provisions contained in this
Agreement and its Exhibits constitute the entire agreement between EPE and Seller with respect
t(l the Facility and shall supersede all previous communications, representations, or agreements,
e:ther verbal or written) between EPE and Seller with respect to the sale of Solar Energy from the
Facility except the Standstill Agreement. This Agreement may be amended, changed, modified,
0:: altered, provided that such amendment. change, modification. or alteration shall be in writing
and signed by both Parties hereto. and provided further, that the Exhibits attached hereto may be
changed according to the provisions of Section 19.5 of this Agreement.

19.13 Binding Effect. This Agreement) as it may be amended from time to time
pursuant to this Article, shall be binding upon and inure to the benefit of the Parties hereto and
their respective successors in interest, legal representatives, and permitted assigns.

19.14 Headings. Captions and headings used in this Agreement are for ease of reference
only and do not constitute a part of this Agreement.

) 9.15 Countemarts. This Agreement may be executed in any number of counterparts,
ar.d each executed counterpart shall have the same force and effect as an original instrument.

19.16 Governing Law. The interpretation and performance of this Agreement and each
of its provisions shall be governed and construed in accordance with the laws of the State of New
Mexico. The Parties hereby submit to the exclusive jurisdiction of the courts of the State of New
Mexico, and venue is hereby stipulated as New Mexico.

19.17 Confidentiality.

(A) For purposes of this Section 19.17, "Disclosing Party" refers to the Party
disclosing information to the other Party. and the term "Receiving Party" refers to the Party
receiving information from the other Party.

(B) Other than in connection with this Agreement, the Receiving Party shall not use
the Confidential Information (as defined in clause (D) below) and shall keep the Confidential
Information confidential. The Confidential Information may be disclosed to the Receiving
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Party's or its affiliates' directors, officers, employees, financial advisors, legal counsel and
s.ccountants (collectively, "Representatives"), but only if such Representatives need to know the
Confidential Information in connection with this Agreement. The Parties agree that (i) such
Representatives will be informed by the Receiving Party of the confidential nature of the
Confidential Information and the requirement and the limitations of its use, (ii) such
Representatives will be required to agree to and be bound by the terms of this Section 19.17 as a
condition of receiving the Confidential Information, and (iii) in any event, the Receiving Party
will be responsible for any disclosure of Confidential Information, or any other breach of
confidentiality provisions of this Agreement, by any of its Representatives. The Receiving Party
shall not disclose the Confidential Infonnation to any person other than as permitted hereby, and
shall safeguard the Confidential Information from unauthorized disclosure using the same degree
of care as it takes to preserve its own confidential information (but in any event no less than a
reasonable degree of care). To the extent the Disclosing Party is required to submit Confidential
Information to a Governmental Authority, the Disclosing Party shall use all available means to
e asure that such Confidential Information is not made public.

(C) If the Receiving Party or its Representatives are requested or required (by oral
question, interrogatories, requests for information or documents. subpoena, civil investigative
demand or similar process, or by applicable law) to disclose any Confidential Information, the
Receiving Party shall promptly notify the Disclosing Party of such request or requirement, if that
notification can be made without violating the terms of such compelled disclosure, so that the
Disclosing Party may seek an appropriate protective order or waive compliance with this Section
19.17 with respect to such disclosure. If; in the absence of a protective order or the receipt of a
waiver under this Agreement, the Receiving Party or its Representatives are, in the opinion of
their legal counsel, compelled to disclose the Confidential Information, the Receiving Party and
ita Representatives may disclose only such of tile Confidential Information to the party
compelling disclosure as is required by law and, in connection with such compelled disclosure,
the Receiving Party and its Representatives shall use their reasonable efforts to obtain from the
party to whom disclosure is made written assurance that confidential treatment will be accorded
to such portion of the Confidential Information as is disclosed.

(D) As used in this Section 19.17, "Confidentiallnfonnation" means all information
that is furnished in connection with this Agreement to the Receiving Party or its Representatives
by the Disclosing Party. or to which the Receiving Party or its Representatives have access by
virtue of this Agreement (in each case, whether such information is furnished or made accessible
in "Writing, orally, visually or by any other (including electronic) means), or which concerns this
Agreement, the Disclosing Party or the Disclosing Party's stockholders, members, affiliates or
suosidiaries, and which is designated by the Disclosing Party at the time of its disclosure, or
promptly thereafter, as "confidential" (whether by stamping any such written material or by
memorializing in writing the confidential nature of any such oral or visual information). Any
SUI!h information furnished to the Receiving Party or its Representatives by a director, officer,
err .pIoyee, affiliate, stockholder, consultant, agent or representative of the Disclosing Party will
be deemed furnished by the Disclosing Party for the purpose of this Agreement.
Nctwithstanding the foregoing, the following will not constitute Confidential Infonnation for
purposes of this Agreement:
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(1) information that is or becomes generally available to the public other than
as a result of a disclosure or other act by the Receiving Party or its
Representati ves;

(2) information that can be shown by the Receiving Party to have been
already known to the Receiving Party on a non-confidential basis prior to being
furnished to the Receiving Party by the Disclosing Party;

(3) information that becomes available to the Receiving Party on a non-
confidential basis from a source other than the Disclosing Party or a
representative of the Disclosing Party if such source was not subject to any
prohibition against transmitting the information to the Receiving Party; and

(4) information developed by the Parties during the negotiation of this
Agreement that relates solely to this Agreement (as opposed to confidential
business or operating information of either Party, including pricing), which
information shall be deemed proprietary to both Parties, each of whom shall be
free to use such information. as they would any information already known to the
Parties prior to the negotiation of this Agreement

(E) The Confidential Information will remain the property of the Disclosing Party.
Any Confidential Information that is reduced to writing, except for that portion of the
( onfidential Infonnation that may be found in analyses, compilations, studies or other
documents prepared by or for the Receiving Party in connection with this Agreement, will be
returned to the Disclosing Party immediately upon its request after expiration or termination of
tl.is Agreement, unless such Confidential Information has been destroyed by the Receiving Party,
and no copies will be retained by the Receiving Party or its Representatives, unless the Parties
agree otherwise. That portion of the Confidential Information that may be found in analyses,
compilations, studies or other documents prepared by or for the Receiving Party, oral or visual
Confidential Information, and written Confidential Information not so required to be returned
will be held by the Receiving Party and kept subject to the terms of this Agreement, or
destroyed.

(F) It is understood and agreed that neither this Agreement nor disclosure of any
Confidential Information by the Disclosing Party to the Receiving Party shall be construed as
granting to the Receiving Party or any of its Representatives any license or rights in respect of
ary part of the Confidential Information disclosed to it, including any trade secrets included in
ar y such Confidentiallnfonnation.

19.18 Compliance with Applicable Law. This Agreement and the obligations of the
Perties under this Agreement are subject to all present and future laws with respect to the subject
matter hereof. either state or federal. and to all valid present and future orders, rules, and
regulations of duly constituted Governmental Authorities having jurisdiction. The Parties agree
to comply with any and all such applicable federal. state, and local laws. orders, and regulations
in connection with the performance of their respective obligations under this Agreement.

~62 ~
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19.19 Press Releases and Media Contact. Upon the request of either Party, the Parties
shall develop a mutually agreed joint press release to be issued describing the location, size, type
and timing of the Facility, the long-term nature of this Agreement. and other relevant factual
information about the relationship. In the event during the Term, either Party is contacted by the
media concerning this Agreement, the contacted Party shall inform the other Party of the
existence of the inquiry, and the Parties shall jointly agree upon the substance of any information
to be provided to the media.

19.20 Due Authority. Each Party represents and warrants that (a) it has full and
complete authority to enter into and perform this Agreement, subject, in the case of EPE, to the
condition precedent in Section 6. 1(A), and (b) each person who executes this Agreement on
behalf of such Party has full and complete authority to do so and that such Party will he bound
thereby, subject. in the case ofEPE, to the condition precedent in Section 6.1 (A).

. - 63-
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF. the Parties have executed this Agreement.

Seller:

New Mexico SunTower, LLC

By:

EPE:

EI Paso Electric Company

By:

By: _

DATED AS OF: June 4.2010

NYJ-4281591v12 8-1
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EXHIBIT A

CONSTRUCTION MILESTONES

~,eller shall specify the following Construction Milestones. If not applicable. enter "NA.·'

I. Financial Commitment Milestones: (A) The date that Seller delivers a letter to EPE
confirming that Seller has committed capital sources sufficient to permit Seller to
perform timely its obligations under this Agreement. To be delivered no later than five
(5) Business Days after the Execution Date. (B) Without limiting the right ofEPE to
request, or obligation of Seller to provide, such evidence pursuant to the second sentence
of Section 4.9, the date that Seller first provides to EPE reasonable evidence that Seller
has or will have the capability to finance construction of the Facility. To be delivered no
later than five (5) Business Days after the Agreement Approval Date.

2, Project Construction Commencement Milestone: the date on which grading and
excavation for the Facility begins and substantial construction, including the installation
of photo voltaic arrays and inverters, at the Site thereafter continues. 9/112011

3 Interconnection Milestone: the date that the Interconnection Facilities are to be
completed. 101112011

4. Commercial Operation Milestone: the Commercial Operation Date. 12/3112011

Exhibit A
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EXHIBITB

FACILITY DESCRIPTION AND SITE MAPS

Bid Specific

] . Generating Facility Description.

The Facility consists of an approximately 20 MW AC photovoltaic (PV) solar generating plant
located on approximately 260 acres. The plant consists of 16 standard PV arrays that are each
rated at 1.53 MW DC, 1.26 MW AC. Each array contains a Power Conversion Station
consisting of two 630 kW inverters, to convert DC power from the array into AC power, coupled
with a 1.3 MV A pad-mount transformer that steps the voltage up to 24 kV. The high voltage
side of each transformer is connected in parallel in a daisy chain configuration to a 24 kV
underground distribution system which connects to the 24 kV collection switchgear. From the
24 kV switchgear, the power flows to the Point of Delivery.

2. Site Description.

The attached map shows the prospective Site for the Facility.

The Facility in Santa Teresa will be located on private land as indicated by the green shaded area
01 the left side of the map on the next page. The Facility will interconnect to EPE's 24 kV
d stribution system.

Exhibit B
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EXHIBITC

NOTICE ADDRESSES

EPE Seller
Notices: Notices:
El Paso Electric Comoanv Attn: Tim Hernia, Vice President
Attn: Ricardo Acosta, Street: 1817 Aston Avenue
Director of Resource Planning City: Carlsbad. CA 92008
FO Box 982 Phone: 760-710-2144
H Paso, TX 79901 Facsimile: 760·918·0310
Phone: 915-543-2040 Email: tim.hemip'fi1.lnrp'enerav.com
Facsimile: 915-521-4799

F:eferen~e Numbers: Reference Numbers:
Euns: 007928955 Duns: To be provided by Seller
Federal Tax ID Number: 74-0607870 Federal Tax ID Number: 26-3543476
~.ontrad Administration: Contract Administration:
A ttn: David Hawkins, Director - Energy Attn: To be provided by Seller
Tradinz and Fuels
Paone: (915) 543-4067 Phone:
Fax: (915) 521-4751 Phone and Fax: To be provided by Seller
E-mail: dhawkil ~epelectric.com

Maintenance Forecastin!!lSchedulioe: Maintenance ForecastinlZlSchedulinl!:
Attn: David Hawkins, Director - Energy Attn: Control Room
Trading and Fuels
Phone: (9]5) 521-4751 Phone and Fax: To be provided by Seller
E··mail: dhawki 1(a)epelectric.com

D "Y Ahead Foreeasting/Schedullng Day Ahead, Hour Ahead, aod ReaJ Time
Forecasting/Scheduling:

Atn: Pre scheduler
Phone: (915) 543~2044

, Hour Ahead, and Real Time
F('recastinglScheduling:

Attn: Real-Time Desk
Phone: (915) 543-4306
Phone: To be provided by Seller Phone: To be provided by Seller
Paymentst Secuntv: Payments. Security:
At:n: Ana Boisselier, Supervisor, Energy Attn: Keith Richards, Controller
Accounting
Phone: (915) 543-2055 Phone: 760-710-2146

Facsimile: 760-918-0310
Exhibit C
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1-- Email: keith.richards@nrgenergy.com
With additional Notices of an Event of With additional Notices of an Event of
])efault or Potential Event of Default to: Default or Potential Event of Default to:
Attn: Mary Kipp, Vice President, Legal and Attn: Michael Bramnick, Senior Counsel
Chief Compliance Officer
Phone: (915) 543 -5776 Phone: 609-524-4598
facsimile: (915) 521-4728 Facsimile: 609·524-4589
Email: mkipp 1cmepelectric.com Email: Michael. bramnick(a).Jll"2energy .com

E,:hibit D
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EXHIBITD

INSURANCE COVERAGE

Type ofInsurance

I. Commereial General LiabUity
(CGL)

Minimum Limits of Coverage

$2,000,000 per occurrence and $5,000,000 combined
single limit each and commercial umbrella occurrence
and the aggregate, where applicable. If COL insurance
contains a general aggregate limit, it shall apply
separately to the Facility.

CGL insurance shall be written on ISO occurrence form CO 00 01 01 96 (or a substitute form
providing equivalent coverage) and shall cover liability arising from premises, operations,
independent contractors, products/completed operations. contracts, property damage, personal
injury and advertising injury, and liability assumed under an insured contract (including the tort
liability of another assumed in a business contract), all with limits as specified above. COL
insurance shall include ISO endorsement CO 24 17 (or an equivalent endorsement) which
modifies the definition of "Insured contract" to eliminate the exclusion of easement or license
agreements in connection with construction or demolition operations on or within 50 feet of a
railroad, There shall be no endorsement or modification of the CGL insurance limiting the scope
0·;coverage for liability arising from explosion, collapse, or underground property damage.

EPE shall be included as an insured under the CGL policy, using ISO additional insured
endorsement CO 20 10 (or a substitute providing equivalent coverage), and under the
commercial umbrella insurance. The commercial umbrella insurance shall provide coverage
over the top of the COL insurance, the Business Automobile Liability insurance, and the
E:nployers Liability insurance.

T ne COL and commercial umbrella insurance to be obtained by or on behalf of Seller shall be
endorsed as follows:

Such insurance as afforded by this policy for the benefit of EPE shall be primary as respects any
claims, losses, damages, expenses, or liabilities arising out of that certain Solar Energy Purchase
Power Agreement dated October 17,2008 and insured hereunder, and any insurance carried by
E)E shall be excess of and noncontributing with insurance afforded by this policy.

2. Business AutomobUe Liability $1.000,000 combined single limit (each accident),
including all Owned, Non Owned, Hired and Leased
Autos

Business Automobile Liability insurance shall be written on ISO form CA 0001, CA 00 05, CA
OC12, CA 00 20t or a substitute form providing equivalent liability coverage. If necessary, the
pc licy shall be endorsed to provide contractual liability coverage equivalent to that provided in
the 1990 and later editions of CA 00 Ol.
E>:hibit 0
NYI-4281~91v12
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~I.Workers Compensation

~!. Employers Liability

~. Excess Liability Coverage

(i. Business Interruptioo/Extra
Expense Endorsements

Exhibit D
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$1,000,000 minimum and Statutory Requirements.
Seller may comply with these requirements through the
use of a qualified self-insurance plan.

$1,000,000 each accident for bodily injury by accident,
or

$1,000,000 each employee for bodily injury by disease.

$6,500,000 general aggregate

$5,000,000 general aggregate

Page 2 of2
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EXHIBITE

SELLER'S REQUIRED GOVERNMENTAL AUTHORITY PERMITSt CONSENTS,
APPROVALS, LICENSES AND AUTHORIZATIONS TO BE OBTAINED

The following is a list of key environmental compliance activities.

National Environmental Policy Act <NEPA) review: Not required as the project will not
be sited on public lands.

~.•.. Federal Aviation Agency (FAA) Notice of Obstruction: Seller will submit this
application, even through the project design is within FAA guidelines for sites close to
airports.

Clean Water Act (CWN.Wetlands and Waters ofthe United States; The project is
expected to have no impact on wetlands and waters of the United States, nevertheless,
Seller will consult with appropriate federal and/or state agencies to confirm,

Endangered Species Act - Section 10: The Santa Teresa site is not located in any
designated critical habitats.

4.

5. [Intentionally Deleted.)

6. National Historic Preservation Act (NHPA) - Historically and culturally significant areas
have previously been identified at Santa Teresa. Ifnecessary, Seller will obtain the
required antiquities permits consult with the state archaeologist during construction, as
required.

7 Renewable Energy Credit Generator Certification: Seller will file for certification by the
NMPRC so that the facility to participate in the renewable energy credit program.

8. Spill Prevention Contairunent and Control Plan (SpeC Plan): To the extent applicable,
Seller will complete an spec Plan for the site that complies with all EPA and NMED
requirements.

9. Storm Water Management: To the extent required, Seller will obtain a general
construction permit for authorization to discharge storm water under the New Mexico
Pollution Discharge Elimination System.

Construction Permits: The project will obtain local construction permits from Dona Ana
County. as applicable, such as those required for storm- water management, driveway
easements, the completion of sewer or septic facilities, and transportation of over-size
materials.

1(1.
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EXHIBITF

SELLERtS EXPECTED AND COMMITTED RENEWABLE ENERGY AND
RENEWABLE ENERGY PAYMENT RATE

Commercial
Operation
Year
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Expected
Solar

Energy (in MWh)
43,800
43,472
43,145
42,822
42,501
42,182
41,866
41,552
41,240
40,931
40,624
40,319
40,017
39,716
39,419
39,123
38,830
38,538
38,249
37,962

Committed
Solar

Energy (in MWh)
30,660
30,430
30,202
29,975
29.750
29,527
29,306
29,086
28,868
28,651
28,437
28,223
28,012
27,802
27,593
27,386
27,181
26,977
26,775
26,574

Renewable Energy
Payment Rate (in

$IMWh)
$127.45
$127.45
$127.45
$127.45
$127.45
$127.45
$127.45
$127.45
$127.45
$127.45
$127.45
$127.45
$127.45
$127.45
$127.45
$127.45
$127.45
$127.45
$127.45
$127.45

If Seller is not awarded the solar Renewable Energy Production Tax Credit, pursuant to New
Mexico Statute §7-2A-19, the Renewable Energy Payment Rate shall increase by $43.50IMWh.

Ifa change in law eliminates the availability of the federal Investment Tax Credit of 30% for
solar technology prior to the Required Commercial Operation Date, Seller and EPE shall
negotiate in good faith for a price adjustment commensurate with the reduction of tax benefits to
tie Seller, subject to NMPRC approval of such adjustment and the recovery by EPE of the cost
of such adjustment.

E;:hibit F
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EXHIBITG

SELLER'S FORMAT FOR RENEWABLE ENERGY CERTIFICATES

III accordance with Article 10 of this Agreement, Seller shall provide EPE with RECs in the

format prescribed in this exhibit.

RENEWABLE ENERGY CERTIFICATE

Feriod: For the month of :,20_,

~ource of REC: Renewable Energy Provider

(Seller Name, Address, Facility Name]

Contact:

[Seller contact person, address, telephone, fax and Email]

Generator type: _

1\ameplate capacity: (in MW)

Date of generator start-up: _

F sel source: -----------------
Revenue Meter manufacturer and identification I serial number:

Location of generator: _

R"newable Energy Purchaser:

Interconnection Utility: El Paso Electric Company

Control Area Operator: El Paso Electric Company

EPE Contact:
Evan Evans
P .•). Box 982
EI Paso, TX 79960
(9l5) 543-5995
Fax: (915) 521-4729

Exhibit G
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MONTHLY STATEMENT OF REeS

Renewable energy delivery for the month of ,20_.

Energy Delivered: kWh

Weighted Value of Energy Delivered k\Vh (multiply by RPS
multiplier)

SUPPLIER CERTIFICATION

I, c:» hereby certify that:

The energy produced, sold and delivered by [Seller} to El Paso Electric Company from
tnese facilities is from a renewable energy resource. as defined by the New Mexico Renewable
Energy Act, NMSA 1978. Sections 62~16-1 et seq., and the NMPRC Rule 572. Renewable
Energy For Electric Utilities, 17.9.572 NMAC;

Each kilowatt hour of electricity is generated using a_fuel source; and

No other Renewable Energy Certificates associated with the renewable energy produced
and delivered by [Seller} to El Paso Electric Company have been traded, sold. retired or
otherwise transferred by [Seller] to any other person or entity.

[.>ELLER}

By: _
[Name/Title J

Date

E"'hibit G
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Parties have executed this Agreement.

Seller:

EPE:

EI Paso Electric Company

By:

By!

OATF.n ASOF: June 4. 2010

S-I



Jun·O~·2010 06:55 PM EPEe 9155214729
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IN"WITNESS WHEREOF, the Parnes have executed this Asreement.

SeDer:

New MexicQ SunTower, LLC

By.
EPE:

BI1?'aso EleotrIo Company

DATED AS OF: June 4~2010

Reviewed ant:ll\Pproved
Lega~Department
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NRG,SOLAR.
,. . 'c. •.•• '; "'< J N~wM-exi~u:SunTo'Wer~LLC

lSi7A.stouAvenue. Suite 104
Cai':l~bad~CA 92008

April 12,2010

Mr~Rocky Miracle
§¥nI9rVi~Pre$id~ht - Corporate Planning & DeyelpPIllent
,erP:&so'Ele()Jrie~eompany
P;O,J30X9&2
EI'Paso, TX 79960~d982

,J

P~lil.'Rocky;

Thank you f'otwot'king:'with New Mexico SunTowe1" 44C("S~Ji'J:ow¢r"}oy~t'qi.~p~st s~y¢tEll
mont~sona Po!~ntillLamenciJllenttothe Solar Energy.·Power Purchase Agr~Jllenthyancl~tw~en
SunTowerand ElPaso Electric Company ("EPE),} dated as of October 17,2008 (the "PPA:")
regardingtheex,teluiiotl: of certjin project milestones in order to developthee$(jiartechnqlogy. As
noted in our quarterly progress rePQfts, we have .had many successes in developing a ,sdlargenerating
project in-Santa Teresa~·N'eWMe,Xico(tp.e"Prdject"). In fact, SunToV/erhas,sp¢ritover$.3 million
aggressively developingtheProJectin.()l'dertosecurean on time delivery date; However. we are
now faced with the-reality thattheeSohittechnologycannot achieve commercial operations until
summer 2012. Due to the innovad.vena:tllreofthe technology, additional time is necessary in order
to, secure a Department ()fEner~ Lean-Guarantee, As you know, without the use of the Department
Qfi:.nergy Loan Guar8J1tee.u,,$¢oftheeS9i&ttechnology is not economically viable for the Project,

White EPE originaUyexpresS¢Q an irif¢rest:'is accommodating our requested delay in the Project
schedule, EPE has.cha,ngeditsposition. his now our understanding that EPE will only support '8.
one year delay in the Project milestoneschedule if:.(i) SunTowertakesfuHfin.ancial·responsibility
.for all of EPE'scompliance with the Renewable Portfolio Requlrement('<RPS"}ofthe New Mexico
Renewable. Energy Act.,and(ii) Sun'Tower accepts all UabilityforEPEVs2011 RPSreqliil;tllient.
The maximum financial liabilitythat EPE seeks to tnU'lsfertQSullTp»,~r·hasbeenestirnated by EPE
atovcr$36 million, Simply stated, the SunT6'werProJectcannotaffbfdsucha large addition to its
(ial:mity and cost structure ...

()A Wednesday, April 7; 2010,SIl~"pw(l:r proPfJ&¢:4tq.EPE a viable and cost-effective alternative to
mee; EPE's 2011 RPS:~.quirel11ent<andavoid,any liability associated with a possible non-
compliance with the RPS startdatd~. StlnTowetpfoP9s~d to deliver all required solar energy
pursuant to the PPA from.a sohwelectric generatillg'tacility utilizing photovoltaic.C'Pv") technology
ih lieu of the eSdlar technology" Sl,lnTowefslalidpar:;tner, Verde Realty? h~sagreeg to allow the
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Mr. Rocky Miracle
NC\\'l\'lexico Sun Tower - Photovoltatc Proposal
AprH 12.2010 Page 2 of 3

technology conversion, and just today Sun'Towerpaid.an.additional $50.000tomalntain the land
QPt~()nfor tht';Project to stay on the development path for PVcommercial operations in 201}.

After careful review ofthePPA,.SunTower believes that legal structure of the: PPA supports the
delivery of solar energy utilizing PYtechnology in lieu of the eSolar technology. Please.note.the
following details in respect totheP.PA.

o The PPA requires the delivery of Solar Energy, The definition of Solar Energy
aceommodates the use of··solar.g¢t1eratioilt~hn91()gJ~s"ilp generate electrical energy. PV
technology clearly meets thePPAdetil1.itlon ofSo!arEnergyancl meets the requirements of
R¢neW<.ibleEnergy Certificates e'RECs"} in c6mplialice with 'the N.eWMexic;o Renewab le
Energy Act.

o The PPA only cOl1templf.t1:~:stb.e).lS~ofeSplar technology as a result ofSunTo\\,er~$
description of the genel'atingffacUiiyinExhibit B. Exhibit B is an exhibit that isutilized:'to
support the definition of "Facitit)'!' within tilePBA. The purpose.of the definition is to
ge$9tjpeanelectl"ic generating facilityforwhjch.ilie:Ptlrp()~eis to ~~prodtlceelectricity from
SolarErie~gy'~, By· use of PV technology.Stin1'owet:fullyintendstoadheretothe standards
~etforth ·wiihinth~idefil1iti()nof "Facility" .Morepy~r, Sectiol1 t9.5 of the. PPA spe~itlc.ally
aUowsfor ExhibitBofthePPA to be amended by mutual agreement of the Parties.

o In .additiolltotnefqteggitl&:sllite11lept,S\JnTowerbelieves the change to pVisa.npWf?g~§:~
change to the FaciI'ity.Tllts.·ffHowanceisidentified in the .last sentence of Secti0113J. whie:ll
states in thecoI1t~xtofl11aKi~gcha~g¢stothe Solar Energy.frcm the Project: "Illorderlo
make thisaqjustmel)t,$e,HerWtl::;faJsqprovidea revised Exhibit B to this Agreement
describing the Facility arid Slt~.jhciudirig:anyillerease or decrease not to exceed seven
percent (7%)QftheExpectedS61~rE:[lergy."

o Allother terms, conditions, arig milestones in theeurrent PPA remain the same as the current
executed and New Mexico. Public Reg91atiQIlGom11li~siQn ("'PRe") approved PPA.
SunTower does notseekanyincrea.selttitsSot!ifEnetgypticeattributed to the conversion to
PV technology and thereforeth~reare l)ooc;:g{l,five impactsto ratepayers from the technology
change.

. . . . ., •..•... .. ... . . •.. .. • Ih •
Based on your feedback froJllOU(tnltlalPV prcposal on April 7 and IIIan effort to move forward
with a successful relationship with EPE. SUriTower proposes two additional items asenhancements;
First, SunTowyrwill proVige a~ditional performance assurance againstilie20lJREC requirement;
Sun'Towerproposes to substantially raise the next PPA Security Furtdrequiremertt; cunently
scheduledfee.June 1>20UJ, from $1 ;84 millionto $S llIillion. ThisWiU yield a.total of$6.84 million
intot~isecurity (including the current $1.84 niillion aiteadyposted»f'rom the Project upon the June
lSfpqsting. This additional securityi~offered toptJWlct~.~ddjtion~lassul'anceto EPE of SunTower's
commitment to meet its current obHga,tionsfor.2Qll,RECsiilsdescribed in the PPA. We believe this
:f!dditional deposit is sufficient to makeEpe Whol¢:fof1}.nY2011 REC risk because the Project i~on
track for successful commer<;faloperatiomrby summerlO'tI. .

Sun'Tower makes this offer foraddition~l$ecurityc,Qntjng~nrQn EPE agreeing to move fOlwar4witQ
SunTower on the existingPPA~ solely with a revised Exhrbit B'to reflectPv technology, and
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without the need for aoditionalregulatQl'yapprovaLJf ePE wishes to.obtain additional re~1IIat6r)'
apPfOV~rfr~l1'1~he·PRe, SunTower winsupportEPE'srequest~ifi'equested by EPE.~butEP1311lUst
continuetoperfQrm 'ts.ot>lig~donspurs\l&l"l~~gi\h9~Pt\ re~~n:Hess6fthe PRe actioa ".This is an
itnpCil1antaspeet ofour.pl'oposal, becausejfalel1~hyregulatoryapproval process is.·requir~. i1.
would jeopardize SunTower's abllify todeliYer itr2Qll~ ...

Second, SunTower will declare, upon agreement with EPEto revise Exhibit B to reflectP'V
technology, that it has met.the Financial Commitment Milestone in Exhibit A of the PPA by
committing to fund this Project with parent company equity (unless project financing can be-secured
at a later-time, butSunTCtwerwillnQtpiace any finencing.centingency on this proposal). This will
meet the.Financi~leOlnn1ittrierit MHeS1:onedate.ofApri130~ 20 to, further demonstrating
SunIQwer'scommitrnentlothe sl,1ccessfuI.·~n:qlimely(:pmtnercialoperations oftije Proj¢e:{.

S.unTowel"has spent over $3 million and over one arid a half years developing this Project. THese
efforts have resulted in the achievement of Significant milestones that pave the way for timely
delivery of solar-energy ill2Qll, including:

o Execution ofa IllnQ $;ptibffwith Verde. Realty;

Q Obtained DbnaArta CQun:t¥landentitlement$.al'l.d~ppl"o.valsenabling the stal1·of
¢d*fltt4c~i()n hi tijenexL¢p~pl¢.mqn,tb.~;

o SuccessfUlly· negotiatedlbdtrstiial· Re\l.enue'·:B@.dfrt(.fucem~mfresollltion~andpropet1y tIP<
a.batement$withnot1~. An~eCl].lnty;

o Successful tax legislationamendnlentfortheAdvlirtced.Energy Tax Credit;

o Pending application.for the New Mexico prpc!.uctign'(:a;< Credit, which haslimited capacity
and Sun'I'ower has secured itspositibn in the.queuerelated.te this pending application;

oComlnencement ofthe Facility Studyshowing minor Network Upgrades needed to
interconnect the facility into the 1l5kV system and delivefenerIW to El Paso load centers.

Rocky. 1trust that you will find this proposal attractive fromaviability andcost-competitive
standpo into I have really tried toStrll¢t!Jr~wh:,\tJ:<;;pll.~iCl.et:t().be~ fair offer that l11e¢ts~ll of your
priorrequests so .that we areable.toi1lovea projectfotward.thlltislnboth :ofour cerporate.best
Interests: Fqmkly, larn ~talpss tryipgt9tlnAir~~Q9whyVir~.~reuhablet(}~inovetl';s>pt6J¢ct;
fOrWard. and would weloo1netheopportunitytttdiScuss whatneeds to be done to cOllth1\let~
..advanCe>this project I' nlav'an.~pt~ to m~twItll )101J~ty~)Urc.otl"enience.

Sincerely yours,

Tom Doyle
President &; CEO
NRG Solar
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P.O. Box 982
EIPnso., Texas
79960,,0982
(915) 54~~~7tl

EEl RasoElectrit

R;oc~yIj,Mltacle
SehiorVice Presidenl-
Corpora.tePlanning&De\lelopment

CERTIFIED
RETUf{N RECEIPT and
VIA:t:~MAILO:l;;lIVERY

April 1612010.

VIAE-MAIL
Tom Doyle
New Mexico SunTow~r, LLC
1817 Ast(:)nAvenue, Suite 104
Cari$Paq ,.··:CA.··92008

Rei April 12, 2010 New Mexlco.Sun'TO\IVer,·Ll..,eNew Photo voltaic Project Proposal

Deartorh,

WereqeiVeQ your April 12, 2010 letter r$gal"dii1~)'(:)Yfmost recent proposal to amend the
Purchase Power Agreen1EmtePPA" or the "Agreement")toab~ndon the"h1I'lQva1iYe.concentrated
solar thermal tQwer technology developed by eSQlar,wfijch is the sublecto1·the PPAand to
substitute a neW projeetemploying conventionalphotovqlt~'ic(~PV") te¢l}nol~gy, Conslstentwith
my prior ree,PQflse to SunTower's earlier prop()~~ltQameln~ the PPA in that manner,and for the
reasonsdascribed below, we are unable to accept your PfO.PO$al.

EPERemains Committed to.theSunTowerprdj$Ct.

Beforeaddre$siligcertaininaCClU'adic:scontained in your letter, I wantto reinterate thatEI
PasQl:lectric Company ("EPE!1Qr~h~i 1'9PlTlpany") is committed to the SunTbw¢rPtQj~ct for a
Variety of reasons. Fksl,.in theeventNRC3 Energy and NM SunTower(coliectiveJy,"KHlG!'j chOOse
not to perform under' QUrexistingagreement, EPS will face regulatory eXPQsure. lAs We have
discussed. atleng.thon. numerous occasions (and ~$ explained in greater detail in this letter), EPE
entered the PPA to meet its New Mexico Renewable' Portfolio Standard ("NM RPS") requirement,
Jncluding.asolar energy minimum. Without this pr6J~Qt,EPE cannot meet either the solar portion or
the. total amount of the NM RPS requirementin 201:1.

Second, in the event NRG chooses not to parforrTl under the agreement, EPE has
expended a significant amount. Of timet effort and money for no purpose. ERE has gone to
extraordinary efforts to promote this cutting edge tqWer project and to make it possible. By wa,y of
example, EPE Was successful in obtaining a first-ot-jte-klnd waiver from the queuing requirements
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in EPE's Open Access Transmission l1~riff,specifically toallow this project to be studiedout ..df~
order so that the Company could mee.t itsNM'RPS requirementin 2011. Without such a waiver}
the SunTower Project would have had to,walt its tUfnih6Pp;';;que!Je~ehinQoth$r projects waiting
to be studied for interconnection on .,~ first"com~, first~served basts, SimHatly, the ,Company
eXpended substantial time and resourcesprornoting the proif':.lctto the New Mexico Public
Re:gulafionCommission ("NMPRC" or "Commlssion") staff, and in protectingth~PPA from public
,qi$c'lo,$urewhile stlllaUowing the Commissioners to fully review it for their approvalproces$;.

Third, if NRG chooses not to perform the Agreement, EPE will likely suffer a los's:o{SSIQqWiU
and confid.ence on the part pfQurreguJators, elected officials, customers, and the public. EPEis
excited to be the purchaserofp(lw~rfJiQrn~.lacnitythat, when completed, will be the fit$tLitUif*
scale project in the United StatesulUizingthis inn?vauvetP¥le.rt~hnQlogy. The Company is not
.aIpnein that enthusiasm. As you Rnow frO"'PE3rS,().r:lt3heXp.erjence,asweUa'S~¢cQunts reported in
thEl prf?$~~New MexicQ ele.ct8!d officials, theNMPRC, the NeW MexicQl5n~rfiyand Minera,ls
De.J:>artment,and .the public ~,a,,~expre~sed their excitement about New 1VI~~.icqbe~Mgth~first
~f;ieefor tills cuttingeP9~"'$Qlarthermaltower technology to be used on aiargescale.A's"an ,f,lrecl
tha.thas suffered recentry no~q)l'lY'fl@r:rrlb¢!(;IGQhOlrlJcdownturn,but also as fl. result dfthe yi~leljpe
actossthebprder in Juarez'l Mexico,ksouthem N(;IWMexico could especially benefitfrOltr the
positive publicity the projeQtwoQlqJ:iti!ig.· .

10short, EPE wants andl3X'Pe"qJ§c'$Qt(J::ciwertog.oforwar~~ith·this~Rtpj$'~ta$~gg$igoed.'Ne
t~main .e9lllmitl:edto this projectanda:re,wnUO'Q;lp¢Q:hllfi.l.IE:t()cQnsid~r reasonable amen.t.!fl'l'lent~to
thePPA to allow for anextenslon of'tlhJ~;'fOrithe; completion .of fhe~tQj.~¢t~PtqVjq~(1thatthe
C~mp~l'lyand our customers are adf?qu~t¢lyptqt~qt~d from inc(easedllablHty riskresu~ti.l1gfr()rn
'any ametldment, and provided that weare assured that anyameQdm~t1t ¢Qtopli.es with New
Mexico law and NMPRC rules. To date, theptoP6$~lsmade bySunTower havefailet:l tpsati$fy
these C9I'1ditions.· .

vve BeUeve It Necessary to Clarify the Hiatory oftheSuriTowerPtoject.

Tlirning now to your letter, we feel it necessarytqclarify \lVhatc)e~9rred .with re~~rdt9.the
prolectto date, First, we have always made jtQI~(l(that we expectfullandtiniely co;tl1pji$'l1cewilh
th~PRA unle.ss and until we mutuallyaQree>on arryameliqment,. EPE has hotc;l'langed lts position
Jqthlsregard. We have beenveryc;leaririC)~r>¢qr:ninunicaUonswith youdeamthatour engaginQ in
dlscUssionsaboutamendments'to,lhe PPA(WhipftwU! Cillwaysneed to be approved by our BOfJ,rd
and the NMPRC) was nortopepQnsidered' any sort of waiver of our rights to demand that you
comply with the PPA as written. 1

Secpnc:f. basedon your letter. we are concerned that $unTowermaynof under$lahp the
conditioos-under which we. are willing to allow a delay in the QommercialOperation Milestone~..

IWe.alsohelieve it is necessary to clarify the ~imeline\Vithr~gat:dWtheseprQPosedalllendnients.lnNqvember~OQ9. $unTowef
first disp.ussed a potential amendment with EPEand stat~(jfuat!:l.proposed vel'Sion of'the amendnumtwould be provicied. 'this<
PrQPose;damenrlment was not provided until February19,,"1610. As such, there has not been "sevel'almonths" spent W(lr~ingQn
Rt]agl'eeab1e amendment as your letter states,
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EPE has not proposed to have NRGtake "full financial responsibility for all C)f EPE'scompliance"
with the NM RPS. Rather, we proposedol1ly that NRG take responsibility forthe9rigirr~llyagreed
to PPAJ and any increased costsand li~~i)itY,qj(eptJyor indirectly caused by NRC3':s,requested
~mendmeht and NRG's possible pC)f)perfQnnance' under the contract. This:" Wgyl~include
fesJlonsibllity' for anyfines levied or other¢,Q'$t$;;:imP,Q~~tlpo,EPE ,due to the amendment (wbieh is
C;9nsi,st~ntwith theotlginal PPA), ,although we; indicated cooperation to seek anexerrlpllon from
the 2011 minimum solarrequire.ment while stHl,cQJTlP]yiTlgWittrthetotal NM RPS requireQ'1El~[Due
to NRG's repeated assuranses that any suchliabUity can be cgntrolled and managed by NRGand
would be minimal, we dotl¢t urlcfer$tandoowor why this proposal isobjectiOh~ble;

Third, your statementthatllth~ E!§QJ~rtechnology" cannot achievecOrnrtl~r¢i~1 operations
lnl.~iISl,lmm~r2012n also seems inaccurate,~q)l~'QfNRG'§ previous communiCeltions"toJ£PE have
jnGficatedtlli:i~t4RGls .inaPility to reach 1nedeadUneis based on the type oftechnQ'~tgyertlpJbYed.
rh~4~eQfe~larteGI;u~njlogy: has beencpn;teniPlate.r,ii)yN.R.G,. EPE,and our regulators fromlf:1~'
inception ofthiscOmf~¢1. lns;t¢.r:ld. the inability to comply with the dea~mnesappears to be lJa~ed
on NRG1sunwillingness.toicontinue·to ta~ethe financial respt)l'1sibiUtynecessarytocomply with the
PPA and selt-imposed constt§irU$Jegarding NRG'snewlyexpected financia1retf,.lrn on the project.

Fourtth even ifitl NRG:svi~wtfleuse.ofeSOlartechhologYfottheprqjeQt hl3,sb~come no
Ic,ng,er"eeonomicallyviable" untes~§4nTPw~r qlJ~insa loan guarantee from the 'Depajj(l'1ant Qf
EQe;rgYfw.~qo nQta.c.Qeptthat~ IOfioguaranteeJrom the Department of Energy Jsnecessary>/Qr
the proJeCi'to gOforwart-l The PPA~ljt~ih$.n6fin~nijil'1g0Qntingency, and there is ne teq9Jt¢m~6t
that SU!11"pw~r()btainexternalfinancing 'fortfuepr~j~~~¥ means of, or that includes, 8.lJep.aitment
of Energy loan ,guara9tee.Your letter ihdj$~te$ tn~t:N~G.Energy, Inc. is willing to providt:}eqpltyt6
go folWani witba P\i Wqject We see ' no .ressorr.\i\lhy this.aq ~,lityfinancing is not an adequate
option for SunTower to finance'the projectusihgtl1eoontracted eSolar technology.

The PPA ReqlJil'&$ al'l eSor••. Technology Facility.

On pC;1getwoofyqur letter, NRG asserts Jh.at the, "legal structure of the PPA supports the
delivery ofsplar energy utilizing PV technology in UeIJ .Qf the eSolar technology." We strongly
disagree. You telYQn Seption 3.1 for thi.s prOPQsltipn~but Section 3.1 does notcontempJate or
discuss any change in technology. Rather,S~Ct.ipq a.1 refers only to an adlustment.to increaSE!qr
decrease t~eal116unt of energy generatedb¥ the project. This provision is inappli¢abJe.toany
chaOgein technology. Youalso suggest thc:tt the definition of "Facility" contemplates6nly the.
(:jeneral use of solar t~chnology. ThIs is inaccurate. "Facility" is described in Sectioh 1.4A5 as the
.~!fa¢iIi~... identified and. descnbed. ;.inE;xhibit .B to this Agreement." l::xhibit B desqribeS.~lid
idf)Jitifies theeSolarcOPcentra.tEld'solar thermal teChnology type facility. Thus,the contract
expressly conternplate!tthe l:Jseof ~Solartechnology; Short of obtaining the mutual agreement of
EPE to amend .the .agreem~Jlt (which would be a. procurement action. subject to regulatory
approval), SUl1Tower h~~119 eentractuat rightllnder thePPA to unilaterally amend Exhibit B to
substitutea.lternative teehnolo~y; See PPA§ 19~~,

Phone 915·543.5797 Fax 915-521'4749
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SunTower'sProPQ,:aed Amendment Is NotCost:,Effe~t,ve'Q:r Viable.

Despite YOUJ~tatemel'ltthat the proposed cl"iangefrom eSf;)lar toPVtechnology is "viable,
and cost-effective," we find the proposal to be neither. The proposed Ctrnendment to the PPA. t()
allow for PV technology i~knol:CQ$teffective for our customers. Aflowingia~amenctment to chan~e
the technology, without a sigl1ifipantprice reduction, the normal bidding pro~ss and other similar
considerations, essentiaflyalk>ws /$unTower to circumvent the competitive biddin9 prgC¢$s and to
substitute a cheaper technology fOf a more expensive, one., Indeed, EPEselec{ed this projeGt
based on theinnovative.eSolar technorogYinord~rto diversify its energy portfolio. EPE l)eUeved
the representationsmaQfi! that the eSQlartechnology Wou,ldproduce energy and capacitYWh@tl
alternative tePhr1oIQ~.i~~'\Nouldbe unable t()qq$Q.maRlng'esolar a more reliable energy' source,
for which ERE Was ~!lllrlg.:tg pay a competitiveprice.(I~ i~r(jgicaith~tNRGfeltsimllarly edt WoUld
never have bought thep.r{)ject frorneSolarJAbsenttheseadvantages, wes~en:9 reason for our
customers to bear a higheroosfOr increased risk, .

With regard te) viability, ill orderitt>8rnerltj th~PPA as you propose, EPE WGuiti p~ r~gtlTred
to pbtaiorand could ,potentially nt,,: t~~iV~1,j;~91.II~foryapproval. Contrary to your proposal th~t
EPEagree to m()vef()rwiirdwithamendingthePR?\~l;iolelytochange Exhibit B to refle¢fthe
supstituticm of fl\l technology for $olar'th~rrnaltechnoIOgYi wil~outCtdditiont;t1 r~gulatoryapproval,
EPE must by l.aVi .§E!"QUfe approval from the PRQt;>fit$',proQurementactions ilfth~QonteXt of its
Annual ProcurementPIaO.A.rr agreement bY,E3PE,~touseaneptlrelygiffgr~ritteQlmolqgy would be
a '''procurement ~¢tiPh'tr~quiring·.prior approvahWrp. re~~pectfuUyremindYOUli1Elt'\1V~.mQ$t:fQllow the
apvibeof New MexiC'oreglllCttory counselandthe'Cbrrtnii~~iOrt.'S FinaI' O'rd~:lr.thel=inal Order
expressly revieWgd .~nd .a.pp:roved a "solarth~rmal pow~r.generating fapiHWf!;and s,t~ted the
,fechnology"uses small mimors which track the sun .arycl tefJect sunlighttc;ra tower ..mounted
receiver, which bOil$watertocreatesteam." See Final QrQ(9:radopting Re:c(jmmeh.q~dD.~QI$i()nat21 (entered Dec. 23, 100.$). -. .

Further, the COl'llrni$.$iOFl.expressly and carefonY~~fi!mine(J the price'·ofthe procurell"l~mtJh
relation specific~lI}ftQ t~e u$eofeSolar' technprog>,~nd discussed .its$,er~9tI9'Qb¢gauseof its
"price, size, andpotel1ti~J for (echnologicalandopegatie>oa,lsucpess." k1. at 2'2.. the Commission
required a confidentiafcopyof thesignedPPA(includingi Exhlbit~) fgr it$ tevieWin order to
approve the procutemeritfor EPE and Jtscustorn~t$.Tfte price for PV technology cannot simply be
sl1bs.titute.dwithout Commission ex~mih~ti,prtahdapproval, especially when indicated PV prices
and alternatives are significaotlylowerthan thee.Solartechnology price. Indeed, theNMPRC may
W~Uhave concerns that theprpj~ctiij:l)t)t reasonable without theagreedupone$Qlartechnology
given the stated and approved price by the NMPRC. It is not our"wish" to seek r~glJlatory,c:!pproval
~s you state; we believe~~vvM~xico law and NMPRC rules raqljJreprior re!iJulatoryapprQVaJfC:>Fthe· $ubstitutiondftechnology 'you propose,

Likewise. if NMSunTower were to ~IJPrnifamodifjcation to its Qriginalinterconnection
request to change ttletechnblogy of the project and its a$sopiated technical parameters from
concentrating solar thermal technology to PV technolo9Yf and if EPEJs transmission were to

Phone 915-543-5791
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cOhclude that the modification isamateri~IO'IQcfific:i:lti9nr a new interconnection request would be
required under FERC's rules,. This;neWl~ter¢Onnettion request wQuldthen be addeq tQthe last
position in EPE's generatorjnterconr'lecfjpn,ql.Jel:le~, ERIEi$ not free todJsreg,ard these FERC rule$.
Higher queued projects would have to beStudfedfirst; Il'leanil'lg thatEREV\I'O!Jld b~ unable to study
any new (PV) interconnection request from SLI!iTQWer in time to haveiiil1terconnected in 2011.
Moreover, has NRGconsidered the implications of its ability to takeaqvanta,Qe"o.fRoadrunner's
q,ueue posItion jf thequ¢ue transfer no longer pertains to the specific generating, facility -- the
;~peGifjC <:levicefor the production of electricity -- identified in Roadrunner's interconnection
request? PERC's inter~nrt~c:::tipnrulea limit the permissibility of queue transf~r'st() the specific
g$nerating device idenfjfiedih>th~ interc()nn~q~ion request.

..~
EPE remains committed to this.pr(?j~c::tf~:$ orighiaUy ~greed by both of us. However, Ef'E

also remains committed to its customers and '10 abiding t)ytH¢IEiws 9t N~VJ,M&x!c(). Your recent
proposal is simply not.a feasible altsrnatlveto the current PPA. EPEremaih$~illil"lghowe\ler" to
<>9h§1d,'~r.~n~mendmentto thePPA providing an extension to the COl11tnerci~J~Reratj.pnry,ilestone
deadlineifeSoJartechn9IogY']$ u~e(j and SunTower provides either a parent9uar~n~ee frQm'NR~
9t Qiher fqrfTlqf assurance of its performance of the obligation to keep EPEand its customers
whole', Webelie'ile our pfOpos1E1Il()~:efaiL~hd. allows the prqjectto continue.

Please feel free to contact li1eifyou h~\ieaiJyqVe$tions.

~Sl.nce.rely,

...1•.//1.0.. ) .. /&:..1.1. ~.. ..;7/lI' /M a (.;dSL

f'hone91S-54j...s797 Fa)(9t5c521.4729
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NRG SOLAR j
t '!l.·.~.t"':.·~ 'I>";~' I N¢w·M~:I'icoSunTowert LLC

181'1 Astor! A\ienne,.Suite 104
CarlsbadCA 9'Z()OS'.' t .....•... "... ......

April 30. ZOIO

Mr, Roclcy Miracle
Se:niorVice President - CorporatePlanning &De'lelopment
EIPi\s<i El~c:tt:icCqhlp~ny
P~Q;a:Q~.982:
El<P080, TX 7996f:b0982

Subject: Solar EnergyPDwer P".r~liflse..!\gre~.-rt~nt~by*,ud between New MeXicoSunT<n'Ver,
LLC and Erf~$~J;!:'~t::tri¢/~!)fupf:'nye~pPN')

Dear.Rncky:

W~:q~ff3;~~.e.thateertainSolar Energy Power Purchase A8r~ertt~a~\as qflq¢t~~rP. 2008
(the·~!PJ.>A.>J}~.;llY8i)~b~tweenNew .Mexico ~lJnT(l",c:rtl.l..O. (1~&un'I'QW:~'~).aIJ.dlitPas(1Electric.
Po:m.p~l1.yt:Qe·,8~!).AJltenns 1,1500herein butnot. definedberein;shaUhavethe:filear1ing~set fortH ill
th~PPA. . . ...

WearQin re~lltQfyourletterdB.ted April 16.2010. It appears thfltw¢arelnU~~~Uy'oommm¢Qto
thedeliveryof''Solarenergyina time and manner which allows EPEtom~tif~:N~wMe~.iCo
R¢newablePfJrtf'qli9§tandllfd.('~MRPS"}.requirement.Wefurtheronderstartdthatwithoytthe
New M~ico$un'I'owerProject~EPEwill be unable to rrt~tthesolarppqion9i'tp,~~M ltP.f)·..·
requirem~tin2Qll. T()~e clear,SllnTowet is makingevery efforh()d~liyer'SdlatEnergjlftom a
~largenerati9n~¢hn{)lQgy()nor before.July 31, 20 11. AccotdingIY~ellclq~e:d.\¥itb tlji~J~tt~tpleas¢
f1ndmaterilllsin support of'theSun'lower Project.

In accordance with Section 4. 7 ofthe PPAi~uriTQweth~~ enclosed a:C9PY9f'thePhase I
envitQrunental investigation of the SJte. .!Qad.,~ition,. WC.have also enclosed: a revised .Exhibit. B to
reflect the final Site sel~tedforthe.Fac:illtY' ThetevisedExhibit B describes the Santa Teresasite
and also fullydescribes th¢s(}18rg¢n¢nl:"oh.r~so.lIrcethat SunTower intends to utilize at the Facility
as well as ollrapproachfQra~Uvery. of'suchsofar resource.

Oitrpr.lI11uf)' comnUtIl1~pfis to deliver electric energy from as~IQrgeneratiijD,~e$o ••rCel)#_9r
beforethe·(;~ntmel'dal Operation Date. ACCOrdingly, in the spirit ofgool:lf3.ithiandfl\irdealing.
w¢Jtj@tlq:to moveJQt\Vard in our construction and development of theFacifitywiththeuseofPV
te¢hnology. 1'hisletterwillalsoserve as.noticethat S\lnTower has sati$.fi*d tti~"firstConStruction
Mil~tori¢ under th~PPA ~ysecuringftpancingfor the Facility> which financingis centingent upon
the use of PV.t«$n0logy for' the Fadlity,. We expect that anyconcemsthatEPEmay bave
t~~atdingitsre,gtlta~(}ty requiremelltsr~I~~edto.pur utilizing PV technology will be1:ntemally
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managed by EPE. SunTower will be happy to support any additional regulatory filings thatEPE
may deem.lle<»S$ary in order to fully inform the Commission on the progress of the Sun'Tower
Project. As wetloted in our letter of earlier this month. together we can successfully deliver clean
solar energy tQ -elPaso Ele~tric customers.
Sincert:ly you.ni~

Bnclosures
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:EXBIBITB

FACILITY DESCRIPTION AND SITE MAPS

Bid Specific

1. Generating FacilIty Description.

thcPacilityconsists .of a 92MW ACphotovoltaio (PV)solargcnerntitlg plant locntedon
approXimately7S0Itcres.'.Tlt¢pla.p.tpon~ists qf73~tAn~((j.P\tarrays·th~tar~tateciat 1.53 MW
DC, 1.26 MW AC. EBen 4fP.yC(,)ntuinsa.powerCQnverslQl). Station co1\Si~ting(lf ,wQ63Q kW
inverters, to oovel'tDC power f'roril .the tll'tay into ACpower, oonpledwitb irpt1d';mb~t
transformer that.steps the voltage 1.lpto 34.5 kV. The high voltage slde()f~f!pl:lmm$fQ~i~
conneetedinparallel in a daisy chain configuration to a 34.5 kV underground distribufton system
which C91lIlCC~~.'~9the 34.SkV switch gear. From the 34.5 kV switchgeat~tbe. \f()ltlig¢is
incr~~t() 11S~Vjn tb~"llainst~.up transformer for connection to' the Point of De.liv"'l'Yat
theadja¢ent· Ro•.~·:Runner,SubstatiQn.

Commercial operadons.w'iUcomntencltatthe~acility for 66 MW AC hy lu1}'31~2011fand the
full 92 MW ACO'utPutwjJlconil1:1~n,p~.~~~ia.IQP¢r;f\tiQns1)yJ:)~¢w~¢r.~t~ 2911.

2. SIte Description.

The attached map Show8th~pn)sp~~tive9itefotlheFacijity.

The Facility in ·SantaTeresawillbelocatedonpriy~teland·as~ndicat<@~y··th~tgte~~h~~~~rarea
on the left side of the map on the nextpllge. 'fheFacility willinteroonntWt to .EPE;sllS kV
transmission system at jhenew. Rqa,dRuntieis\11)staUdndirectly adja~pIlttQau(:t9pt11.¢.J).()t$: side
of the property.

Exhibit B Page 1 of2
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RO.Box982
El Pa,so. Texas
79960-0982
(915) 543-5711

EIPasol;lectrl~.
RC)Cil;(y'R, Mlraeje

~6~J~:~1:~:i~:~·Pev~!opment

May 3, 2010

CE3ROl"Ij='IED
R8TURNRECEJP"Tand
VIA E-NlA.IL,PELIVr:RV

Mr. John Van Septer, CEQ
130West Union St.
Pasaden,a,CA 911'03
jvs@esolat.cOITl

Mr, Tom DoY:lt;!
N~w f\4extcp$unTbwer, LLC
NRGSol~fLLC
1817 Aston A.venue, Suite 104
Cad'Sbad 0A92008

'. . , .•..•..... ". ":">" ":'

tom.doyle@nrgene~gy.com

Mr. Tim Hernig
NRGSdlar LLC
1.811Aston Avenue. Suite 104
Carlsbad, CA 92008
tim. hemig@nrgenergy.com

fle: Notice ofCrmsfrqc:fiQI1 I;:y;eril ,of Default Pursuant to Purchase PowerAgreement§
1201

Mr. AsifAnsari
130 West Union St.
Pasadena, CA 91103
asitansari@esolar.com

Mr. Jim Shandalov, VP Business
Development
130West Union 8t.
Pasadena, CA 91103
jim.shandalov@esolar.com

Dear Gentlemen:

We received your letter of April 30,2010 in Which, on b~half of New Mexico SunTower,
LLC (jiNM SunTower"),YOl.lptlrport tonolity us thatyo,u havaobtained "conditlonal"financing to
proceed with a conventional.Phot,ovolt?lictPV") facility iltplace of the concentrated solar power
technology facility required by ExhibitS of the Purchase Power Agreement ("Agreem(i!nt" or
"PPA"). between NM$U(lT()W~(and EI Pa$() Electric Company ("EPE")1 approved by the Final
Order (Case No. Q8-Q0219-UT) of the New Mexico Public RagtllatiqnCQmmissiQn (UNMPRC").
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We cannot accept your letter as satisfaction of yqUrQbligatio~tonatlfyEf?~ py AprIl 30
that you have obtained financing to proceed withtheeSolarpn',?j$cJ ¥oY ¢QtJtracted'to'pfOvia~ in
the PPA,as your letter falls far shortpf thee)Cpressrequjrement~h~ce~s~ry to r':h~t the
Financial Commitment Mi!~stQn~qfthePPA See PPA Ex. AWe th~refQteadviseyou thatyour
failure to provide us wlm evlqenge tn~tyou have obtained financing for theeSolar facility
constltute~a~jCansttucJ~QJj}Svant of Default" as defined in the PPA. Bee §,12,1. Accordingly, we
(askYOU to take fmmedl~t~',~t~p~to pure this default within the time limits prescribed in the
Agreem$ht¢tfl ifyp~]'~veJio intentIon to proceed with the solar facility described in ExhibitB't.to
qpt.ifyu$of'that factassPdb:a$ 'pr$cticable so that we maybegih tQimlt.ig~tethedamagesthat
Wi!! ~ccrueto EPE and its customers from your fG!Uur$tQc;omplywLth.thej:\gre~meht;

As YPu have alreadyacknowl:dgedf $tJQ$tltl.ltiQrlof PV technology for the cutting-edge
e$olarsolarthermal t~ch'f)QI.(jgype$c,~ipedin Exhibit ,B to the PPA would' require an amendment
of~he PPA,~~~,A.priJ 7!2~10E",ail from T. Hemig to R. Miracle. It would also require prior
approval by the J\lMPRCund~fNew Mexico law. You asked for our agreernentto amenq the
gf?A oJiAp'ril 7 andAprU12 andYt>ur proposals to amend .the PPAtopertrlilJlje $lil)~titut!(m
havealreadybeE:h. TijjeqtEid.pyEPE under Section 19.5 or th$Agt~ell1eolfor reasons that
include tho$~iqentifledin our letter of April 16. In lighfof.our havli1SijJrfJ~qy{~j~ct~dthe.
amendment that you continue to propose, and unlessY9u.' ~~a:Yi$.$~$,.QtberwfsetWeCCiI1'only
view your April 30 letter asa repudiation of any intention to provide.th~ ~$plf,lffi,¢UitY q;:lUed:for
by the contracfand approvedbythe NMPRC.

We understand that NM sunrewers parent, NRcqehEfrgy, wantstos~t>stitut$ PV
technology for the concentrated solar technology described ihth~~PP,l.\q~cal,r~e;(!l NRG is
unwilling to provideth~financingtosupport the facility asqescdbed:inthe 'PPA arf?(iil NRG can
make higher returns on its investment if it is paid basedoITth¢~$g:j~Jf~QjHtY de.acribed in the
Agreement, while only providing a PVfacility. There is, how~vef, no,financingconti(lgel1cy in the
PPA, and nothing in the Agreement that conditions yoU(ot:}I(g~tiQti JQP:tQ'Viq~;theeSolarsolar
thermal facility on your meeting your internal profit goals. NR.G~.s,desire:to'm.aR~ hjgljQrPtofit$ is
nota basis under the PPA forr~fl..lsing to proceed under the COtitr~cta$.Wf:it,fE!n.

The.stat(;jrnehtin ycmrAprjl,30.Jetter that you intend to move forward ;'... ln the spirit of
QQ.Q.df~itn arid fair deanng •./'isdi$ing~n·uousat eest, As the PPA itself shows, the purpose ot
the PPAwas to. h'1e~tthe'soJardiversity requirements of the New Mexico Renewable Porttollo
Standard (~RPS)'). The Pf'A requires the construction of, a facilityemployin9 the .eSolar solar
thermal technology described in Exhibit B of the PPA, and was expressly. subject to NMPRC
approval. That approval was obtained only for the eSolar solar thermal f~rihnoIQ9Y~Indeed, as
you know, theeNMPRCexpresslyreviewedand approved 'a "solar thermal powergenElrating
f~cilitt and stated the technQ!ogy:"Li~$s'.smallmirrors which track thesllnahd refleotsunlight'to
'a. tower-niOt1ht~q",reeeiveri, Which boils."wat~r"tbcreate steam."See Final, Order Adop,tinQ
Recommended Deci$iPI1 (fi)nt.i:l!f¢dPee, 23, 2008) at 21. EPE's PtQ~qre.rnent Plan, by statute

Phone 915-543-5797
FaX~915-521-4729
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and NMRRP lilll~,is. to be filetleai:;h calendar year to 8ee~.~ppJ;OY.ld:af'~IlW~IlQ..upqomi~~
procuternentactioh$;Re.q(lveryof costs is mandated only forth6~e~qtjbn$ ,that are'''con$is~nt
with an approved procurement plan." EPE can only proceed with the. ,iPacility"approvedbyth$
NMPRC based on the specific technology approved by the NMPRC.1

We have repeatedly encouraged a path to moveforw~rd with the original project and
have maqe.cfear. we .would agree. to anamendmenl to thein-service d~te that provides a
~nancia.j~~a,wh9Ie provlslon toprotec\ EPg andour C""1@ll1!O!l!!fFQO'l additional risk. NRG has
cOri$ifstently refused ttl pr()vide, thatassHrance to ERE. .Moreo~er~iti$.]'),()wclearthat NRG is
unWiUirrgt6~9~~plth~authorlty. ()f the NMPRC, and is jn$iSltgl"1ttflatEP~~n~t it$C~$t()mer$
~bsorbthe correspondh19reguraforyand.·financial risk of an unautoori?:elogelay'and substituticm~~~~-~. .

NM SunTower is In default of the PPA for sever~Lreaspns. First,as indicated above, not
only isifjn defaultl;).y virtue of its having failed to aqhieve financlng.fgt the "Facility" as defined
by~~ePf=lAl.'~~.~.PPA.§t.4.45.bll.~ ith.aSJailed to.obtainthe;9pn$ent~ofEPE.l()amend the PPA
(ompdtfyExtlibit J3iwhie;!:t feqYites a specific $olartechnofo~.y;S.9C:iJ<PRA;;~~1$~5.

~it~i~!~i!@lti~~~~7;~!it~'~~k¥
obtained is insuffielent.l3.tld fails to. tneetthe express c1pc.QmenfdeuvetyreqU:i~l'tt:ent,ofthePpA.
~~. .

The.Agreement provides NMSunTower. 30 days to re.rTl.~.d~thfsGon$tr~c:ti.qIlqVent. of
Default before. EPE h1ayt~~e.theactionsdescrib,~dinSectiont2~1m9fttiEt! l?~;~~ement$e.~ Ii/.

~~~~e~n~~~;~~I~;a~~~~~?':~~~~i~~~J~~~~n~f~i=::~lT!tS:~~:
within the3Q:day pertOdtoilowing thi$ nofioe. . '.' . .

rr NM /SWhTpwerhas any plan to remedy the Construction Event of Df3fault, aside from
thap:roP,C)sed'contractamendment to substitute PV technology, please provjdeEPEacfet~tle.c:t.
Written Q.9scription as soon as practicable of such aptan, Ukewi$e. please keep EPl;reasonablv
iriformed of all progress toward implementing any remedy duringth@30daycurepetiQd.

I Further, this typepf.¢hangeinthe~ell(:ratingde'\fice usedto Pl'Oduceelectri¢.it>'-llasadvel'sehnPJications forNRG'sa.bility to
retain thequeU~PQ$iti.onandintej·col1u.ectroncll~~ter,studyeugibilitythat iheeSj}lai'facmtycum~otly enj()},$.ForNRG to
abandon theeSplarfa¢iUty ibJavol·ofa. PVt'acilitywouldll1ean that theP\lhipllit~, wouldha~.e~obeplacedat the bottom of
theintercorme,ctionqueue~ This,'isdlleto FERC's IHm-discritl1l11ationrules which.pl'event EPEfi'oln,aHowingmaterialchallges
inapreject thllt\Vol-lldadversel>'atTectother.plJ)jectsJower intheinIercollll.e{!tiql1 queue. Therefore, in addition to the various
NMPRC hnplIi;8tioIlsthatal'eti'iggered by NRO'5 proposed course of action, thereare significantFERC implications; as well.

Phone 915-543-5797
Fax 915-521.4729
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Nothingip tbls !¢~ter should be construed ~s a w~iver; invalidatiol1,pft31u,dice or
relinquishmentofanyrigf:lt5 that EPE has under raW' or under the Agreement

Sincerely;

cc: Mr•.Michael Gibbs·,... Jones p~y




